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A TREETOPS SIMULATION OF THE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE -
HIGH GAIN ANTENNA INTERACTION
Virtually any project dealing with the control of a Large Space
Structure (LSS) will involve some level of verification by dig-
ital computer simulation. While the Hubble Space Telescope
might not normally be included in a discussion of LSS, it is
presented at this workshop to highlight a recently developed
simulation and analysis program named TREETOPS. This program
was developed by Honeywell, Inc. under sponsorship of a
Marshall Space Flight Center research and development program
called Augmented Flexible Body Dynamics Analysis Program
(AFBDAP). TREETOPS, the second program to be developed under
AFBDAP, provides digital simulation, linearization and control
system interaction of flexible, multibody spacecraft which
admit to a point-connected tree topology. The HST application
of TREETOPS is intended here to familiarize the LSS community
with TREETOPS by presenting a user's perspective of its key
features.
Figure I outlines some of the outstanding features of TREETOPS.
The program is intended as a tool for evaluating the interac-
tion of a LSS and its associative control system. The program
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alleviates the control system analyst of the burden of
generating the equation of motion (EOM) for flexible, multibody
spacecraft. This is accomplished with the Singh-Likins formu-
lation of Kane's method of generalized speeds. This
formulation is amenable to the automatic generation of minimal
order EOM which eliminate constrained degrees of freedom. The
structure is modeled with articulated joints allowing zero to
six degrees of freedom. Component modes are used to model
flexible substructures, thereby permitting large relative
angles and relative rates. Since the system equations are in
general nonlinear, a linearization subprogram is provided which
generates the linear system matrices suitable for control law
development. An interactive preprocessor program is also pro-
vided which generates and edits the input data base in an easy
to use, menu driven fashion.
The development history of AFBDAP is presented in figure 2.
The first simulation program, simply named AFBDAP, was released
in 1982. This was a proof of concept
structures with a chain topology.
released featuring the linearization
program applicable to
In 1984, TREETOPS was
subprogram, an improved
interactive preprocessor, an interactive postprocessor for
plotting, and the ability to model structures with a tree
topology. A limited, closed tree topology modeling capability
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was provided through the use of "loop closure spring," whereby
spring force constraints were accommodated, but not kinematic
constraints. The CONTOPS program was released in early 1986 as
the final product of AFBDAP. CONTOPS admits structures with
constrained topologies; both holonomic constraints, such as
loop closures or prescribed velocities, and nonholonomic con-
straints such as Coulomb damping, gimbal stops, etc. Since
CONTOPS is still in the verification phase, this presentation
will concentrate on TREETOPS.
The basic TREETOPS program structure is shown in figure 3.
Working from left to right, HITIP is the interactive preproces-
sor used to create, edit and error-check the problem specific
input data base, which is subsequently read into the basic
simulation/linearization program, TREETOPS. HITIP creates and
edits two other files, a machine dependent job control file and
a parameter dimension file used in compiling the ANSI FORTRAN
TREETOP program. The simulation/linearization program, which
is usually run in a batch mode, generates three output files:
a time-history output file, a linear system matrix file, and a
restart file. The restart file can later be used to continue
the simulation, perhaps to perform parameter variation studies
about a nominal operating point. The output and linear matrice
files can be examined with the postprocessor program TREEPLOT.
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Alternatively, these files can be analyzed
determine eigenvalues, FFT's, LQR's, etc.
off-line to
The simulation program can also interface with up to four user
supplied files: (I) a model data input file, (2) a user sup-
plied control law, (3) a disturbance algorithm, and (4)
alternate integration programs as an option to the standard
Runga-Kutta four pass.
Figure 4 depicts the conceptual components of a TREETOPS model.
The HITIP program allows the user to interactively select the
components listed in figure 4 and assemble them into a
multibody structure with control laws, sensors and actuators.
Function generators can be treated as controller inputs or sys-
tem disturbances. The control law can be any combination of
continuous, discrete or user defined segments. The continuous
and discrete controllers are composed of transfer functions (in
S or Z), summing junctions and gain blocks. The controllers
can be arbitrarily interconnected or tied to any of the ideal
actuators listed. The structure is composed of flexible and/or
rigid bodies, rotation and translational hinges, and loop clo-
sure springs. The bodies are defined on an independent basis,
with user defined local coordinate frame locations and orienta-
tions. The hinges are used to define Euler angles for
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coordinate transformations. Like the actuators, the sensors
also represent ideal devices while the sensor and actuator
dynamics can be built into the control law definitions.
Figure 5 presents a segment of the input data base generated by
HITIP for the HST TREETOP simulation. Body I data is identi-
fied as a flexible body which has seven node points and six
modes. Hinge I is a "fictitious hinge" which connects the base
body of a model (always labeled at I) to the inertial frame,
herewith six degree of freedom. Hinge 2 is a single degree of
freedom hinge which connects body 2 to body I. All of the
input data appears in a similar format, wherein the user merely
fills in the blank of the menu driven preprocessor. Table I
describes the set of modal data required for each flexible
body.
Figure 6 depicts the TREETOPS model of the HST with two High
Gain Antennas (HGA's) mounted on flexible masts. Body I repre-
sents the core of the HST along with the two solar array
panels. Bodies 2 and 5 represent 3.27 meter, deployable masts
which also serve as waveguides for the antenna RF signals.
Each antenna is connected to the mast through a pair of orthog-
onal, single axis gimbals with dc torque motors. The table on
the lower right identifies the vibration frequencies of each
890
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Table 1. Modal Data for the j th Body
Symbol Mnemonic Dimension Description
J
NM
NN
6TM(b
6TD(b
(bTK6
__k _)
__'Jk (rj_)
_Wk*
PJqk*
YJqk**
IDBODY
NMODE
NNODE
MMASS (k, k)
MDAMP (k, k)
MSTIFF (k, k)
AT T.T A D T " 1._
PHIDNLBJ (i, k J)
PHIPNLBJ (i, k,!)
RJXPHIBJ (i, k)
DINERTM (ICOL, IROW, k)
PDYADIC (ICOL, IROW, q, k)
PHIXPHIJ (i, q, k)
(NM, NM)
(NM, NM)
(NM, NM)
in _T, mx
(3, NM, NN)
(3, NM, NN)
(3, NM)
(3, 3, NM)
(3, 3, NM, NM)
(3, NM, NM)
Body ID number (jth body)
Number of modes for jth body
Number of nodes for jth body
Augmented modal mass (kg)
Augmented modal damping (nt/msec)
Augmented modal stiffness (nt/m)
Mass center mode shape of k t'h mode
Mode shape of kth mode at the. pth node
Mode slope ofk th mode at the_ th node (rad/
m)
h-Parameter due to the k th mode (kg-m)
Change in inertia ofj th body due to the k th
mode (kg-m)
Change in inertia of the k th mode due to
the qm mode (kg)
Cqupling influence of the qth mode into the
kcn modal equation (kg)
NOTES
1. Index Definition - k = Mode, i = Axis, ]= Node, q = Mode, IROW, ICOL = Dyadic matrix elements
2. * indicates optional data is deleted when "time varying inertial optioh = no."
3. ** indicates optional data is deleted when "PHIXPHI modal term option = no." "
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HGA and the core HST. The basic problem to be addressed is the
interaction of the fundamental antenna mast modes at 0.531 with
the 0.515 HST mode. The stringent 0.007 arc-second pointing
stability requirement of the HST budgets only 0.003 arc-second
disturbances of the Line of Sight (LOS) to be caused by the
HGA's. Analysis showed the possibility of Dahl friction in the
HGA gimbal bearings to excite the fundament mast modes during
slow HGA tracking maneuvers. TREETOPS was employed to verify
the predictions made by the HST prime contractor.
Figure 7 shows the detailed components of the HST TREETOPS
model, consisting of seven bodies three of which are flexible,
seven hinges with a total of three translational and nine rota-
tional degrees of freedom; eleven sensors, seven actuators, a
discrete and a user controller. The discrete controller models
the HST fine guidance control system. The user controller mod-
els the HGA discrete P-I-D controllers along with bearing
friction and roughness, cogging torques and quantization non-
linearities. The model thus contains 22 degrees of freedom
plus 14 controller states.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 show results obtained by TREETOPS. In
figure 8, a TREETOPS HGA step response compares favorably with
simulation results obtained by the HST contractor. This plot
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shows the net torque applied between bodies 2 and 3 of figure 6
in response to a two degree step command (note the difference
in torque units). Figure 9 shows the time history of the HST
LOS during a typical HGA tracking maneuver of the Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite. Notice that the 0.003 arc-second error
budget is exceeded at the end of the maneuver as the HGA point-
ing control system overcomes the Dahl friction forces at very
slow speeds. The 480 seconds of simulation time required
approximately 56 minutes of CPU time on a Sigma V computer.
Figure 10 summarizes the LOS disturbance caused by the HGA's
over the same maneuver. The interaction of the HGA mast modes
with the HST is again demonstrated as the error budget is
exceeded. Note also that the data plotted in figure 8 is stan-
dard TREETOPS output data while the information in figures 9
and 10 were generated during run time in the user controller
subroutine, which increased CPU time somewhat.
The proceeding discussion indicates some of the potential
applications of the TREETOPS program. Typically, programs of
the magnitude receive a rather cool response until a sufficient
number of users and check cases have been used to eliminate the
unavoidable software bugs and idiosyncrasies. At MSFC,
TREETOPS has been employed on the six programs listed in figure
11. In each case alternate simulation results were available
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for verification. Honeywell also has an extensive list of
check cases and projects used to verify TREETOPS. Over twenty
other companies, universities, or other Government agencies
have received a copy of TREETOPS and are currently evaluating
its potential applications. Most responses indicate close
agreement with other such programs while acknowledging
TREETOPS' easy to use format and versatility. Soon CONTOPS
will be released to the public domain through NASA's COSMIC
network whereby maintenance provision should become available.
Figure 11 also list some future enhancement considered for
TREETOPS and CONTOPS.
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ABSTRACT
A study was made to determine the Influence of truss bay slze on the
performance of the space station control system. The objective was to
determ._!ne if any contro! problems ex!sted during reboost and to assess the
level of potentlal control/structures interactions during operation of the
control moment gyros used for vertical stabilization. The models analyzed
were detailed finlte-element representations of the 5-meter and 9-foot
growth versions of the 300 KN dual keel station.
Results are presented comparing the performance of the reboost control
system for both versions of the space station. Standards for comparison
include flexlble effects at the attitude control sensor locations and
flexlble contributions to pointing error at the solar collectors. Bode
analysis results are presented for the attitude control system and control,
structural, and damping sensitivities are examined.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK. NOT FILMED
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The purpose and objectives of the study are presented In figure I.
Details of the space station models and the control systems studies are
given In references I and 2.
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DUALKEEL SPACE STATION
The 5-meter and 9-foot versions of the dual keel space station studied
in the present paper had approximately the same dimensions and mass proper-
ties with the only difference being the truss bay size. The 5-meter
station is shown in figure 2 to illustrate several points of interest in
the control study. The control sensors and control moment gyros which con-
stitute the Attitude Control Assembly (ACA) are co-located at the origin of
the coordinate system shown in figure 2. The ACA package is located about
l0 feet above the center of gravity of the station. The four reaction
control system (RCS) thrusters shown are used in the reboost control system
with each thruster producing a 75-pound force along the orbit plane
(x-axls) of the station. The solar dynamic units are explained in a
following figure. They are of interest in the reboost analysis since they
must be oriented toward the solar vector for efficient operation as power
generators.
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ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM STUDY
The attitude control system is designed to regulate the orientation of
the space station to keep the longltudlnal axis (z-axls) aligned with the
gravity vector. The control system consists of y-axls pitch and pitch rate
sensors, control moment gyros (CMG's), and electronics to cause corrective
moments to be applled to the station whenever it deviates from the
commanded attitude. The attitude control system study is outlined in
figure 3. Control system performance indicators are llsted in the figure.
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BLOCK DIACRAN OF ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEN
A block diagram of the y-axls control system used in the study is
shown in figure 4. The attitude angle (and its rate of change) responds to
moments applied to the station by the CMG's and external and internal
disturbances. The effect of structural vibrations is included in this
angle. The electronic controller mechanized a control law to produce a
commanded control moment based on the error signal. The closed loop
bandwidth and damping ratio of the system was specified to be .01Hz. and
°275 respectively.
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I'iU_UENCY RESPONSE, PD CONTROLLER
Frequency response plots for loop gain using a PD controller are given
in figure 5. The PD controller Is the simplest that can stabilize the
rigid-body dynamics while meeting the bandwidth requirement. The low
frequency portions of the plots reflect the rigid-body dynamics and are
nearly identical since the moments of inertia of the two station models are
approximately the same. The higher frequency portions of figure 5 show the
effect of Including the structural dynamics in the station models (50
structural modes were included). The major difference in the two models
was that the structural mode frequencies of the 5-meter station were
approximately twice those of the 9-foot configuration because of its
greater stiffness. The frequency response plots of figure 5 indicate
unstable gain margins for both station models with higher resonant peaks
occurring with the 9-foot model.
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FREOUENCYRESPONSE,,PD COt,I'I'ROLLER
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE, Ot)HPENSATKD PD OONTROLLER
Since the PD control law resulted in unstable structural modes, a
second control law was designed to correct the problem. The object of the
redesign was to reduce the magnitude of the frequency response for the
higher frequency range while maintaining the rlgld-body bandwidth and
damping ratio. This was accomplished by adding a flrst-order lag to the
control law and adjusting the proportlonal and dlfferentlal gains to form a
compensated PD controller. Frequency response plots for loop gain using
the compensated PD controller are given in figure 6, The addition of
compensation reduces the higher frequency portions of the gain plots and
results in stable gain margins for both station models,
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FREOUENCY RESPONSE, COMPENSATEDPD CONTROLLER
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SPACE STATION BODE ANALYSIS RESULTS
The results of the attitude control system study using the compensated
PD controller are given in figure 7. Gain margin comparisons (Fig. 6) show
a 12 DB advantage for the 5-meter station. Estimates of the structural
damping required to meet a hypothetical gain margin specification of 20 DB
show that the 5-meter station required about 4.4 times less damping than
the 9-foot modelo The 5-meter station was found to be more tolerant to
possible modal frequency changes and to have twice the bandwidth of the
9-foot station for a gain margin specification of 20 DBo
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REBOOST CONTROL SYSTEN STUDY
The reboost control system study performed is outlined in figure 8.
Control system performance indicators are listed In the figure.
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REBOOST CONTROL LOGIC
The Space Station must be periodically reboosted to maintain a desired
orbit. The maneuver is performed using four 75-pound, constant thrust Jets
located as shown on figure 2 with two Jets above and two below the station
center of gravity. The purpose of the reboost control system is to
maintain attitude control during the maneuver. The system operates either
with all Jets on or using only the upper Jets. With all Jets on, a torque
is generated about the y-axls of the station causing it to rotate away from
the local vertical. The station attitude is kept within desired limits by
off-modulatlon of the lower-keel Jets. The control logic which governs the
firing of the lower Jets is given in figure 9. The logic results in a near
periodic firing of the RCS Jets as shown in the control history given on
figure 9. The 1-degree deadband results in the space station oscillating
about a l-degree offset from the local vertical.
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REBOOST CONTROL SWITCHING CURVE
FOR RCS JETS
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FLEXIBLECONTRIBUTIONTOERROR SIGNAL DURINC REBOOST IqANKUVER
The error signal (E) used to control the RCS Jet firing was an
unfiltered pitch and pitch rate signal as measured at the ACA package loca-
tion (Fig. 2). Since this signal contains both the rigid body and local
flexible response, it is of interest to examine the flexible interference
in sensor outputs during a reboost maneuver. Comparisons of the flexible
contribution to the error signal are given in figure lO for the 5-meter and
9-foot stations. The .03 ° peak in flexible interference for the 9-foot
model could be reason for concern since it represents 60 percent of the
o05 ° hysteresis used in the switching logic. However, no adverse effects
were noted when an unfiltered error signal was used in the reboost logic.
Nevertheless, with flexible deviations such as those shown on figure 10,
the potential exists for deterioration of the hysteresis switching loop,
and, in actual practice the reboost control error signal should be filtered
to reduce flexible interference at the sensors.
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FLEXIBLE CONTRIBUTION TO ERROR
SIGNAL DURING REBOOST MANEUVER
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SOLARDYNAMICOOLLECTORS
The station is powered by efRht solar dynamic systems located as shown
on figure 2. A typical solar dynamic collector is shown in figure 11. For
maximum efficiency, the direction of the symmetric axis of each of the
solar dynamic systems must be held to within .1" of the solar vector, even
during an orbit reboost maneuver. This is done using controllers which
command rotary Joints located on the transverse truss and a rotary Joint
attached to the reflector symmetry axis. For the current study, these
controllers are assumed inactive.
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VARIATION OF SUN-LINE AT OUTER SOLAR
COLLECTOR DURING REBOOST
Sun-line variations at the outer collector during reboost are shown on
figure 12 for the 5-meter and 9-foot stations. The responses contain a
low-frequency rigid-body oscillation with a superimposed, higher frequency
oscillation caused by the flexible modes. Due to the l-degree offset
requirement during reboost, sun-line variations always exceed the .1"
pointing requirement for the solar collectors. However, if the rigid-body
pitch angle were known, it could be hulled using the previously discussed
rotary Joints. Note that the flexible variations shown in figure 12 are
larger for the 9-foot station than for the 5-meter configuration.
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FLEXIBLE SUN-LINE EXCURSIONS DURING REBOOST
Flexlble contributions to sun-llne variations during reboost are given
in figure 13 for the t_ station models. Shown is a continuous trace of
the flexible sun-llne at the outer solar collector during a reboost
maneuver. While both flexible responses are within the .I" requirement,
the 5-meter excursions are about one-fourth those for the 9-foot station.
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SUN-LINE EXCURSIONS
DURING REBOOST
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SUMMARY OF FLEXIBLE RESPONSE RESULTS FOR REBOOST MANEUVER
A summary of the results of the reboost control analysis are given in
figure 14. The mlnlm_ structural frequency for the 5-meter station is
double that for the 9-foot station. Since the reboost control frequencies
are the same for both models, a greater separation between control and
structural frequency exists for the 5-meter station. This is reflected in
the lower flexlble interference in the sensor outputs and the smaller
collector transients shown in figure 14 for the 5-meter configuration.
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I_DESICNED LEBOOST _R
The previous reboost analysis assumed 75-pound thrust RCS Jets, a
l-degree offset from the local vertical, and control logic hysterlsis of
.05 °. An additional study was made In which the control logic was
redesigned such that total sun-llne variations at the solar collectors
would never exceed the .I° pointing requirement during the reboost
maneuver. The redesign consisted of reducing the upper and lower RCS Jets
from 75 pounds to 12.5 pounds and 20 pounds respectively. This produced
opposing torques of equal magnitude with all Jets on or with only the upper
Jets active. The deadband in the control logic was set to zero and a
hysteresis of .00875 ° was used. The resulting sun-llne variation at the
outer solar collector for the 5-meter station during reboost is shown in
figure 15. Note that rlgld-body plus flexible deviations remain within the
.I" requirement throughout the maneuver.
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The reboost and attitude control study results are summarized in
figure 16o All aspects of the control study indicated a preference for the
5-meter configuration,
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HIGH SPEED SIMULATION OF FLEXIBLE MULTIBODY DYNAMICS
A.D.Jacot, R.E.Jones, and C.D.Juengst
The Boeing Aerospace Company, Seattle, Wa_sh.
ABSTRACT:
A multifle×ible body dynamics code intended for fast turnaround
control design trades is described. Nonlinear rigid body dynamics
and linearized flexible dynamics combine to provide efficient
solution of the equations of motion. Comparison with results from
the DISCOS code provides verification of accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Control design for complex multiflexible body dynamical systems
requires many computer runs of simulations with high CPU usage.
The high fidelity computer codes which currently address this
nonlinear dynamics problem ( for example, DISCOS, ref. I, and
TREETOPS_ ref. 2) cannot provide sufficiently fast computer
turnaround. To adequately address the control structure
interaction problem_ structural analyzers for this work should be
embedded within a control design code having available an entire
repertoire of control simulation and analysis tools. The high
fidelity dynamics codes are not designed for convenient use in
this way. High fidelity analysis methods are needed, however.
The nonlinearities of large motion multibody dynamics suggest that
control design based on linear analysis will fail to assess
performance accurately, and may"also fail to identify stability
problems during prolonged slewing motions. Thus there appears to
be a deficiency in control structure interaction design
methodology for nonlinear multiflexible body systems. The SADACS
(Spacecraft Appendage Dynamics And Control Simulation) code
attempts to address a range of problems in this category.
Most multifle×ible body dynamics problems are essentially linear
in their flexible behavior even though their rigid body motions
may be strongly nonlinear. SADACS was specifically developed for
this type of problem. The present work is a follow-on to the
approach described by Hassul and Heffernan in reference 3. SADACS
is embedded within the Boeing EASY5 control design and simulation
system which provides a wide range of simulation tools, linear
control design methods, and nonlinear time domain integration
options. The approach achieves high computational speed by
solving the flexible dynamics equations in diagonalized system
mode form. It solves the fully nonlinear rigid motion problem in
parallel with the flexible solution, providing an accurate total
motion prediction for most nonlinear dynamic response problems.
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Large angular motions cause gradual changes in the flexible system
modes, and these changes are handled by updating the system modes.
Very little error in the flexible motion is caused by this
updating, no error is induced in the rigid solution, and little
increase in computational time occurs.
SADACS is operational in a number of Boeing applications involving
complex control structure interaction problems. It has been
verified by comparisons with predictions of the DISCOS code.
Computational speeds have varied from several times faster than
DISCOS for small problems to 100 or more times faster_for larger
problems. It is routinely used for problems that are
computationally infeasible for the high fidelity codes which solve
the coupled, nonlinear structural equations of motion in terms of
the flexible modes of individual appendages.
Because SADACS is an approximate approach, it must be verified
when it is used for problems which have a stronger degree or
different type of nonlinearity than that previously studied.
date, however, it has been found highly accurate for complex
multiflexible body dynamics problems.
TECHNICAL APPROACH
To
The handling of structural flexibility in SADACS parallels the
approach of conventional structural analysis. The several bodies
of the system are represented by their component modes, retaining
corresponding freedoms at the attachment points. They are then
coupled to form the equations of the total system by performing a
conventional structural merge. This greatly simplifies setting up
the flexible equations of motion in comparison with the fully
nonlinear formulation used by codes such as DISCOS.
Since this approach omits all nonlinearities, a separate nonlinear
analysis is performed in parallel with the flexible solution.
This solution addresses only the rigid motions, thereby retaining
the nonlinearities of greatest Importance in most problems. The
separation of rigid and flexible solutions can only be done with
the flexible formulation in system mode form. Therefore, SADACS
performs an eigensolution to obtain a system normal mode
representation of structural flexibility. T_e use of normal modes
provides the improvement in computational time which is the aim of
the SADACS development.
Though this approach appears both simple and logical, its
implementation involves approximations in mathematical derivations
which are difficult to justify and to understand as regards
physical meaning and probable consequences in problem solutions.
The concerns center on the handling of the rotations and their
rates. Each of the technical sections which follow attempts to
identify the mathematical approximations as they are introduced
and to describe the physical nature and possible magnitude of
errors which may occur in simulations.
The technical details of SADACS center on three main subjects:
1. Definition of the flexible structural model in terms of
980
the modes of its component bodies.
2. Use of the structural definition to set up the
multiflexible body equations of motion, accounting for the
gimbal freedoms and torques.
3. Eigensolution, truncation of system modes, and handling of
truncated modes in dynamic analysis.
4. Simultaneous solution and combination of separate rigid
and flexible dynamic response problems.
These subjects and the important matters of verification of
accuracy and computational speed are discussed in the sections
which follow.
Definition of the Structural Model
Figure 1 illustrates the type of multiflexible body system to be
studied. A four body chain topology is shown, although SADACS
also handles a tree topology. Each body has a coordinate frame
which is used for its structural analysis. Bodies 1 and 2 in this
figure are each attached to two other bodies. At their attachment
points these bodies each have 6 degrees of freedom. Using the
Craig-Bampton component body modal formulation (refs. 3_ 4), these
freedoms are defined by stiffness and mass data. They are treated
as coordinates, called constraint modes, and have modeshapes which
involve deformations of the interiors of the bodies. The
modeshapes are computed by imposing, one at a time, the
displacements and rotations of the attachment points and
performing static structural analyses of the resulting
deformations. Taken as a group, the attachment point freedoms
combine to provide rigid body motion. For this reason, the
constraint mode set cannot be easily truncated. They also provide
the flexibility of the bodies in response to forces and torques
applied externally to the attachment points.
To supplement the constraint modes, dynamic flexible modes of the
bodies are computed with the attachment points completely fixed.
These are called the fixed interface modes. Taken together, the
constraint and fixed interface _odes provide a complete
description of the motions of the bodies in modal coordinate form.
The fixed interface modal set is usually truncated.
The structural modelling described above contains implied
approximations due the handling of the rotations. The use of the
constraint modal coordinates to define rotations is a
superposition procedure. It ignores the fact that rotations are
only superimposable in a specific sequence defined by the physical
construction of a gimbal device and properly accounted for in
mathematical procedure. If the rotations are sufficiently small,
however, they can be treated by superposition. Therefore, the
modal approach taken here is only valid for the flexible portion
of the motion, in which the rotations are very small. In
addition, the use of the body structural analysis frame as a basis
for the definition of the constraint mode coordinates ignores the
fact that the actual orientations of the axes of the interbody
attachment constraints are influenced by flexibilty. There are
situations in which this is important, as in the case of a very
flexible body attached to another body which is massive or which
• 981
has large angular momentum. SADACS does not attempt to address
these types of problems. Finally, the structural analysis frame
is treated effectively as an inertial frame becausethe constraint
modes referred to this basis provide the only means of rigid
motion of a body. If a body has large motions in either rotation
or translation, they must be represented by large values of the
constraint mode coordinate values. Numerical difficulty could
then be encountered in the use of the constraint mode stiffnesses.
These are typically very large and are not well suited to analyses
in which they must create reactions to large, nearly rigid
motions. Therefore, if SADACS were to simulate a trapsient
response using the structural model rather than the separate rigid
motion solver to compute the rigid motion, errors typical of
inertial grounding would likely occur. However, the code is never
used in this mode, and the restriction of the structural model to
simulate only the flexible motion eliminates this concern.
Equation 1 gives the relationship of the Craig-Bampton modal
coordinates to the discrete physical freedoms of a single body.
= (i)
'X_ PZC
where <dz> and <d=> are the discrete motions of the interior and
boundary gridpoints, IF'z=] and [F'=w] are the modeshapes defining
the interior motions due to the constraint and fixed interface
modes, and <q=> and <qw> are the constraint and fixed interface
modal coordinates, respectively. The vectors <d=> and <q=> are
identical. The discrete freedoms include both displacements and
rotations.
The Craig-Bampton modal coordinates are not uncoupled as
structural normal modes are. The equations of motion of the body
in this form have inertial coupling between the constraint and
fixed interface modes. Equations 2 and 3 show the forms of the
symmetric modal coordinate mass"and stiffness matrices for a
single body
i= M_ M_c[M] LM=. M=c
= K P'," 0
[K ] L 0 Kc:
(2)
(3)
where the subscripts FF, FC/CF, and CC indicate the fixed
interface modes, the coupling between the fixed interface and
constraint modes, and the constraint modes, respectively. The
matrices [K_] and [M_] are diagonal. [Kc=] is generally full,
but there is no stiffness coupling between the constraint and
fixed interface modes. The mass coupling matrices [M_=] and [M=_]
and the constraint mode mass matrix [Mcc] are generally full.
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Bodies 3 and 4 in figure 1 are each attached to only one other
body. These bodies also have both constraint and fixed interface
modes, but they have a simpler and more familiar form in these
cases. The constraint modes are simply the rigid body
displacements and rotations of the bodies imposed by their
attachment point motions. The _ixed interface modes are simply
the cantilever modes of conventional structural analysis.
SADACS handles tree topology structural systems in which there are
bodies with more than two attachment interfaces. In figure 1, for
example, body 1 could have several additional appendages. In such
cases, a larger number of constraint modes is defined. As the
number of constraint modes is thus increased, the body becomes
effectively stiffer in the numerical descriptions of both its
constraint and fixed interface modes. The modes become less
effective descriptors of the system dynamics, modal convergence
deteriorates, and retention of large modal sets becomes necessary.
In the SADACS approach, this does not cause any difficulties
because the system is subjected to eigensolution and truncation.
However, for approaches which solve the equations of motion in
component mode form, the Craig-Bampton formulation may lead to
large problem size and difficulty in integrating the equations of
motion.
The coordinate systems of the structural modal analysis dictate
procedures for the use of the modal data in subsequent multibody
analysis. Figure 1 shows that each body has a coordinate triad
which is used for its structural analysis. No generality is lost
if all of these triads are parallel. Thus, each body's
displacements and rotations are referred to the same basis
vectors, called herein the structural analyzer global basis. The
structural analysis is performed with the bodies in specific
relative orientations to this global basis, called herein the
nominal orientations. The modal data are therefore readily used
to study the system in its nominal condition. If the bodies are
to be studied in off nominal orientations, the structural data are
still valid and the structural _nalyses need not be repeated.
Transformations of the appendage constraint mode vectors can
return these vectors to the global basis. Figure 2 illustrates
this situation. Body 2 in the figure has been rotated to an off
nominal position. The structural analysis has not been repeated
for this new orientation. The body 2 modal data are still valid,
but are referred to the rotated body 2 basis rather than to the
global basis. This requires a compensating transformation of the
constraint mode data when the multibody attachment equations are
formulated.
Multibody Structural Merge
Figure 1 shows all bodies of the system oriented nominally, so
that their body frames are parallel to the global frame. The
modal data of each body are re÷erred to the global basis system.
The fixed interface modeshapes contain displacements along, and
rotations about, the axes of the global system. The constraint
mode coordinate vectors contain displacements along and rotations
about these axes. If any bodies are rotated to off nominal
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orientations, their modal data become referred to the
correspondingly rotated material frames as indicated by figure 2.
The derivations of this section consider both nominal and off
nominal orientations in imposing the interbody connectivity
conditions.
The first step of the derivation is the transformation of the
constraint modal coordinates to the basis systems of the gimbals.
This allows the individual body mass, damping, and stiffness
matrices to be combined into total system coupled matrices by
enforcing compatibility of adjacent body displacements and
rotations. This procedure is called a structural merge. No
transformation is required for the fixed interface modal data.
It is in the structural merge that the approximations of the
flexible body linearization become difficult to visualize and
understand. The present approach differs in part from the fully
nonlinear formulations in that it omits second and higher order
terms in the acceleration equations. This causes approximations
in inertia 10ad distributions on the structural components and
therefore in the equations of motion. The higher order terms are
present in high fidelity codes because at the outset they assemble
the equations of motion for bodies residing in a rotating
assemblage. This defines accelerations due to products of the
angular rates with themselves (centrifugal and gyroscopic
effects>, and with the modal rates (Coriolis effects>. These are
omitted at the outset when the modal equations are developed in
conventional structural dynamics form. The omitted terms are very
small except in cases where large angular rates and large
flexibility combine. Hence SADACS is seen to be limited by the
combination of angular rate and structural flexibility.
Other approximations are made in the procedure for imposing
connectivity between the bodies, due to the manner of handling the
orientations of the gimbal axes. In the high fidelity codes, the
motions of the gimbal axes are represented exactly, including the
effects of large rotations and _tructural flexibility. The
influences of the gimbal motions on the motions of the bodies are
therefore computed exactly. In the approximate derivations of the
present approach, however, modal data are used to define flexible
rotations and modal coordinate rotation quantities are transformed
as though they were the components of a vector. The influences of
the gimbal orientations are therefore approximated. This
treatment is accurate if the flexible rotations are very small, so
that superposition of angular motions can be done without regard
for the order in which they occur. The justification of this
treatment is that the structural merge is used only to model the
small flexible contributions to the rotations.
In addition, transformations are applied to all of the matrices of
the modal coordinate formulation without including the influences
of the rates of change of the transformations with time. Since
differentiation of the transformation matrices generates
quantities that are proportional to the angular rates, this is
equivalent to omitting nonlinearities due rotational rates. The
justification of this approximation is that the inertial loadings
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applied to the flexible modes due to the rotational nonlinearities
cause very small deformations for most problems. If extremely
flexible structures were to be simulated, or if the angular rates
were very large, then this would not be an acceptable
approximation. Therefore it is again seen that SADACS is limited
in the degree of both flexibility and angular rate which it can
accurately address.
Finally, the structural merge is performed at a particular set of
body orientations, and the structural model is only valid for this
particular condition of the system. To address the _hanges in the
flexible character of the system as the relative orientations of
the bodies change with time, SADACS incorporates an updating
feature which re-merges the system and computes new flexible
modes. The details of this procedure are not covered in this
paper.
Figure 3 shows the coordinate systems which are required to set up
the multibody structural merge. To simplify the figure only two
bodies are shown, but the discussion is easily extended to the
case of many bodies. Each body has the same global coordinate
system, designated by the letter "N". The hinge between the
bodies uses two coordinate triads to describe the gimbal
rotations. Following the nomenclature of DISCOS, reference 1, a
"p" triad Is de÷ined on the "inboard" body of the pair, and a "q"
triad is defined on the "outboard" body of the pair. These triads
are bound to the material of the bodies, and it is convenient to
refer to a "p" body and a "q" body. A sequence of three Euler
rotation angles, TH1, TH2, and TH3, rotate the p triad into the q
triad. Since the triads are material bound, this rotates the q
body, positioning it relative to the p body.
The p triad must contain the axis about which TH1 occurs. This
can be any one of its axes. The p triad must also contain the
axis which, after the TH1 rotation, will be the physical gimbal
axis for the TH2 rotation. This can be any axis of p other than
that of the TH1 rotation. The q triad must contain the axis of
the final rotation of the Euler sequence_ TH3, and, when TH3 is
zero, also the axis of the TH2 rotation. In general, these
requirements prevent the N system from being identical to either
the p or the q system.
There is a degree of arbitrariness in the definition of TH1 and
the p system. The p frame may contain the TH2 axis when TH1 has a
zero value. In this case, the value of TH1 positions the q body
with respect to the p body subsequent to the nominal positioning
and the initial value of TH1 in dynamic analysis is zero. The
rotation from N to p participates in the body 2 nominal
positioning in this case. Figure 3a illustrates this definition.
Alternatively, the p frame may not contain the axis of TH2 when
TH1 has a zero value. In this case, the value of TH1 orients the
q body with respect to the p body for both nominal and subsequent
positioning, and the initial value of TH1 in dynamic analysis is
nonzero. There need not be a rotation from N to p in the nominal
orientation in this case. Figure 3b illustrates this definition.
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Consider a general gimbal device which allows three Euler angular
motions THI, TH2, and TH3. The direction cosine transformations
of each angular motion are easily computed and are defined here by
the matrices [T1], [T2], and [T3]. Defining the basis vectors of
the p and q frames by <Up> and <Uq)., the total direction cosine
transformation from the p basis to the q basis is
<U=7 = [T3][T2][T1]<U_p> (4)
The product of the direction cosine matrices above will be denoted
by [T321]. Defining the p frame cartesian components of the
angular rate of the q body 5ith respect to the p body by <wp> and
the Euler angle rates as <TH>, these components are related by
<wp> = [F'i]<TH> (5)
The matrix [Pi] is a function of the Euler angles TH1 and TH2 and
is not orthogonal. There are 12 possible forms of [Pi] depending
on the particular physical axes of the gimbal which correspond to
the sequenced angles THI, TH2, and TH3 (ref. 6>. Equation 5
allows definition of the non-orthogonal basis system of the gimbal
axes, defined by <G>, as
<G_> = [Pi]"<U__p> (6)
The angular rate of the q body with respect to the p body can be
expressed in either the p basis, as in equation 5, or in the q
basis. Denoting the latter by <wa>, the [T321] transformation of
equation 4 gives
<wq> = [T321]<wp> (7)
Combining equations 5 and 7 gives
•,wq.. = [T321][Pi]<T > (8)
The matrix product above is defined as [Qi]. Thus,
[Qi] = [T321][Pi] (9)
and
<w,_> = [Qi]<T_':' (10)
The gimbal basis can now be determined in terms of the q basis.
Following the forms of equations 5 and 6,
<G_> = [Qi]'r<U_,:,':. (II)
The transformation from the p basis to the N basis is defined as
[pTN], and that from the q basis to the N basis is defined as
[qTN]. In SADACS these matrices are approximated by their rigid
body definitions and are therefore constant in time. The
transformations are
<UN._ = [pTN]<U_p> (12)
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and
<UN> = [qTN]<U=> (13)
and define the structural analysis basis, <UN>, in terms of the
two hinge cartesian bases, neglecting the effects of flexibility
within the individual bodies.
The p body constraint mode transformation to the gimbal basis can
now be defined. Denoting the transformed <q=> vector for the p
body by -(r=p>,
<qo> = [[pTN][Pi]]'<r:p> (14)
where the notation [ ]* indicates that this transformation
"stacks" the [pTN][F'i] matrix as 3x3 partitions along the diagonal
in order to transform both the displacement and rotation freedoms.
For the q body the transformation must consider the possibility
that the body may be in an off nominal orientation. This makes it
most convenient to transform from the q basis to the gimbal basis.
Denoting the transformed <q=> vector for the q body by <r==>,
<q-_> = [[qTN][Qi]]*<rcq> (15)
The matrix [Qi] contains the positioning information which
accounts for the off nominal orientation of body q.
The transformation matri:.{ products in equations 14 and 15 will
both be denoted by [rTN]" and it will be recognized in their use
below that they are numerically different for the p and q bodies.
The mass matrix of a single body, equation 2, is transformed to
the gimbal rotation components by
I 0 MF_ M_c 0
[[rTN]'] LM=_ MocJ [rTN] (16)
The stiffness matrix, equation 3, is also transformed by equation
16. In this case there are no off diagonal Eartitions in the
calculation or the result.
The generalized loads applied to interior points of bodies are
transformed by the matrix on the left in equation 16. The gimbal
torques are defined in the gimbal bases and do not require
transformation.
The compatibility condition for the attachment, or structural
merge, of the bodies is
(17)
where <r=_Z::., <r=p,>, and <r=q,> are the common p body and q body
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freedoms which are locked and the p and q body freedoms which are
free to have relative motion, respectively. II, 12, 13, and 14
are selector matrices which define the interbody compatibility
conditions.
For simplicity of notation the vector rc will be defined,
<r=> = _r=p_ (18)
Lrcq_
To derive the equations of motion of coupled bodies, the mass,
damping, and stiffness matrices and the generalized loads of the
individual bodies are first assembled without imposing the
constraint conditions. The result is illustrated for two bodies
by the mass matrix below.
FMFF Mr_cp Mr_cq ]
0
IMrc.F Mrcpep Mr=qclq_j (19)k r Fo. 0
The matrix partitions denoted by [Mr] have been transformed to the
gimbal bases as described by equations 14-16. The subscripts F,
Cp, and Cq denote the fixed interface modes, the constraint modes
on the p body, and the constraint modes on the q body,
respectively. The stiffness matrix corresponding to expression 18
has null off diagonal partitions. This form of the equations
expects the freedoms to be ordered <qF.'.:.,<rcp>, and <r=q>. The
e,vtension to the entire system is accomplished by stacking
additional partitions in expression 19.
The equations of motion are to be assembled by subjecting the
freedoms to the constraint of equation 17. The constraint is
written
r=p = 0 I 1 I2 0 rop_ (20)
kr=_j I3 0 I lr==_|(r o J
Defining the selector matrix in equation 20 _y [II], the
transformations are accomplished by pre-multiplying the system
mass, damping, and stiffness matrices by [II] T and
post-multiplying the result by [II]. The generalized loads are
transformed by pre-multiplying by [II] T. This procedure involves
only simple row and column operations and is most easily performed
by additions rather than by the matrix multiplication process.
The result of this final step is the component mode equations of
motion of the SADACS flexible body solver.
System Modal Analysis
The coupled component mode equations of motion are diagonalized by
eigensolution of the merged, second order structural equations of
motion. No linearization of the rigid motion equations is
required for this task. Damping is usually omitted in the
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component mode equations, leading to a generalized real symmetric
eigenvalue problem with pure imaginary frequencies. Damping is
then added to the system modes after the eigensolution. SADACS
optionally solves the complex eigenvalue problem using assigned
component modal damping. This option has not proved advantageous.
The system modal damping produced usually varies greatly among the
system modes, a situation felt to be unrealistic, and the complex
eigenvalue problem is felt to be less reliably solved than the
real form.
The flexible modeshapes of the system eigensolution are denoted by
[S_]. The system flexible modal coordinates are denoted by <x_>.
The recovery of the component modal coordinate data for the purely
flexible motion is given by
qF} = [S_] <:.:,->rc 121)
The system fle:'ible mode mass and stiffness matrices are computed
by pre-multiplying the corresponding component mode matrices by
[S_] T and post-multiplying the result by [S_]. The resulting
matrices are diagonal. The generalized load vector is computed by
pre-multiplying the component mode load vector by [S_] T.
The flexible system modal set is truncated to reduce computational
effort in the time stepping integration procedure. Denoting the
retained modes by <x_> and the truncated modes by <x_t>, the
equations which are solved are
QI •
_'x,,',->= <XF,.-> - [C,--,.-]<:.-,--,.->-[K,=,-]<;.',,-,.-> (..'_.)
and
<X_'_:> = [ Km'_:]-I.::]X_:.'.:• (23)
where the symbol <X> denotes the generalized 'load_ [C] and [K]
denote the modal damping and stiffness matrices, and the [K] -_
matrix in equation 23 is the diagonal of inverse modal stiffnesses
of the truncated flexible system modes. The subscripts in all
terms follow the definitions given above for the vector <x>.
Equation 22 is given for the case of unit fle_ible mode
generalized mass, which is the normalization provided by the
eigensolver.
The eigensolution, truncation, and time stepping solution
procedure outlined above is extremely fast and has encountered no
numerical difficulties. Several of the advantages of the approach
are discussed briefly in the paragraphs which follow.
The truncation of the higher flexible modes allows the use of a
much larger integration time step than would be required if all
modes were retained. This benefit is not available to approaches
which integrate component mode equations of motion because
truncation of the component modal set can cause serious loss of
accuracy. This is especially true when cantilever appendage modes
are used to simulate systems with free or controlled gimbal
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freedoms. The loss of accuracy is due to the fact that the higher
cantilever modes are important participants in the low frequency
behavior of the dynamical system and therefore need to be retained
in the component mode simulation. SADACS is typically used with
very large numbers of component modes and severe truncation of the
system modal set. This provides a substantial reduction of
computational time and does not cause noticeable loss of accuracy.
The use of equation 23 is critical to the accuracy of problem
solutions. This equation provides the quasi-static responses of
the higher frequency system modes. If the contribution of
equation 23 is omitted, the gimbal angle responses to control
torques may be either under- or over-predicted by substantial
amounts. In addition, the locations of transfer function zeros
are made highly inaccurate by the omission of the quasi-static
responses. It is the use of equation 23 which permits truncation
of the modal set for the integration of equation 22, thereby
speeding the computational process.
Equations 22 and 23 are easily solved because of the absence of
coupling between the modes. The entire flexible solution has been
reduced to a very simple form, leaving the difficult, coupled,
nonlinear analysis problem to the rigid motion dynamics, where it
is known to be most important in the majority of applications.
The computational price which is paid for the modal analysis
simplification is the effort of the eigensolution. This has
proved to be very small in problems solved to date, in comparison
with the computational effort of coupled modal analysis and
integration with small time steps.
Separation of Rigid and Flexible Motions
The SADACS formulation uses separate rigid body (RB) and flexible
body (FB) computer codes. The rigid body code currently used is
the MBDY subroutine due to Likins and Fleischer (ref. 4). This
code was chosen because it is a proven standard and because it
could easily be integrated into-'the Boeing EASY5 system. It has
proven reasonably fast in applications. Other rigid body codes
could equally well be used. The flexible body code is the linear,
small motion formulation of conventional structural dynamics,
derived in the form outlined herein. It is used in system mode
form and omits rigid modes. The flexible boa_ solver is called
from EASY5 as a subroutine.
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of this procedure. The figure
identifies the rigid body solver, RB, the flexible body solver,
FB, and the control simulation. The rigid motion prediction of FB
is seen to be unused, and the flexible prediction is combined with
the RB solution to create the total motion. The total motion
provides the performance of the simulated system and the feedback
data for the controller. It also is used to determine if the body
orientation angles have changed sufficiently to require the
calculation of new system modal data.
The figure indicates the geometric and modal transformations which
have been discussed in the above sections. The gimbal torques are
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generated in the gimbal axis bases and are directly applicable to
the model gimbal freedoms. They must, however_ be transformed to
correspond to the system modal coordinates. Torques applied to
the interiors of the bodies are generated in the body bases_ and
these must be transformed to account for the use of constraint
modal coordinates referred to the gimbal bases. They must also be
transformed to correspond to the system modal coordinates.
After the time integration, the FB responses are back transformed
from the system modal form to the constraint mode form referred to
the gimbal bases. After this transformation, they can be combined
directly with the gimbal rotation data from RB. Because the
flexible contributions to the gimbal rotations are small, they can
be added directly to the Euler positioning angles computed by RB.
The internal body rotations similarly require a modal back
transformation. Since they are needed in the body bases, they
require an additional back transformation to account for the use
of constraint modal coordinates referred to the gimbal basis
systems.
MBDY computes the main body angular rates in the body basis. If
main body angular position relative to the inertial frame is
needed, an integration of these rates is done, taking proper
account of the rotations of the body axes. This is not shown in
the figure. The FB module computes the small flexible angular
rates and positions of identified sensor points in the body basis.
If it is required to obtain these quantities in the Euler angle
basis which defines the inertial attitude of the body, they are
transformed in the manner of equation 10. The equation is
applicable to both rates and positions in this case because the
flexible angles are very small.
The figure shows the modal coordinates and their rates returned to
the equations of motion block. This is required to form the right
hand sides of equation 22.
The decision whether to update £he system modes is based on the
magnitudes of the gimbal angles. If updating is not required, the
solution continues with the commanded data and the feedback
signals returning to the controller. If updating is required, the
computational process exits to a set of updating routines. After
computing new system modes and modal coordinate values and rates,
the process returns to the integration routine as indicated by the
figure. At the return, the new modal data have replaced the old
modal data.
DISCOS-SADACS Comparisons
The approximations which have been used to reduce the
computational time of SADACS cannot be quantified as to their
accuracy on the basis of judgement alone. The magnitudes of
errors which might occur depend on the magnitudes of the rotations
and the rotational rates and on the sensitivity of the particular
dynamical system to nonlinear influences. An effective way to
verify that an approximate approach is accurate is to perform
comparisons with high fidelity predictions of proven codes for
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problems of the type under study. For this purpose, an extensive
verification of SADACS in comparison with DISCOS was done. The
comparison used identical component mode models in SADACS and
DISCOS. A number of problems were solved for the verification_
all involving large angular motions at rates which caused the
rigid motions to be strongly nonlinear. The results showed that
the SADACS approach is extremely accurate and fast for complex
multiflexible body systems with large motions at moderate rates.
All of the calculations showed that the simplifications of the
SADACS approach result in a large reduction of computer time. The
reduction was about lO0-times for most of the problem_ studied.
Run time reduction estimates are strongly problem sensitive.
Larger problem sizes would significantly increase the speed
advantage of the SADACS type approach over fully nonlinear
approaches. Very small problems have shown only a two to three
times speed advantage. The DISCOS open loop simulations in some
cases required 40 or more CPU hours on a VAX 11-780. These
problems were not large in comparison with other simulations of
complex control structure interaction problems. For many problems
it would not be feasible to run DISCOS simulations_ or probably
any other similar simulations using component modes and retaining
fully nonlinear equations. An approach such as SADACS is probably
the only way to attack such large control design problems.
The elimination of certain nonlinearities within a high fidelity
code can speed its calculations appreciably. The TREETOPS code
has such valuable options and Boeing has developed similar options
within DISCOS. However, it appears that achieving a major speed
increase necessitates transforming the equations to diagonalized
form and truncating the system in order to increase the
integration time step. Thus, the elimination of nonlinearities
may not achieve the level of computational speed increase which is
needed for really large control design problems. In the authors'
view, the real need for high computational speed in high fidelity
codes is to allow verification of approximate codes for
simulations of realistic complexity. This is barely possible at
the present time.
Figures 5-8 show comparisons of DISCOS-SADACS time history
predictions. The figures give the responses of the main body and
one appendage of a complex system. The comm_nd for this problem
was a large rotational excursion of one appendage and the problem
was run without control. Torques were applied to all system
bodies through an inverse inertia matrix such that the rotations
of the main body and the uncommanded appendages were very small
for the initial stages of the motion. At the later stages,
however, nonlinear effects cause all of the bodies to have large
rotations, since no feedback was used to control the motions.
Figure 5 shows the main body x-rotation. Large motions occur in
the later stages of the response due to the effects of
nonlinearities. These motions are not predicted by linearized
simulations. This figure shows that the SADACS use of simultaneous
nonlinear rigid body and linearized flexible body solutions
provides excellent large motion accuracy.
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The triangular excursion at the start of the motion in figure 5 is
due to the effects of flexibility in response to the applied
torque pulse. Figure 6 shows an enlargement of this portion of
the response. In this figure, the SADACS and DISCOS predictions
are separated by two plot divisions in order to permit detailed
examination of the flexible oscillations. It is seen that the
flexible motion predictions are virtually identical. This figure
verifies the FB system mode formulation and shows that the angular
rates have little effect on the flexible responses.
The responses shown on figure 6 and the early portiqn of figure 5
are changed greatly if the correction given by equation 23 is
omitted. The magnitude can change several-fold and the sign of
the early response may also change due to such omission. This was
observed in comparisons of DISCOS with a linearized code which
omitted the quasi static deformation correction. In this case,
the modal truncation was done by the structural analysis procedure
before creating the data for the control design simulation.
Figure 7 shows the main body z-rotation_ again in an enlarged plot
to allow close examination of the flexible response. The SADACS
and DISCOS predictions are indistinguishable on the plot.
Figure 8 shows the rotation aho t one gimbal axis of an
uncommanded appendage. The late motions have a strongly nonlinear
response which is predicted accurately by the SADACS simulation.
The comparison verifies the accuracy of the approach of separate
RB and FB solution procedures. This calculation is a more
critical test of the prediction method than that of figure 5
because it emphasizes the coupling effects of the main body
translational motions and the sensitivity of the rigid body
inertia matrix to the angular motions of the main body and the
torqued appendage.
Conclusions
A computer code for multiflexib_e body dynamic analysis has been
developed based on linearizing flexible motions while retaining
fully nonlinear rigid motions. The code is conceptually simple
because its flexible formulation is that of conventional
structural dynamics. It is embedded within a. control design
system, so that it is well adapted to both frequency and time
domain control design applications.
The accuracy and computational speed of the code have been
evaluated by comparisons with the predictions of DISCOS for
problems with strong rigid motion nonlinearities and moderately
flexible structural components. The approach has been found to be
exceptionally accurate and fast.
The accuracy evaluations have shown that multibody flexible
nonlinearities are usually extremely small while rigid
nonlinearities are almost always sufficiently large to require
simulation in control design work.
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The computational speed evaluations have shown that the key factor
in the slow speeds of the fully nonlinear, high fidelity multibody
simulations is their integration of the coupled equations of
motion in terms of component modal coordinates. This type of
formulation is required to permit full retention of flexible
nonlinearities. It results in excessive computation time because
of the processing of the flexible rotations as large quantities,
the handling of coupling terms in the equations, and especially
because of the small integration time step required by the
component mode representation. The actual computation of the
nonlinear numerical terms in the equations of motion is not a
dominating factor in the slow computational speeds o_ these types
of formulations.
The omission of the flexible nonlinearities allows all of these
time consuming computations to be eliminated. The result is a
very fast approximate approach which can attack the
computationally demanding problem of control design trades while
maintaining sufficient accuracy for performance predictions.
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LANCZOS ALGORITHM - FE VERSION
Yj = K-1Mqj
rj =Yj - o_jqj - _jqj-1
_j = qjTMfj
l_j = (rj_lTMrj_l) 1/2
qj+ = (1/13j+0ri
13j+1 = (rjTMrj)I/2
The algorithm for recursively forming Lanczos vector qj+l from Lanczos vector qj
for the case of nonsingular K is shown. It involves an orthogonalization step and a nor-
malization step.
STARTING VECTOR
F= be(t)
ro = K-lb
ql = (1/_l)ro
131 = (roTMro)1/2
Lanczos modes are most useful when the spatial distribution of the excitation is
constant. This load distribution then determines the starting vector.
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LANCZOS EQUATION FORMAT
MiJ + Ku = F
MK-1Mi_ + Mu = MK-1F
u - Qm z
Qm = [qlq2""qm]
QTMK-1MQm_, + QTMQmZ = QmTMK-1F
Lanczos vectors are used in a mode-superposition manner which is not exactly the
same as the famqiar Rayleigh-Ritz version of mode-superposition. Multiplication by the
equation of MK- "smooths" the loading.
LANCZOS EQUATION FORMAT - CONT.
TroT. + z =gm
gm= Qm TMK-1F
Tm --
tXl _2
_m O_m
The final Lanczos equations have a tridiagonal generalized mass matrix and have a
unit matrix for the generalized stiffness matrix. The form of the generalized force vector
gm is very special.
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EXAMPLES
• Lanczos Modes and Equations
• Comparison of Normal Mode Models and
Lanczos Mode Models
+ Poles and Zeros
+ Frequency Response Functions
+ Transient Response
[< L=l __
FINITE ELEblENT blODEL
--_1--_ u[_ )
I _ _1 _c_.._
_ k _
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FE LANCZOS MODE MODEL
T6 =
Tm_ + z = gm
"0.39770 0.04361 0.0
0.04361 0.04234 0.01238
0.0 0.01238 0.01564
0.0 0.0 0.00516
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.00516 0.0 0.0
0.00830 0.00221 0.0
0.00221 0.00505 0.00083
0.0 0.00083 0.00320
o.57735.
o:1i:i
•fft_
oo U.U
0.0
0.0
Note that there is tridiagonal inertia coupling of the Lanczos generalized coordi-
nates, but note that the only Lanczos coordinate directly excited by the external force is
the first coordinate.
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Typical normal modes and Lanczos vectors are shown here for axial deformation
of a clamped-free rod. The starting Lanczos vector is based on a single force applied at
the "free" end. Although finite element normal modes do have some stain near the free
end, "exact" normal modes would all be strain-free at the end where the excitation force
is applied.
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TRANSFER FUNCTIONS IN MODAL COORDINATES
s2+2.48152 0 0 0
0 s2+23.36993 0 0
0 0 s2+70.87551 0
0 0 0 s2+156.16108
A
rl(s)
.m
1.42231
-1.48875
• .v_J vv
-1.85632
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TRANSFER FUNCTIONS - NORMAL MODE MODELS
t_t(s)/f(s) = 10.34151 [s2+3.28270) 2][s2+(6.82929) 2]
[s2+( 10.94259)2]/A4
An(s ) = [s2+(1.57528)2][s2+(4.83424) 2]
[s2+(8.41876) 2] Is2+(12.49644) 2]
Ol(s) If(s) = 4.23934[s2+(3.52834)2]/A2(s)
A2(s ) = [s2+(1.57528)2][s2+(4.83424) 2]
fit (s)/f(s) = 2.02296/[s2+(1.57528) 2]
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS - LANCZOS MODE MODELS
fil (s)/t'(s) = 18.29893[s2+(3.17763)2][s2+(6.59014)21
[s2+(10.97092)E]/A4(s)
A4(s ) = [$2+( 1.575285)2][s2+(4.83427) 2]
[s2+(8.48668) 2] [$2+( 15.21009) 2]
t] l (s)/l'(s) = 7.14344[s2+(3.06112)2]/A2(s)
A2(s) = [s2+(1.57529) 2] [s2+(5.19414) 2]
ill(s)/f(s) = 2.51446 / [s2+(1.5857) 2]
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POLES AND ZEROS OF REDUCED-ORDER MODELS
EXACT 4DOF 4DOF 2DOF
POLES NORMAL LANCZOS NORMAL
(6DOF)
1.57528 1.57528 1.57529 1.57528
4.83424 4.83424 4.83427 4.83424
8.41876 8.41876 8.48668
12.49644 12.49644 15.21009
2DOF
LANCZOS
1.57529
5.19414
TABLE 2. POLES OF REDUCED-ORDER MODELS
EXACT
POLES
(6DOF)
4DOF 4DOF 2DOF 2I)OF
NORMAL LANCZOS NORMAL LANCZOS
3.17759
6.57266
10.39230
14.69693
18.85315
3.28270 3.17763
6.82929 6.59014
10.94259 10.97092
3.52834 3.06112
TABLE 3. ZEROS OF REDUCED-ORDER MODELS
STATIC RESPONSE COMPARISON
Normal Lanczos No. of
Mode Mode Modes
Model Model
0.96961 0.99951 4
0.91005 0.99980 2
0.81521 1.00000 1
1.00000 1.00000 6(EXACT)
TABLE 1. TRANSFER FUNCTIONS EVALUATED AT s--0
These two tables compare poles and zeros of normal mode models and Lanczos
vector models and the static response of normal mode and Lanczos vector models.
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Direct frequency response functions (tip displacement/tip force) are shown for nor-
mal mode models and Lanczos vector models. The Lanczos models have improved
low-frequency performance.
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Control maneuvers, such as slewing, are transient response problems. The next
examples compare transient response solutions of normal mode an Lanczos vector
models when the structure is subjected to step and ramp excitation. Two force distribu-
tions are illustrated.
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These are modal and Lanczos solutions for a step force applied at the tip. Both
displacement and strain solutions are shown. Note that the Lanczos solutions converge a
little better than the normal mode solutions do.
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These are modal and Lanczos solutions for opposing forces applied at nodes 1 and
3 with a ramp time history. Note that the modal solutions are very poor, while the Lanc-
zos solutions show excellent displacement and strain convergence.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Lanczos mode models represent low-
frequency forced response better than do nor-
mal mode models.
Lanczos mode models can be developed for
both continuous and finite element structural
representations.
Lanczos mode models for systems with multi-
ple inputs and/or rigid body modes should be
developed.
• Numerical stability of the Lanczos algorithm
should be assessed.
• Control system designs employing Lanczos
mode models should be attempted.
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SLEWING CONTROL EXPERIMENT FOR A FLEXIBLE PANEL
Jer-Nan Juang
Structural Dynamics Branch
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665
Marshall Workshop on Structural Dynamics and Control
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INTRODUCTION
This research is intended to identify technology areas in which better
analytical and/or experimental methods are needed to adequately and accurately
control the dynamic responses of multibody space platforms such as the Space
Station. A generic space station solar panel (ref. I) is used to experimentally
evaluate current control technologies. Active suppression of solar panel
vibrations induced by large angle maneuvers is studied with a torque actuator at
the root of the solar panel. These active suppression tests will identify the
hardware requirements and adequacy of various controller designs (ref. 2).
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RAPID MANEUVERING OF FLEXIBLE STRUCTURES
The objective of the present experiment is to demonstrate slewing of a flexible
structure in a single axis while simultaneously suppressing vibrational motion
by the end of the maneuver. This experiment is designed to verify theoretical
analyses concerning the application of modern control methods to the control of
flexible structures (refs. 3 & 4).
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EXPERIMENT SET-UP
A 13-foot-long flexible solar panel model having a cross section of 2.1 ft x .13
in. is used for experimental validation. The test model is cantilevered in a
vertical plane and rotated in the horizontal plane by an electric gearmotor.
Instrumentation consists of three full-bridge strain gages to measure bending
moments and two angular potentiometers to measure the angle of rotation at the
root. The strain gages are located at the root, at twenty-two percent of the
panel length, and at the mid-span. Signals from all four sensors are amplified
and then monitored by an analog data acquisition system. An analog computer
closes the control loop, generating a voltage signal for the gearmotor based on
a linear optimal control algorithm with terminal constraints in finite time.
The Figure shows an example of results for a 30-degree slew in 3.5 seconds.
When no control is used, residual motion is significant, whereas the controller
produces the same maneuver with virtually no residual motion.
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CONTROL STRATEGY FOR TERMINALLY CONSTRAINED MANEUVER
The control design which is used in this experiment is the optimal terminal
control law (refs. 3 & 4). The optimal terminal control law is formulated by
findind the control input to minimize a cost function which consists of an
integral of quadratic forms in the state, control, and control-rate with
appropriate weighting matrices, subject to specified terminal constraints. The
feedback gains thus derived consists of constant (steady state) and time varying
gains. The weighting matrices determine the relative importance of the constant
gain and time varying gain.
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TYPICAL ANALYSIS/TEST COMPARISON
This figure shows the results for 30-degree maneuvers in air and in vacuum. The
root strain is shown to illustrate the comparison of the analytical simulation
with the experimental results. The solid line represents simulation data,
whereas the dashed line represents the experimental data. Reasonable agreement
is observed in the transient responses. The ordinate is in millivolts which can
be converted to strain by using the conversion factor (ref. 5).
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TYPICAL ANALYSIS/TEST COMPARISON (CONTINUED)
The predicted and experimental frequencies and damping values are shown in the
Table. In addition to the transient analysis, the laboratory data was analyzed
using the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) (Refs. 6 & 7). Since the
system dynamics including air damping are nonlinear, the data length must be
considered in the interpretation of modal parameters. However, examination of
modal parameters identified using several different data lengths indicates that
no significant variation of results occurs. Harmonic frequencies which reflect
nonlinearities of the system dynamics do appear (see ref. 8). As a result, the
dynamic behavior for those cases in air can be approximately described by the
modal parameters. The predicted first mode frequency in air is lower than
measured in the experiment. This is because of the softening effect of the gear
train backlash which is not properly modeled if cantilever modes are used in the
beam discretization. The same phenomena in vacuum is also observed. In both
cases (in air and in vacuum), the analytically predicted damping values are
lower than experiment. The differences are attributed to the dissipative effect
of the gear train backlash not modeled. A reduction of the peak strain is also
observed in vacuum because no air opposes the maneuver.
1024
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TYPICAL ANALYSIS/TEST COMPARISON (CONTINUED)
This figure shows the results for the same maneuver in air and vacuum when the
control torque profile is shaped (ref. 5). Good agreement is observed in the
transient analysis in vacuum. The experiment data in air depict a residual
motion caused by air circulation in the laboratory while conducting the
experiment. With the exception of the peak strain values, the curves in the
figure agree reasonably. It is believed that the geartraln backlash and
deadband effects contribute significantly to the increase of the peak strain
value when air is opposing the slew maneuver particularly for the case with
torque shaping. The discrepancy is also attributed to modeling errors of the
drag forces. The drag coefficient is generally a function of vibration
amplitude.
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ACCOMPLISHMENT
Prediction of transient responses, frequencies, and damping ratios is compared
with experimental results. Satisfactory agreement was achieved between
experimental measurements and theoretical predictions. Nonlinear effects due to
large bending deflections during the maneuver did not cause significant changes
in performance of the control laws, which were designed using linear control
theory. To minimize the excitation of flexible modes, a low-pass filter was
used to shape the control torque input. This shaping proved beneficial for fast
slewing maneuvers. Damping effects due to atmosphere can be systematically and
effectively included in the equations for slewing maneuvers of a flexible panel.
By using the analysis technique shown here, one can include air damping in the
numerical simulation to extrapolate the characteristics of the system in vacuum.
The significance of air damping effects depends on the controller design for
flexible structures. The smoother the controller is, the less the effects of
air damping will be.
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FUTURE PLANS
The hardware will be modified to study the slewing control of multiple solar
panels hinged to a rigid body, which produces a kinematically nonlineal dynamic
system for large angle maneuver. Three actuators are required to slew the
system which has three rigid body axes.
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INTRODUCTION: OPTIMAL PROJECTION/MAXIMUM ENTROPY DESIGN SYNTHESIS
In this presentation we (I) discuss the underlying philosophy and
motivation of the optimal projection/maximum entropy (OP/ME) stochastic modelling
and reduced order control design methodology for high order systems with parameter
uncertainties, (2) review the OP/ME design equations for reduced-order dynamic
compensation including the effect of parameter uncertainties, and (3) illustrate
the application of the methodology to several Large Space Structure (LSS) problems
of representative complexity. The basis for this paper is references [I-25] along
with recently obtained results.
The OP/ME approach, as its name suggests, represents the synthesis of
two distinct ideas: (I) reduced-order dynamic compensator design for a given
high-order plant (i.e., optimal projection design) and (2) minimum-information
stochastic modelling of parameter uncertainties (i.e., maximum entropy modelling).
Maximum entropy modelling is discussed in [I-13,15] and optimal projection design
is studied in [6,10,12,14,16-25].
Before attempting an overview of the OP/ME approach, it is important to
discuss the class of problems that motivated this work, namely, control of large
flexible space structures. A finite-element model of a large flexible space
structure is, generally, an extremely high-order system. For example, a version of
the widely studied CSDL Model #2 includes 150 modes and 6 disturbance states, i.e.,
a total of 306 states, along with 9 sensors and 9 actuators. The size of the model
and the coupling between sensors and actuators render classical control-
design methods useless and all but confound attempts to use LQG to obtain a
controller of manageable order. Indeed, these difficulties were a prime motivation
for the optimal projection approach. Besides the high order of these systems,
finite element modelling is known to have poor accuracy, particularly for the
high-order modes. Reasonable and not overly conservative uncertainty estimates
predict 30-50 percent error in modal frequencies after the first 10 modes, with the
situation considerably more complex (and pessimistic) for damping estimates.
Otherwise-successful control-design methodologies widely promulgated in the
aerospace community were severely strained in the face of such difficulties.
As indicated in Figure I, maximum entropymodelling addresses the
robustness problem by permitting direct inclusion of parameter uncertainties in the
plant and disturbance models so that quadratically optimal system design plus
maximum entropy modelling automatically yield system designs that trade
performance off against modelling uncertainties. Furthermore, complexity and cost
generally preclude implementation of very high dimension controllers (as in
standard LQG techniques). Optimal projection design deals directly and rigorously
with the question of system dimension by trading controller order off against
performance.
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OPTIMAL PROJECTION/MAXIMUM ENTROPY
DESIGN SYNTHESIS
• Parameter uncertainties are directly incorporated
into the design process
_:_ Optimal quantification of
robustness/performance tradeoff
• Controller order fixed by implementation constraints
_:_ Optimal quantification of
order/performance tradeoff
Figure I
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MAXIMUM ENTROPY MODELLING
Maximum entropy modelling is a form of stochastic modelling.
Although external disturbances are traditionally modelled stochastically as random
processes, the use of stochastic theory to model plant parameter uncertainty has
seen relatively limited application. All objections to a stochastic parameter
uncertainty model are dispelled by invoking the modern information-theoretic
interpretation of probability theory. Rather than regarding the probability of an
event as the limiting frequency of numerous repetitions (as, e.g., the number of
heads in 1,000 coin tosses) we adopt the view that the probability of an event is a
quantity which reflects the observer's certainty as to whether a particular event
will or will not occur. This quantity is nothing more than a measure of the
information (including, e.g., all theoretical analysis and empirical data)
available to the observer. In this sense the validity of a stochastic model of a
flexible space structure, for example, does not rely upon the existence of a fleet
of such objects (substitute "ensemble" for "fleet" in the classical terminology)
but rather resides in the interpretation that it expresses the engineer's certainty
or uncertainty regarding the values of physical parameters such as stiffnesss of
structural components. This view of probability theory has its roots in Shannon's
information theory but was first articulated unambiguously by Jaynes (see [26-29]).
The preeminent problem in modelling the real world is thus the
following: given limited (incomplete) a priori data, how can a well-defined
(complete) probability model be constructed which is consistent with the available
data but which avoids inventing data which does not exist? To this end we invoke
Jaynes' Maximum Entropy Principle: First, define a measure of ignorance in terms
of the information-theoretic entropy, and then determine the probability
distribution which maximizes this measure subject to agreement with the available
data. The smallest collection of data for which a well-defined probability model
(called the minimum information model) can be constructed is known as the minimum
data set.
The reasoning behind this principle is that the probability distribution
which maximizes a priori ignorance must be the least presumpt£ve (i.e., least
likely to invent data) on the average since the amount of a posteriori learned
information (should all uncertainty suddenly disappear) would necessarily be
maximized. If, for some probability distribution, the a priori ignorance and hence
the a posteriori learning were less than their maximum value then this distribution
must be based upon invented and, hence, generally incorrect data. The Maximum
Entropy Principle is clearly desirable for control-system design where the
introduction of false data is to be assiduously avoided.
It is shown in [I] that the stochastic model induced by the Maximum
Entropy Principle of Jaynes is a Stratonovich multiplicative white noise model.
The earlier developments considered a relatively restricted class of parameter
uncertainties. At present, however, the theory extends to the most general
modelling uncertainties encountered in flexible mechanical systems. Moreover, the
minimum data set presently used to induce the maximum entropy stochastic model
consists of stipulated bounds on the deviations of physical parameters about their
nominal values. This description is both convenient and deeply rooted in
engineering tradition. As indicated in Figure 2, these parameter bounds are the
basic data needed to implement maximum entropy modelling in practice.
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REPRESENTATION OF PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES
Once significant types of parameter uncertainty have been identified and
bounds on parameter variations established, the maximum entropy model can be placed
form shown in Figure 3. The set {Ai,i=1,...,N} of deterministicin the general
matrices defines the geometric pattern of the uncertain perturbation, gA, of the
dynamics matrix. The norm II Aill defines the magnitude of uncertainty and is
uniquely related to the originally stipulated parameter deviation bound. The
stochastic model which follows in consequence of Jayne's Maximum Entropy Principle
is a form of Stratonovich white noise. This model is extremely mathematically
tractable since the second moment equation for the state can be closed. Moreover,
the Stratonovich formulation allows crucial effects of uncertainty to be
reproduced.
A : Nominal Dynamics Matrix
A + _A : Actual Dynamics Matrix (But _A Is Unknown)
WHITE NOISE REPRESENTATION
P
__A : _ o_i(t)A i
i=1
o_i(t) : Zero-Mean, Unit-Intensity, Uncorrelated White Noise Processes
A i = Uncertainty Pattern
A i = Uncertainty Magnitude
MULTIPLICATIVE WHITE NOISE MODEL
P
_(t) : (A+_ _i(t)Ai)x(t)
i=1
Figure 3
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STOCHASTICDIFFERENTIALEQUATIONSANDTHESTRATONOVICHORRECTION
Figure 4 displays the stochastic differential equation (second equation
in the figure) arising from the Stratonovich model. To illustrate the crucial
features of this model, a brief review of the literature on multiplicative white
noise is absolutely essential. The theory of stochastic differential equations was
placed on a firm mathematical foundatian by Ito [30] and has been widely
developed and applied to modelling, estimation and control problems [31-59]. The
basic linear multiplicative white noise model is given by the Ito differential
equation:
P
dxt = (Adt + _ d_itA i)X t
i=I
where the deit are Wiener processes. Alt_ough such models were studied extensively
for estimator and control design [40-56], this approach fell into disrepute with
the publication of [58,59] where it was shown for discrete-time systems that
sufficiently high uncertainty levels (i.e., magnitudes il Aill above a threshold)
led to the nonexistence of a steady state solution. Although it was purported in
[58] that this "phenomenon" was an %bvious- consequence of high uncertainty
levels, these conclusions failed to take into account (possibly because of the
discrete-time setting) the subtle relationship between the ordinary differential
equation (the first equation in Figure 4) and the stochastic differential equation.
Indeed, it was shown in [31] that if a stochastic differential equation is regarded
as the limit of a sequence of ordinary differential equations, then the above Ito
equation is _n°t correct. Instead, the ordinary differential equation with
multiplicative white noise corresponds to the corrected Ito equation appearing as
the second equation in Figure 4. It is seen that this differs from the "naive"
equation by a systematic drift term (the Stratonovich correction). Although
skepticism regarding this unusual result was admitted to in [31], the form of the
second equation in Figure 4 was corroborated completely independently by
Stratonovich in [32], whose results actually appeared in the Russian literature
prior to 1965. His approach is based upon an alternative definition of stochastic
integration which differs from Ito stochastic integration by a mathematical
technicality. The Stratonovich approach, it should be noted, has the interesting
feature that approximating sums involve future values of a Brownian motion process
which, although physically unacceptable in the classical view of probability, is
completely consistent with the information-theoretic interpretation.
In spite of the glaring technicality of the Stratonovich correction,
almost all research on the estimation and control of such systems failed to
perceive its physical significance. To the author's knowledge, the work of
Gustafson and Speyer [56] was the only paper prior to the appearance of [I] which
demonstrated the crucial feature: The Stratonovich correction neutralizes the
threshold uncertainty principle. In particular for systems which are inherently
stable under particular parameter variations (e.g., structures with uncertain
stiffness matrices), the Stratonovich formulation correctly predicts unconditional
second-moment stability - in contrast to the Ito formulation within which a
stringent uncertainty threshold is encountered.
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STRATONOVICH CORRECTION
Stratonovich, 1966 [31]; Wong and Zakai, 1965 [32]
Ordinary Differential Equation:
It6 Stochastic Differential Equation:
P
_(t) = (A + _ _i(t)Ai)x(t)
i=1
dx t = (Asdt +
P
d_itAi)xt
i=1
A S m
\ /
V
correction
Figure 4
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MAXIMUM ENTROPY MODIFICATION OF THE STATE CONVARIANCE EQUATION
Note that when undertaking quadratic optimization within the maximum
entropy model, one minimizes the mathematical expectation of the usual quadratic
performance penalty taken over the maximum entropy statistics. Thus the feature of
the stochastic model most utilized in practice is the second moment equation for
the system state. The form of this equation that results from the Stratonovich
white noise model is given explicitly in Figure 5. The "stochastic modification"
term given by the bottom expression in Figure 5 distinguishes this stochastic
Lyapunov equation from the ordinary Lyapunov equation that would result from a
deterministically parametered model.
The importance of the stochastic modification term cannot be underrated.
In particular, for most types of parameter uncertainty encountered in structural
systems, the Stratonovich corrections in M[Q] imply progressive decorrelation
between pairs of dynamical states. This informational or statistical damping
phenomenon is a direct result of parameter uncertainties that is captured by the
multiplicative white noise model. The Stratonovich correction, moreover, is
crucial: By neutralizing the threshold uncertainty principle, it permits the
consideration of long-term effects for arbitrary uncertainty levels.
P
(_(t) : AsQ(t ) + Q(t)A T + i =IAiQ(t)AT+ v
Q(t) = E[x(t)x(t) T] (Th___eequantity of interest in quadratic optimization)
E = Average over parameter uncertainties and disturbances
lP.2
A s = A + m_. '_i V = Disturbance Intensity
2 i=1
STOCHASTIC MODIFICATION
P 2 ,_ i2T) p` T
M[Q] :12._.:_ZIA i Q + Oi:l A +IZIAiQAi':
Figure 5
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RAMIFICATIONSFORTHESTRUCTUREOFTHESTEADYSTATECOVARIANCE
The far-reaching ramifications of the foregoing observations are
explored extensively in [I-10]. As an example, assume(as is usually the case in
practice) that uncertainties in modal frequency obtained from a finite-element
analysis of a large flexible space structure increase with modenumber. From the
form of M[Q(t)] it is easy to deduce that the steady state covariance becomes
increasingly diagonally dominant with increasing frequency and thus assumesthe
qualitative form given in Figure 6. The benefits of this sparse form are
important: The computational effort required to determine the steady state
covariance (and thus to design a closed-loop controller, for example) is directly
proportional to the amount of information reposed in the model or, equivalently,
inversely proportional to the level of modelled parameter uncertainty. This casts
new light on the computational design burden vis-a-vis the modelling question: The
computational burden depends only upon the information actually available. A \
simple control-design exercise involving full-state feedback for a simply supported
beampresented in [4] illustrates this point. The gains for the higher-order modes
of the beam,whosefrequency uncertainties increase linearly with frequency, were
obtained with modest computational effort in spite of 100 structural modesincluded
in the model. Another important ramification of the qualitative form of Q is the
automatic generation of a high/low-authority control law. Note that for the
higher order and hencehighly uncertain modesthe control gains reported in [3,4]
indicated an inherently stable, low performance rate-feedback control law, whereas
for the lowest order modesthe control law is high authority, i.e., "LQ" in
character.
EFFECT OF FREQUENCY UNCERTAINTIES ON
THE QUALITATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE
STEADY-STATE COVARIANCE Q = lim E[x(t)x(t) T]
t_
01
_0
COHERENT j
(WELL-KNOWN MODES)
Qkk _0
\
_0 Qnn
• L,NANER NT
(POORLY KNOWN MODES)
INFORMATION REGIMES
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Figure 6
PERFORMANCE ROBUSTNESS
Figure 7 illustrates the basic concept of robustness with respect to
performance that is so essential to adequate LSS control design. The curves shown
sketch the variation of closed-loop performance (e.g., line-of-sight error) for
particular control designs when system parameters deviate from their nominal values.
As illustrated in one example below, standard LQG design provides a sharp minimum
at the nominal parameter values but can be extremely sensitive to off-nominal
variations. On the other hand, since the maximum entropy formulation includes the
deleterious effects of uncertainty within the basic design model, it provides the
mechanism to assure satisfaction of performance objectives not only for the nominal
model but also over the likely range of parameter deviations. Note that the price
paid for this is a degradation of performance (relative to a deterministic model,
LQG design) whenever the system parameters happen to be near their nominal values.
However, this tradeoff between nominal performance and robustness is widely
recognized as an inescapable fact of life. The prime motivation for the maximum
entropy development is to achieve a design methodology which sacrifices as little
near-nominal performance as possible while securing performance insensitivity over
the likely range of modelling errors.
CLOSED-LOOP
LINE-OF-SIGHT
ERROR
PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATION
NOMINAL MODEL
MODELLINGUNCERTAINTY
LQG DESIGN
ROBUST
,.. PARAMETER
v SPACE
Figure 7
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE OP/ME SYNTHESIS
At this point, we consider the optimal projection approach and its
amalgamation with maximum entropy modelling. Figure 8 illustrates that the overall
development proceeded along two distinct paths, starting from standard LQG theory.
One path of development (the right branch) retained the LQG assumption that the
dynamic controller to be designed is of the same dimension as the plant but
extended the theory by including the effects of parameter uncertainty via
stochastic modelling. The optimality conditions for full-order dynamic
compensation under a maximum entropy model are the principal design results and
consist of two modified Riccati equations coupled to two Lyapunov equations by the
stochastic modification terms. These equations were presented in [5,15] and were
also independently discovered by a Soviet researcher [57].
The second path of development from LQG retained the assumption of a
deterministically parametered model but removed the restriction to full-order
compensation - i.e., a quadratically optimal but fixed-order compensator is sought
for a higher order plant in order to simplify implementation. This led to the
optimal projection approach to fixed-order compensation.
The optimal projection approach is based entirely on a theorem which
characterizes the quadratically optimal reduced-order dynamic compensator.
Assuming a purely dynamic linear system structure for the desired compensator whose
order is determined by implementation constraints (e.g., reliability, complexity or
computing capability), a parameter optimization approach is taken. There is, of
course, nothing novel about this approach per se and it has been widely studied in
the control literature [60-73]. Clearly, the parameter optimization approach fell
into disrepute because of the extreme complexity of the grossly unwieldy
first-order necessary conditions which afforded little insight and engendered brute
force gradient search techniques. The crucial discovery occurred in [6] where it
was revealed that the necessary condition for the dynamic-compensation problem
gives rise to the definition of an optimal projection as a rigorous, unassailable
consequence of quadratic optimality without recourse to ad hoc methods as in
[74-83]. Exploitation of this projection leads to immense simplification of the
"primitive" form of the necessary conditions for this problem. The novel equations
consist of two modified Riccati equations and two modified Lyapunov equations
(analogous to the four optimality conditions for full-order compensation under
maximum entropy models) coupled, in this instance, by a projection of rank equal to
the desired controller dimension. This "optimal projection" essentially
characterizes the geometric structure of a reduced-order plant model employed
internally by the compensator.
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OPTIMAL PROJECTION/MAXIMUM ENTROPY
APPROACH TO
LOW-ORDER, ROBUST CONTROLLER DESIGN
LOG
2 RICCATI
(SEPARATED)
LOW-OROER PARAMETER
CONSTRAINT UNCERTAINTIES
OP
2 RICCATI + 2 LYAPUNOV
(COUPLED BY OPTIMAL PROJECTION)
ME
2 RICCATI + 2 LYAPUNOV
(COUPLED BY STOCHASTIC EFFECTS)
PARAMETER LOW-ORDER
UNCERTAINTIES CONSTRAINT
0P/ME
2 RICCATI + 2 LYAPUNOV
(COUPLED BY OPTIMAL PROJECTION AND
STOCHASTIC EFFECTS)
Figure 8
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SURVEY OF APPROACHES TO FIXED-ORDER DYNAMIC COMPENSATOR DESIGN
Before describing the synthesis of the optimal projection (OP) and
maximum entropy (ME) approaches, we sketch the relationship between optimal
projection and previously proposed techniques for reduced-order compensator design.
The general relationships among general categories of approaches are illustrated in
Figure 9.
The basic premise is that the plant to be controlled is distributed
parameter in character (as are structural systems). The usual engineering approach
(the right branch in Figure 9) is to replace the distributed parameter system with
a high-order finite-dimensional model. However, fundamental difficulties remain
since application of LQG leads to a controller whose order is identical to that of
the high-order approximate model. Attempts to remedy this problem usually rely
upon some method of open-loop model reduction followed by LQG design or LQG design
followed by closed-loop controller reduction (see, e.g., [74-83]). Most of these
techniques are ad hoc in nature, however, and hence guarantees of optimality and
stability are lacking.
A more direct approach that avoids both model and controller reduction
is to fix the controller structure and optimize the performance criterion with
respect to the controller parameters. This is the optimal projection formulation.
As noted above, the new forms of optimality conditions discovered in [6] harbor the
definition of an oblique projection (i.e., idempotent matrix) which is a
consequence of optimality and not the result of an ad hoc assumption. By
exploiting the presence of thi_--Foptimal projection," the originally very complex
stationary conditions can be transformed without loss of generality into much
simpler and more tractable forms. The resulting equations (see (2.10)-(2.17) of
[22]) preserve the simple form of LQG relations for the gains in terms of
covariance and cost matrices which, in turn, are determined by a coupled system of
two modified Riccati equations and two modified Lyapunov equations. This coupling,
by means of the optimal projection, represents a graphic portrayal of the demise of
the classical separation principle for the reduced-order controller case. When, as
a special case, the order of the compensator is required to be equal to the order
of the plant, the modified Riccati equations immediately reduce to the standard LQG
Riccati equations and the modified Lyapunov equations express the proviso that the
compensator be minimal, i.e., controllable and observable. Since the LQG Riccati
equations as such are nothing more than the necessary conditions for full-order
compensation, the "optimal projection equations" appear to provide a clear and
simple generalization of standard LQG theory.
On the other hand (see the left branch of Figure 9), the approach taken
by the mathematical community accepts the distributed parameter model, extends LQG
results to obtain a controller of similarly infinite dimensional nature and then
resorts to discretization and truncation to achieve a suitably low-order (and
finite dimensional) controller for implementation. However, the finite-dimensional
approximation schemes that have been applied to optimal infinite-dimensional
control laws [84-87] only guarantee optimality in the limit, i.e., as the order
of the approximating controller increases without bound. Hence, there is no
guarantee that a particular approximate (i.e., discretized) controller is actually
optimal over the class of approximate controllers of a given order which may be
dictated by implementation constraints. Moreover, even if an optimal approximate
finite-dimensional controller could be obtained, it would almost certainly be
suboptimal in the class of all controllers of the given order.
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It should be mentioned that notable exceptions to the above-mentioned
work on distributed parameter controllers are the contributions of Johnson [88]
and Pearson [89,90] who suggest fixing the order of the finite-dimensional
compensator while retaining the distributed parameter model. Progress in this
direction, however, was impedednot only by the intractability of the optimality
conditions that were available for the finite-dimensional problem, but also by the
lack of a suitable generalization of these conditions to the infinite-dimensional
case. Recent results [18,21,23] madesignificant progress in filling these gaps by
deriving explicit optimality conditions which directly characterize the optimal
finite-dimensional fixed-order dynamic compensator for an infinite-dimensional
system and which are exactly analogous to the highly simplified optimal projection
equations obtained in [6,12,14,16,22] for the finite-dimensional case.
Specifically, instead of a system of four matrix equations we obtain a system of
four operator equations whose solutions characterize the optimal finite-dimensional
fixed-order dynamic compensator. Moreover, the optimal projection now becomes a
bounded idempotent Hilbert-space operator whose rank is precisely equal to the
order of the compensator.
As Figure 9 suggests, this represents the most direct approach yet taken
to designing low-order controllers for infinite-dimensional systems. Computational
techniaues for _O]lJti_n of hhe operator _q,,_ _m_ +_ _^. ^*• _ ............................. _,,e j_ _ ,esearch,
but success in the finite-dimensional case leads to confidence that existing
solution techniques can be appropriately generalized.
i
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STEADY STATE REDUCED-ORDER DYNAMIC COMPENSATION
PROBLEM WITH PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES
Now we explicitly present the combined OP/ME design equations. First,
Figure 10 gives the problem statement. The high-order, uncertain plant has state
XE]R N where N is finite. As indicated using previous notation, uncertainties in
the dynamics matrix, A, the control input matrix, B, and the sensor output matrix,
C, are all modelled via the maximum entropy approach. Furthermore, the general
formulation allows cross-correlation between the disturbance noise, Wl, and the
observation noise, w 2.
The object is to design a lower order dynamic controller with state
XcEIRN c where N c < N by choosing the controller matrices Ac, Bc and Cc so as to
minimize the indicated quadratic performance criterion. Note that the possibility
of cross terms (R12+0) in the performance index is accounted for in this
formulation.
y
HIGH-ORDER, UNCERTAIN PLANT
P P
i : (A+ ! o_iAi)x + (B + "_ _iBi)u + w 1
i:1 i:1
y : (C +" _iCi)x + w 2
i:1
Xc : Acxc + BcY I_u =Ccx c
LOW-ORDER CONTROLLER
PERFORMANCE CRITERION
J(Ac,Bc,C c) - lim E[xTRlx + 2xTR12 u + uTR2 u]
t--_
Technical Assumption: Bi_0_Ci:0
Figure I0
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MAIN THEOREM OF OP/ME: OPTIMAL COMPENSATOR GAINS
With the foregoing problem statement, the quadratically optimal gains
are given by the first three expressions in Figure 11. These relationships are
basically LQG in character - the major modification being brought about by the
appearance of the matrices FEIRNcXN and GEIRNc xN. A particular factorization of
the optimal projection _, i.e., FGT=INc, is represented by r and G _-o t--_-t _ _ GTF
is idempotent. Note that any rank N c projection can be factored in this way and,
for given T, any and all such factorizations yield the same closed-loop performance
(see [22]).
Determination of A c, B c and C c requires that we first solve the basic
design equations (shown in Figure 12) for the quantities Q, P, and _, _ and _.
The notational conventions given on the lower half of Figure 11 serve to define
these design equations precisely.
A A
CONTROLLER GAINS (Functions of Q, P, Q, P)
A c : r(As-BsR';_sPs-QsV_Is Cs)GT
-1
B c = FQsV2s
C c = -R_lsPs GT
NOTATION
AA
QP : GTMI ', I'G T : Inc (=:> T : GTI" =7-2)
P
AQA T: i_IAiQAT,.:
AQL_ :
P
_AiQB i, etc.
i:1
As:A+IA 2 Bs: B +lAB Cs: C +_A
R2s :
Qs
R 2 + BT(P+P)_
A
QC I + V12 + A(Q+Q)¢ T
V2s
Ps
A
: V 2 + c(Q+Q)¢ T
A
: slp * eT2* BT(p,p)A
Figure 11
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OPTIMAL PROJECTION/MAXIMUM ENTROPY DESIGN EQUATIONS
Finally, Figure 12 shows the fundamental OP/ME design equations for
determination of P, Q, _, _ and _. The nonnegative-definite matrices P and Q are
analogous to the regulator and observer cost matrices of LQG and are determined by
two modified Ri_cati equations. The two modified Lyapunov equations satisfied by
matrices _ and P are analogous to the Lyapunov equations determining
controllability and observability Grammians that are employed by many of the
current, suboptimal, controller-order reduction schemes. Note that the optimal
projection, _, is given explicitly in terms of the group generalized inverse of the
product_P. Thus, the nonnegative-definite matrices _ and _ largely serve to
determine 3.
In contrast to LQG, all four equations are coupled both by the optimal
projection and by the stochastic modification terms - indicating that the
classical separation principle generally breaks down under restrictions on
controller dimension and/or under the impact of parameter uncertainties.
The four equations in Figure 12 summarize a generalized LQG-type
approach wherein robust controllers of low dimension follow as a direct consequence
of the optimality criterion and a priori uncertainty levels. Moreover, the
computational task is well-defined: solve a system of two Riccati and two Lyapunov
equations coupled by the optimal projection and stochastic effects. A variety of
computational procedures are presented in [I, 4, 14-15, 17, 19] and these are
currently included in an automated design software package. We illustrate this
automated design capability in the example problems that follow.
A A
SOLVE FOR NONNEGATIVE-DEFINITE Q, P, Q, P
T -1 ^ -1 T -1T
_T T0 : AsO * OAs + * V1 + (A-t__R2sFs)O(_,-_R2SFS) - _sV2s_Js+
_ksV2s_-sri
I
0= ATp+ pA s + ATp_, + R 1 (A-_sV21sC,TI_(_,-@sV21sC)- _TR21st's + T ,T_-I.,+ r± s n 2s sri
-1 A _ .
0= (As-BsR2s,_s,Q+ Q(As-BsR21sFs )T + _sV21s_TS - _ ..-1 _T TriksV 2s k s r l
-1 ^ ^ -1 -
0: (As-%V2sCs,TP + P(As-_2sV2sCs)+ _'TR21s_ s- T/,TR21s!,sr I
RANK Q : RANK P : RANK QP : n c
AA AA
r : OP(QP) # r± : I n- T
# _ GROUP GENERALIZEDINVERSE
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EXAMPLEI: CSDLMODEL#2
The first two examples considered here illustrate application of the
optimal projection approach without inclusion of parameter uncertainty effects.
The third and final example serves to illustrate the combined OP/MEdesign
capability.
The first case was treated in [17] and is depicted in Figure 13.
Specifically, it is a version of the CSDL,ACOSSModel 2 previously considered in
[91]. The steady state performance index has the form
J = E [xTRIX]÷ RE [uTu]
where R I represents the state penalties on mean square line-of-sight errors and
defocus and R is a positive scalar. Clearly, controller authority and bandwidth
are both inversely proportional to R.
This example was used to compare both theoretically and
numerically the optimal projection approach with a variety of suboptimal
controller-order reduction methods. The theoretical comparison shows that all
....... _ _,,_+_m_1 f_nh_n,,_ _Q_n_1 1_r _Pin_ _ (q_lhnntim_] I npniQntinn
characterizing the reduced-order compensator. In contrast, the optimaI projection
design equations define the needed projection by rigorous appiication of optimality
principles. Moreover, all the approaches considered in [7] can be displayed in a
common notation, and this graphically reveals the suboptimal design equations as
special cases of or approximations to the optimal projection equations.
3 I
z I/i 5
x Y
REFERENCE:[91]
R E Skelton and P C Hughes, "Modal Cost Analysis for Linear Matrix Second-Order Systems," J Dyn Syst
Meas and Control Vol 102, September 1980. pp 151-180
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NUMERICALCOMPARISONFSUBOPTIMALANDOPTIMALPROJECTIONAPPROACHES
Nowfor the numerical comparisons. As is standard in the application of
quadratic optimization, one characterizes each design for a fixed compensator order
by plotting the "regulation cost" (E[XTRIX]) as a function of the "control cost"(E[uTu]). Results for these tradeoff curves are shownin Figure 14. The very
bottom-most curve represents the full-order, LQGdesign. Since this is the best
obtainable when there is no restriction on compensator order, the problem is
obtaining a lower order design whosetradeoff curve is as close to the LQGresults
as possible.
The thin black lines in Figure 14 show the Nc = 10, 6, and 4 designs
obtained via ComponentCost Analysis [83], where Nc denotes the compensator
dimension. This appears to be the most successful suboptimal method applied to the
example problem considered here. Note that the 10th and 6th order compensator
designs are quite good, but when compensatororder is sufficiently low (Nc = 4) and
controller bandwidth sufficiently large (R<5.0), the method fails to yield stable
designs. This difficulty is characteristic of all suboptimal techniques surveyed,
and, in fairness, it should be noted that most other suboptimal design methods fail
to give stable designs for compensator orders below 10.
In contrast, the width of the grey line in Figure 14 encompassesall the
optimal projection results for compensators of orders 10, 6, and 4.
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OPTIMALPROJECTIONRESULTSFORPERFORMANCE/COMPLEXITYTRADEOFF
To provide a more detailed picture of the optimal projection results,
Figure 15 shows the percent of total performance increase relative to the
full-order, LQGdesigns as a function of I/R (proportional to controller bandwidth
and to actuator force levels) for the various compensator orders considered.
Even for the 4th order design, the optimal projection performance is
only -5 percent higher than the optimal full-order design. Furthermore, the
performance index for the optimal projection designs increases monotonically with
decreasing controller order - as it should. Such is not the case for suboptimal
design methods.
These results reinforce our belief that the optimal projection approach
is a powerful and highly reliable alternative to current reduced-order control
design methods.
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EXAMPLE 2: 15-M HOOP/COLUMN ANTENNA CONTROLS/DYNAMICS EXPERIMENT CONCEPT
The second example of the application of optimal projection involves
significant interplay among controller design, experiment design, and control
hardware selection.
To further the technology development goals of the planned Large Space
Antenna Flight Experiment, Harris GASD has undertaken a preliminary study for
design of a ground-based controls and dynamics experiment involving the 15-M
Hoop/Column Antenna. This structure is a deployable mesh reflector design for
space communications applications.
In designing the experimental apparatus, it was our goal to establish
performance requirements, disturbance spectra, etc., to emulate (not simulate a
flight test) the generic pathologies of large space systems. Care was also taken
in selecting control hardware and software in such a way as to provide a good
test-bed for a variety of system identification and control design approaches.
The basic experimental configuration motivated by the above
considerations is depicted in Figure 16. As shown, the entire spacecraft is
suspended by a cable secured to the ceiling of a radome. The point of attachment
to the structure is inside the primary column segment approximately 1.5 inches
above the center of mass. The resulting gravity moment arm provides some slight
restoring stiffness and prevents the cable from resting against the column.
Absence of an RF feed (replaced by equivalent weights) permits the suspending cable
to run clear through the aperture of the upper column segment, thereby permitting
approximately 5o of rotational motion along both horizontal axes.
Steady-state random disturbances are to be supplied by two-axis torquers
located within the spacecraft bus. The selected location provides significant
disturbability to the first hundred modes and a high degree of disturbance to -50
modes.
15-METER H/C MODEL CABLE SUSPENDED
CONFIGURATION FOR GROUND TESTING
iiiii.......
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ARRAY
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PIEZOELECTRIC
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DISTRIBUTION OF MODAL FREQUENCIES FOR 15M CONTROLS/DYNAMICS EXPERIMENT CONCEPT
Detailed finite element analyses of this cable-suspended configuration
have been carried out, and the overall distribution of modal frequencies can be
summarized as in Figure 17. The figure shows the "mode-count" versus frequency;
i.e., N(_) denotes the number of modes below a given frequency, _. As indicated,
there is a collection of "quasi-rigid-body" nodes at low frequencies. Each of
these modes involves a compound pendulum motion on the cable with the spacecraft
undergoing essentially rigid-body rotations and translations. The quasi-rigid-body
modes provide a rather accurate simulation of rigid body degrees of freedom. At
-7.5 Hz and above, there emerge the overall beam bending or "spacecraft" modes
involving bending of the supporting hoop and central column. Finally, the rapid
increase in mode count above -11Hz is accounted for by the very closely spaced
"antenna surface" modes - involving motion primarily of the mesh surface and its
underlying tensioning and control cords.
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15-M EXPERIMENT - INSTRUMENTATION CONCEPT AND DESIGN RESULTS
Because there is a wide dispersion of disturbability for the selected
disturbance source, it is possible to deliberately shape the disturbance spectrum
to provide significant excitation of a desired number of modes. The selected
spectrum is broad band with a half-power band limit of 15 Hz. As is evident from
Figure 17, the 15 Hz bandwidth easily covers more than 100 modes.
Of course, significant disturbance on a large number of modes does not
alone suffice to create a challenging control problem - selection and scaling of
performance criteria are also necessary tasks in the experiment design. Refs. [92,
93] give details on the selected quadratic performance index. Basically, the state
penalty consists of three main terms which impose performance penalties on (I)
pointing errors, (2) misalignment and defocus errors, and (3) antenna surface shape
errors.
With the control objectives thus defined, the control design and
actuator/sensor selection methodologies were exercised iteratively to obtain a set
of applicable, low-cost devices. The resulting instrumentation plan is depicted in
Figure 18 a and detailed in [93].
Design results including dynamics models for the full complement of
control hardware devices indicated in Figure 18 '7 are reported in [93]. For
simplicity, we consider results on a subproblem involving only elastic mode
vibration control using four jackscrew positioner devices and four strain gauges
mounted on the control cords.
Despite a large number of modes included in the design model, optimal
projection designs were successfully obtained and the effect of decreasing the
control input penalty (progressively increasing the control authority) on
closed-loop system poles is indicated in Figure 18 b. It is seen that while high
order modes remain stable, significant increases in damping can be achieved for
lower order modes within the limitations (force/bandwidth) of the actuators and
sensors.
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15-M EXPERIMENT: PERFORMANCE/COMPLEXITY TRADEOFF RESULTS
For the problem considered above, Figure 19 summarizes the tradeoffs of
performance versus controller complexity (compensator dimension) and control
authority (control input weighting in the performance index). Generally, it is
seen that compensators of dimension > 10 yield negligible improvement in
performance. This conclusion holds for the general problem including all hardware
devices and rigid body modes. Thus, memory and throughput requirements for the
processor needed to implement the control algorithm were sized on the assumption
that N c _ 10. These estimates were then used to arrive at the processor selection
indicated in Figure 18.a. Specifically, the control algorithm would be implemented
on the HP 9836A Desktop Computer. This is a Motorola MC68000 microprocessor-based
(16-bit) machine. Also, the HP-6942A Multiprogrammer can be utilized to perform
all a/d and d/a conversions as well as data handling. An external CPU is included
to assist in data handling and route data to off-line storage. After completion of
a given experimental sequence, stored data can be analyzed, parameter identification
tests can be performed and results can be correlated with analytical predictions.
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EXAMPLE3: SPACECRAFTCONTROLLABORATORYEXPERIMENT(SCOLE)
Our third and last example is used primarily to illustrate application
of the maximumentropy design-for-uncertainty approach. Harris GASDhas just
completed a NASALaRCsupported study on the Spacecraft Control Laboratory
Experiment (SCOLE)configuration shownin Figure 20. This is the subject of the
NASA/IEEEDesign Challenge described in [94]. Since the study is specifically
aimed at exploring the maximumentropy approach, its scope is restricted in other
areas. Specifically, we consider the steady state pointing problem using linear,
continuous-time models of all subsystems.
A high order finite element model was constructed for SCOLE,treating
the Shuttle and reflectors as rigid bodies and the connecting mast as a classical
beamwith torsional stiffness. This model includes the Shuttle products-of-inertis
and the offset between reflector center-of-mass and its attachment point on the
mast. The quadratic performance penalty on the system state is simply the total
meansquare line of sight error (as defined in [94]). Full details of our model
and design results are given in [95].
Jk
i
x 4
2
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COMPARISONF CLOSED-LOOPPOLESENSITIVITYFORLQGANDMAXIMUMENTROPYDESIGNS
As part of the SCOLEstudy, we considered a system model including the
first eight modesand (I) performed LQGstudies to select the control authority and
establish a baseline and (2) designed full-order (16 state) compensatorswith a
maximumentropy model of modal frequency uncertainties. The maximumentropy model
assumedthat all elastic modefrequencies were subjected to independent variations(due to modelling error) of +o to -o relative to their nominal values. Thus the
positive number o denotes the overall fractional uncertainty.
Although robust stability is obtained under these independent and
simultaneous variations, the robustness properties of specific designs are simply
illustrated here by looking at the variation of performance and closed-loop poles
when all modal frequencies are varied by the samefractional change from the
nominal values. In other words, we interconnect a given controller design (be it
LQG or maximum entropy) with a perturbed plant model wherein all modal frequencies
are changed by 6 x (nominal values) and evaluate the closed-loop performance and
pole locations. This is repeated for a range of values of 6.
Figure 21 a shows how the pole locations for an LQG design wander under
a _5% variation of the modal frequencies. It is seen that two of the pole pairs
are particularly sensitive and are nearly driven unstable by only this +5%
variation. This happens because the associated structural modes contribute little
to performance and the LQG design attempts a "cheap control" (small regulator and
observer gains) by placing compensator poles very close to the open-loop plant
poles. For nominal values, this scheme achieves significant shifts of open-loop
poles with very small gains, but it is highly sensitive to off-nominal
perturbations.
Figure 21 b shows closed-loop poles for the same conditions except that
a maximum entropy compensator design with o = 0.1 (10% variation modelled) was
utilized. In contrast with Figure 21 a, the maximum entropy design makes the
compensator poles "stand-off" deeper in the left half plane. (This is a direct
consequence of the Stratonovich correction.) Consequently, the strong and
sensitive interactions noted above are entirely eliminated. The poles associated
with higher-order structural modes are seen to vary only along the imaginary axis
and are not destabilized.
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VARIATION OF PERFORMANCE WITH SYSTEM PARAMETER DEVIATIONS:
DETERMINISTIC MODELLING VERSUS MAXIMUM ENTROPY DESIGN
Figure 22 illustrates how the total performance index for given
controller designs varies as the structural mode frequencies are perturbed relative
to their nominal values. The LQG design (which is simply a maximum entropy design
for o= O) becomes unstable for > 7% and < -14% variations. In contrast and even
with a modest 10% level of modelled uncertainty, the maximum entropy designs
completely eliminate the sensitivity. Note that within the parameter range for
which LQG is stable, the o = 0.1 maximum entropy design experiences only a -12-15%
degradation. Of course, over the regions for which LQG is unstable, the maximum
entropy designs are qualitatively superior.
These results serve to illustrate a general fact: By incorporating
parameter uncertainty as an intrinsic facet of the basic design model, the maximum
entropy formulation is able to secure high levels of robustness with little
degradation of nominal performance.
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COMBINED OP/ME DESIGN: PERFORMANCE/COMPLEXITY TRADEOFF
Finally, the combined OP/ME design capability was exercised, taking the
16-state maximum entropy compensator design with a = 0.10 frequency uncertainty
level as the starting point. Reduced order compensator designs were constructed
for compensators of order 14,12,10,8,6 and 5. Figure 23 shows the tradeoff between
performance (total, closed-loop performance index evaluated for nominal values of
modal frequencies) and controller dimension. The Figure clearly shows that
performance degradation for compensator orders above 6 is negligible. The 6th
order controller sacrifices only 3% of the performance of the full-order (16 state)
controller. This would seem to be acceptable in view of the better than sixfold
decrease in implementation costs (e.g., flops required in matrix multiplication)
which results from order reduction.
In conclusion, these results, together with much additional material
included in [95], demonstrate automated solution of the full OP/ME design equations
(shown in Figure 12) and illustrate the performance and implementation benefits to
be expected under this unified approach.
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A NEW APPROACH FOR VIBRATION CONTROL
IN LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
K. Kumar* and J. E. Cochran, Jr.¢
Auburn University, Alabama
Abstract
A new approach for augmenting vibration damping characteristics in
space structures with large panels is presented. It is based on
generation of bending moments rather than forces. The moments are
generated using bimetallic strips, suitably mounted at selected stations
on both sides of the large panels, under the influence of differential
solar heating, giving rise to thermal gradients and stresses. The
collocated angular velocity sensors are utilized in conjunction with
minl-servos to regulate the control moments by flipping the bimetallic
strips. A simple computation of the rate of dissipation of vibrational
energy is undertaken to assess the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.
*Visiting Professor, Department of Aerospace Engineering, on leave from
I.I.T., Kanpur, India.
CProfessor, Department of Aerospace Engineering.
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Introduction
Recent trends in space technology have been toward significantly
larger and lighter weight structures. I-3 The successful experimental
mission of Communications Technology Satellite (Hermes) which employed a
pair of solar panels measuring ii x 7.3 m each is already behind us.
One of the Large Space Structures (LSS) currently under development is
the wrap-rlb mesh deployable antenna _,5 with a diameter of I00 m and
surface thickness of 0.0254 mm. Another example is the spinning sall 6
which consists of a spacecraft propelled by photon light pressure
impinging upon 12 blade-like surfaces, each measuring 8 m x 4000 m x
0.00254 mm and made of extra-light material. With Space Transportation
System already in operation, several other space missions demanding
varying sizes of LSS are under consideration for technological
applications such as power generation and transmission, earth-resources
observations and large scale communications related to mass education
and electronic mail systems. 7
Space structures with large dimensions and minimal weight charac-
terized by distributed mass and elasticity properties are extremely
flexible and, thus, are highly susceptible to on-board disturbances
causing surface deformations and vibrations. Since, achieving adequate
performance of LSS generally relies on precise pointing and/or precise
structural configuration, it is necessary to minimize their structural
response to disturbances through judicious design and by incorporating
suitable control devices.
The dynamic analysis, design and control of an LSS poses a
formidable technological challenge, calling for a major all-out effort.
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The structural flexibility may interact with attitude control systems of
spacecraft in a variety of ways. A NASA special report 8 has presented
an excellent review of the earlier efforts in thls area. It is
interesting to note that what began as isolated efforts to understand
the anomalous behavior of some specific orbiting spacecrafts by
accounting for flexibility has emerged into a new field of
astroelastlclty. 9 In the early era, there had been considerable
emphasis on developing adequate models 10 of the LSS which could account
for the flexibility of the appendages. Even concise formulations of the
spacecraft structures treating them as "hybrid" assembly of rigid and
flaxibla components seem to represent a significant achlevement.lt, t2
Simulations of the dynamics of spinning and non-spinning systems with
_lexlDie arrays were attempted in several specific cases. The results
of some of these analyses have also been verified by ground testing.
During the last ten years, the emphasis seems to have shifted to
investigations related to the problems involved in controlling the LSS,
the stability of controls and the interaction of dynamics and control
functions.
The methods most often proposed for controls are active ones
although some passive approaches not requiring direct use of energy have
also been suggested. For example, stiffening of an LSS can be utilized
to improve its dynamic characteristics in a number of situations but
only at the expense of severe weight penlaties imposed. Besides,
additional stiffness does not automatically add to structural damping.
A feasible damping technique considered in the past is to incorporate
mechanical dampers such as linear viscous dashpots into the structure.
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Even this approach appears to be inadequate and has not gained much
acceptance with spacecraft designers. This is perhaps due to only
marginal improvements in damping characteristics associated with the
rather large weight penalties involved.
Suggested here is a new approach for achieving positive damping
action based on the use of moments rather than forces. In order to
provide for the development of the controlling bending moments, it is
proposed to have a number of moment generating units suitably spread on
both sides of the large spacecraft appendages (Fig. I). A suitable
combination of strips of two different metals forms these units with
constraints at the ends to obstruct any possible relative elongation or
contraction of the strips under differential solar heating. This in
turn generates the tensile and compressive stresses in the two members
giving rise to a bending moment My at the pin through which the whole
unit is mounted on the panel.
For control implementation, the use of an "on-off" controller is
proposed here. The sensors, essentially collocated with the bimetallic
strips are required to measure the local angular velocities of the
appendages. The mini-servo units are utilized to rotate/flip the strips
in "on-off" positions depending upon the direction of the local angular
velocity as indicated by the sensor. While in "on" position, the strips
generate the bending moment through their differential thermal heating
under the influence of the solar radiations. When the positive Z face
of the strips is exposed to the sun and the local angular velocity of
the panel about Y-axis is positive, the corresponding moment about this
axis remains negative causing dissipation of vibrational energy. On the
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other hand, during the vibration phase of negative local angular
velocity, the strips are turned into "off" position by flipping them
through 90° about x-axis when the controlling momentvirtually
disappears. In this sun-orientation, the strips on the other side of
the panel remaining unexposedto the sun do not generate any momentand
may be kept in "off" position. However, when the sun moves to the other
side of the panel, heating the negative Z face of the strips, the moment
generated about the Y-axis becomespositive in the "on" position, thus
requiring the control law to be reversed. Now, the strips are kept in
the "on" position, generating positive momentwhile the local angular
velocity of the panels remains negative. At other times, the strips are
flipped into the "off" position.
Rates of Energy Dissipation
The success of the proposed control mechanism depends upon the
level of rates of vibrational energy dissipation that can be achieved.
The computation of these is the objective of the analysis undertaken
here. It may be emphasized that since the objective is to establish the
feasibility of the proposed concept, only an approximate analysis is
attempted.
The feasibility study is based on a simple cantilever beam model of
an LSS. Several moment unlts/packets are assumed distributed along the
length of the beam. Both the metallic pieces in the packets are assumed
to have rather small cross-sectional dimensions as compared to the
length. Therefore, l-d analysis permitting temperature variation only
along the thickness would be sufficient. In steady thermodynamic state,
the differential equation governing the temperature distribution across
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the thickness of any of the two pieces can be written as (Fig. 2)
d2T
- 0 (i)
d_ 2
where T is the temperature at position _. In order to maximize the
temperature differences, an insulating material is introduced into the
gap between the two pieces. Then, the boundary conditions for the "hot"
piece can be stated as follows:
_ _ _T _ _aS - _eO T_ = 0 at _ : - a t (2)
where
K1 = Thermal conductivity of material for the "hot" piece.
ea,ee = Absorptivity and emislvlty of the metallic
surface, respectlvely.
S = Rate of solar energy received per unit area of the
exposed surface; is same as the solar constant at normal
incidence.
= Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
From Eq. (2), the temperature of the "hot" piece is given by
S I/_
T = ( a
-_'T') (31
c
Since the other piece virtually does not receive any heat
radiations, it can be assumed to be at 0° absolute. Under the
temperature differences thus set up and neglecting the effect of
insulating material on the thermal stresses, the resulting tensile and
compressive forces in the two members can be obtained using geometric
compatibility condition
el AT
F =
(AIEI)-I + (A2E2)-I
(4)
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where
AT = (_aS/_eo) I/4
_i = coefficient of thermal expansion; i = 1,2
A i = area of cross section; i ffi1,2
E 1 = modulus of rigidity; i = 1,2
The subscripts I and 2 refer to the "hot" and "cold" members of the
assembly. At 0 ° absolute, the two members in the assembly are assumed
to have been kept in "free-force" condition.
The resulting moment in the steady state is given by
al_(_aS/_eo)I/4
My = (AIEI)_ I + (A2E2)_ l
where 6 = mean distance between the two pieces.
O
Yhe local angular rate of ___,,=_=-_I.... panel to_.,v,_....._o expr_=qed
as follows:
0
8 = _2W
8XSt
(5)
where W ffideflection along Z-axis at the station X.
0
The instantaneous rate of energy dissipation (-E) is then given by
0
(-_.) = - My 8 (6)
The standard modal analysis of the appendage vibrations leads to the
O
following expression for 8.
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where
_j = c I (slnh u - sin u) + c2 (cosh u - cos u)
u = (i_/L)X
L = length of the appendage
_j = _jmax sin (_jt+B)
_jmax = amplitude of the jth mode of panel vibrations
_j = (12_2/L 2) a
a --¢El-i7_
i = 0.597 for j=l; 1.49 for j=2; (n-I/2) for j=3,4,...
(El),m = section modulus and mass/length of the appendage,
respectlvely.
On isolating the rate of energy dissipation corresponding to the
jth mode and integrating it, one finds that the average loss of kinetic
energy for this mode per vibration cycle is given by
AE. = 2_16(aaS/ae°)114 (d_j_l _jmax _j--_ (7)
3 (AIEI)_ I + (A2E2)_ i du " X=Li
where Li specifies the position of the ith station where the moment-unlt
is located. This now must be compared to the maximum kinetic energy of
vibrations corresponding to the jth mode (Ej). It is easy to show that
X=L
Ej = (I/2) m_ma x _2j X=0f _ du 4a/mj (8)
On dividing (7) by (8), the loss factor nj is obtained as
4a 1 6(aaS/aeo)i/4 i i (d_j/du) ]X=L i
nj =
(AIEI)-I + (A2E2)-I _jmax _.4EI m X=L
3 X_=O,_ du
108.6
In case the moment generating units distributed along the length of the
appendage are at distances LI, L2,... from the clamped end of the
appendage, the above results modify to:
nj = noj fj (9)
where
noj -- pm/[Ooj _jmax _/Elm]
4al6(aaS/aco)I/4
Pm = (AIEI)-I + (A2E2)-l '
the moment parameter
X--L
fj = [(dSj/du)x=L! + (dSj/du)x=L2 + ---]/X]O¢___=_ du
(to)
(11)
(12)
Results and Discussion
The approximate analytical results developed here are of
considerable significance. Mere observation suggests the effects of
various system and design parameters on the loss factor, denoting the
fraction of kinetic energy dissipated per cycle in various vibrational
modes. The loss coefficient rapidly increases with increase in length
of the appendage and hence decreasing frequency. In fact, this factor
increases in proportion to L2. It also suggests that the damping
effectiveness progressively declines for higher modes of vibrations, as
is usually the case with other damping techniques as well.
It is evident that the vibrational energy dissipation can be
maximized by maximizing the design parameters Pm and fj. The maximiza-
tion of Pm demands the use of materials which provide the highest values
of thermal coefficients, al, and modulil of rigidity, E 1 and E2.
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Further increase in Pmcan be achieved by moving the two pieces apart to
maximize the momentarm and of course by taking the higher areas of
cross-section.
The parameters fj merit special attention. By changing the
longitudinal distribution of the moment-strips, it is possible to
augment the damping effects in certain chosen/critical modes. However,
it will result in compromising with dissipation rates associated with
other modes. Rather simple algebraic calculations can be performed to
determine the "best" locations. It is interesting to note that this
approach enables attaining fairly significant values of loss factor even
for higher modes. Since the control effectiveness increases with
decreasing frequency, it appears particularly attractive for LSS.
Conceptually, the approach suggested here is a simple one.
However, it involves several challenging problems at the design stage.
The problems of mounting of the moment-strip units at various stations
on a flexible llght-weight structure, providing for the measuring
sensors and the mini-servos which can control the orientation of the
moment-strlp unit according to the control policy proposed have to be
tackled. The loss factors undergo periodic variation becoming zero
during the periods of grazing solar incidence on the strips. Thus, in
this phase, the dampingmechanismappears to be ineffective. However,
this problem can be overcometo a large extent simply by flipping the
moment-strips through small angles (~30-45°) so as to ensure a
significant differential solar heating even in this situation.
No doubt, the proposed control mechanisminvolves significant
weight penalty associated with the use of the moment-strips and other
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accessories; however, it is hoped that a judicious design can keep it to
within acceptable limits. Besides, the addition of this mass may also
serve the secondary purpose of stiffening the system. Furthermore, the
power required to drive the servos is expected to remain at low level.
In a nutshell, this investigation brings out several interesting and
useful features of the proposed scheme to augment the system damping.
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ABSTRACT
CREW ACTIVITY & MOTION EFFECTS ON THE SPACE STATION
Among the significant sources of internal disturbances that
must be considered in the design of Space Station vibration
control systems are the loads induced on the structure from
various crew activities. Flight experiment T013, flown on the
second manned mission of Skylab, measured force and moment
time histories for a range of preplanned crew motions and
activities. This experiment has proved itself invaluable as a
source of on-orbit crew induced loads that has allowed a Space
Station forcing function data base to be built.
This will enable forced response such as accelerations and
deflections, attributable to crew activity, to be calculated.
The flight experiment, resultant database and structural model
pre-processor, analysis examples and areas of continued
research shall be described.
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I. Introduction
Since the early sixties, crew activity/motion (CA/M) has been a
concern and important parameter in the areas of space vehicle
stability, attitude and control during its on-orbit operation.
Initially, the impact of CA/M on the pointing accuracies and
control of spacecraft carried the most concern. Mere recently,
however, the on-orbit 'micro-g' environments of the Space Shuttle
and the forthcoming Space Station have provided the motivation for
further crew disturbance studies.
Various ground simulations and one flight experiment have been
conducted through the years, yielding sufficient amounts of data to
promote an understanding of the potential impact man has on his
spacecraft's on-orbit quiescent environment. For analysis purposes,
modeling can yield only part of the CA/M disturbance spectrum;
stochastic modeling techniques can be used for low-level restrained
acti iti Flight _ ..... _ _- _"" _ _ - _^_'-_ _ .... _" _v es datd _cul m u6¢u uu uu±±_ _ -u_-uJ-_j .u_
database and a structural model pre-processor can be generated to
yield the remainder of the CA/M disturbance spectrum; the
deterministic or discrete high-level restrained _nd trmnslational
activities.
The following is dedicated to describing the evolution of a CA/M
forcing function database and preprocessor, 'CREW', developed by
Lockheed-EMSCO for the Loads & Dynamics Branch of the Structures &
Mechanics Division at NASA/JSC. The description of this evolution
will include: background discussion of early studies and ground
simulations; a description of the only flight experiment conducted
to date; modeling techniques; features of 'CREW' and the T-013 CA/M
forcing function database; analysis examples and plans for
continued work in this area•
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II. Background & Evolution of Skylab Experiment T-013
To demonstrate the potential impact man has on his spacecraft,
the following 'real world' examples of CA/M disturbances can be
cited. On the manned Skylab missions, the astronauts found that they
had a 'jogging' track at their disposal. At the top of the Orbital
Workshop (OWS), a bank of lockers around the perimeter of that
compartment were used by the astronauts to ' run' on. In doing so,
they were able to achieve centripedal acceleration equivalent to the
moon's gravity, and more importantly, the induced loads started to
precess the entire spacecraft. Needless to say, ground controllers
had the crew discontinue this activity because the Skylab Attitude
and Pointing Control System (APCS) was not able to maintain control
of the spacecraft, and the Apollo Telescope Mount Experin_nt Pointing
Control System (ATM EPCS) pointing accuracy, required by the solar
experiments, was threatened (refs. 1 and 2).
_re recently, aboard the shuttle, various forms of CA/M
disturbances have been examined. During STS-9, after the Spacelab 1
module had been powered up and run through a systems checkout, the
crew was asked to participate in the Spacelab Environment
Verification Flight Test (ref. 3). The activities investigated were
coughing and soaring. Peak response in the module was measured as
0.007 g. In the Shuttle's crew cabin middeck, a treadmill is provided
for the crew to satisfy their exercise requirement while on-orbit. On
recent missions, NASA/LaRC's ACIP/HIRAP accelerometer package has
measured peak accelerations that exceed 0.0001 g's (nominal treadmill
operation aboard a 220,000 ib Orbiter).
Thus the effect of CA/M on a spacecraft's on-orbit environment
can be a dramatic one. Consideration of this potential impact is
especially important for a spacecraft such as the Space Station,
which is dedicated to providing a pure micro-g environment for its
payloads and experiments.
During the development of early long duration spacecraft, other
investigators (refs. 4, 5) demonstrated that CA/M disturbances would
exceed other sources such as gravity-gradient and aero drag effects
using point-mass representations of man in the spacecraft equations
of motion. In 1966, Fuhrmeister and Fowler (ref. 6) reported that the
crew would have to be isolated to ensure fine pointing accuracies for
their MDACManned Orbital Research Laboratory (MORL). In 1969 Goodman
and Middleton of MDACconducted a 60 day crew locomotion study in
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their Space Cabin Simulator (ref. 7). Using applied force data
(measured in the 1966 _3RL ground simulation) to drive a computer
simulation of their spacecraft dynamics, they confirmed the
Ftthrn_ister and Fowler conclusion and added that basic attitude
control would also be compromised by frequent crew motion over a long
time interval.
The lack of flight data and the need to verify simulation results
culminated in the proposal of a dedicated experiment to be conducted
on what was to be called Skylab. In addition, the experiment would
test the design of a control/isolation system which would be used to
ensure pointing accuracies of the Skylab's Apollo Telescope
Mount (ATM) . In 1967, Martin Marietta, under contract to MSFC, began
the development of experiment T-013; in parallel they began
conducting detailed ground simulations using their 6 DOF servo-driven
simulator and a predecessor of the T-013 force measurement system
(refs. 8, 9).
Reinforcement to the need for experiment T-013 can be found in
understanding the limitations of ground simulation and, consequently,
the questionable applicability of the resultant data. Several
techniques of simulating the zero-g environn_nt of a manned
spacecraft and their advantages/disadvantages with respect to a
crew-motion experiment are listed in Table i.
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Table I: CREW ACTIVITY SIMULATION METHODS
FETHOD
FMJ
Three DOF air
bearing simulator
atJSC
air bearing
simulation
underwater neutral
buoyancy
servo-drive
simulation
cable suspension
zero-g aircraft
ADVANTAGES
engineering design and cc_puter
program to reduoe inst_t-
ation already developed; can
measure effectof similar limb
motions in both the horizontal
and vertical plane and thus
obtain comparisons with and
without gravity
provides good approximation
to zero-gravity limb motion
effects in two translational
and one rotational DOF
(horizontal plane); low cost
because air bearing floor and
other hardware already exist
atJSC
provides good low-g or
zero-geffect in two
dimensions (horizontal plane)
app_x, act_izero_
for uns_tedsubject
can be tied together with
computer simulation of
spacecraft dynamics
relatively low cost
actual zero-g environment
DISADVANTAGES
presence of gravity can affect
manner in which motions are
performed
additional instrunentation of
current simulator configurations
may be required; ccnputer program
nmst be written to reduce data
from inst_tation system;
torque & foroe from air &
instrumentation wires are
negligible except for all but
smallest limb motions; cannot
measure effect of limb motions
in vertical plane
imple__ntation of force measuring
techniques difficult; requires
extremely fine balance and CG
shift compensation; must
counteract gravity in many
motions; mounting harnesses, etc.,
too restrictive; susceptible to
ambient air movement
drag excessive for all but
slo_st motions, breathing
equipment restrictive
must counteract gravity in
many motions; mounting
harnesses too restrictive
degrees of freedom limited;
pendulun effects present;
support apparatus restrictive
short run times; unnatural
positive g forces interspersed
between zero-g runs
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III. Skylab Experiment T-013
Skylab experiment T-013 was proposed to determine the
characteristics of CA/M disturbances and to evaluate the performance
of a dedicated isolation system that would ensure the pointing
accuracies of the ATM's solar experiment package.
The principal investigator, Mr. Bruce Conway, outlines the
development and design of experin_nt T-013 in reference i0. Two
categories of CA/M would be explored; restrained activities including
respiration exercises, limb motion, gross torso motion and simulated
console operations; and translation activities including various
levels of soaring.
The restrained activities would be conducted with the test
subject attached to a force measurement unit (FMU) with foot
restraints and the translation activities would have the test subject
pushing off from one FMU, soaring across the Skylab Orbital Workshop
and landing on another FMU; see Figures 1 and 2.
The forces and frequency content of the disturbances produced by
the T-013 subject were generally, and notably higher than those
measured in ground simulations. For the respiration exercises
(breathing, coughing, sneezing), only coughing had the same force
levels in flight as obtained in simulation. Sneezing produced up to
twice the force and deep breathing resulted in over 25 times as much
force. A lack of l-g restraint on the subject's viscereal mass,
allowing more acceleration and motion of this mass, appears to
provide reasonable explanation for the larger on-orbit forces. The
experiment was performed approximately three weeks into the Skylab 3
mission (second manned mision) and it is assumed that the crew had
become well adapted to their zero-g environment.
The crew's zero-g adaptation may also explain why the preflight
zero-g aircraft soaring data was not as high as the T-013 flight
levels. Figure 3 is a plot of the zero-g aircraft data and Figure 4
is a plot of representative T-013 data. In addition to the force time
histories, these plots include a trace of the cumulative absolute
force impulse. In comparison, the T-013 data indicates forces two
times greater and an impulse value five tin_s greater than the zero-g
aircraft data. It should be noted that Figure 3 represents only the
force normal to the 'wall' and with the addition of the other
components of the total force, as measured in experiment T-013, there
is a significant increase in the energy imparted to the spacecraft.
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Thus it appears that short periods of zero-g interspersed with
periods of greater than Ig would seem to preclude a complete
adaptation and development of the large translation capabilities
evidenced in Skylab. Those activities associated with gross body
motion (subject restrained) and translation, simulated by Murrish and
Smith, indicated poor correlation with T-013 results. The on-orbit
force levels exceeded the simulated force levels by at least a factor
of two. Analysis by Conway (ref. Ii) showed that the discrepancy
arises from the increased limb and torso velocities attained by the
subjects during on-orbit activities (Conway noted that T-013
translation velocities were as much as two times the velocities
measured during the ground simulations, and that limb motions showed
a 35 percent increase compared to ground simulation predictions).
Console operations, as expected, produced the lowest forces and
agreement with ground simulation data was very good. Hendricks and
Johnson (ref. 12), Murrish and Smith conducted stochastic (deep
breathing, console operations, coughing and sneezing) activity
simulations using an FMU similar to that used in T-013. In brief,
most of the low-level restrained motions were performed on mockups
for console activities or hygiene functions, and after careful
comparison of their results with the results collected from T-013,
excellent correlation was evidenced. Thus motions necessary to
personal hygiene, meal preparation, and console operations are
considered stochastic and Kullas (ref. 13) feels that they are aptly
represented using stochastic models. However, Conway noted that use
of the T-013 flight data would be a more accurate 'model'.
Table 2 lists the peak forces for various activities collected
from the MDAC MORL ground simulation, the pre T-013 ground
simulations and the T-013 flight experiment. Table 3 lists sunmmry
data for all of the T-013 activities investigated. General
conclusions derived from experiment T-013 by the principal
investigator follow:
i) The Skylab APCS experienced significant
disturbance inputs as a result of the T-013
activities.
2) In general, the forces generated were higher
than those predicted from pre-flight ground
simulations.
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CONSOLE
OPERATIONS
RESPIRATION
EXERCISES
Table 2: CREW ACTIVITY & Y_DTION PEAK FORCES (LBS)
MDAC/M3RL GROUND SIM
(PRE T-013)
13.0 4.0
T-013
9.4
N/A 20.0 48.6
ARM MDTION 4.0 i. 5 35.3
LEG MOTION 7.6 i0.0 28.2
ARM FIAPP ING N/A 8.0 82.4
FOR_
THRUST
ii0.0 N/A 99.7
SOARING 350.0 I0.0 77.3
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3) The lack of l-g restraint is the primary reason
for the higher forces and velocities
experienced.
4) Pre-flight locomotion capability study
predictions were conservative.
5) The ATMEPCS provided adequate isolation from
T-013 activities.
6) Use of the T-013 data is feasible for future
multi-man crew spacecraft disturbance analyses.
7) Use of the T-013 data to develop a family of
flight-verifiedCA/M models could prove useful
for future spacecraft ACS design and analysis.
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IV. CA/M Modeling Techniques
Prior to Experiment T-013, it had been realized that many of the
low-level CA/M disturbances are stochastic in nature. The types of
CA/M considered to be stochastic, or stationary random processes, are
console operations, respiration, personal hygiene, etc. Realization
of the above CA/M's stochastic nature came as a result of a search by
investigators for a more convenient technique of incorporating CA/M
forcing function data into a spacecraft dynmamic simulation. The lack
of convenience was found to be in the necessity of recording the data
from a physical simulation on analog or digital tape and then
continuously feeding the data from the tapes into the spacecraft
dynamic simulation programs, along with the inherent tape handling
problems associated with computers of that era.
After Murrish and Smith had demonstrated the stationarity of
their ground simulated console operations data, Hendricks and Johnson
generated PSD curves of the data and set about synthesizing the
digital filters to approximate the calculated PSD curves. Once the
filter parameters were synthesized, they used a random number
generator to drive the filter and generated PSD curves that were
close approximations to the actual curves generated from the
simulation data. They noted that because their approximation was made
in the frequency domain, that one should not expect to see a similar
forcing function generated for the tin_ domain, once the inverse
Fourier transform is completed.
For deterministic, or discrete, CA/M forcing function data, the
sound approach is to use actual flight data, if it exists, as
suggested by Conway and Kullas. If the analysis has a 'first-cut'
flavor, then the investigator can employ a 'first order' model, which
is an approximation of the actual time domain data, taking care to
use peak force values.
After reviewing the above discussion, it seems logical and
practical to employ the flight experiment forcing function data
directly as input for time domain analysis routines where possible.
Stochastic modeling techniques were desirable and convenient because
of the logistics involved in handling large amounts of data, via
magnetic tape on relatively 'weak' computers. However, with database
management techniques used on computers capable of handling large
a_ounts of I/O it seems prudent to use the actual flight data for
both the stochastic and discrete CA/M disturbances.
Iii0
V. Development of 'CREW'
The forcing function database was formed from all of the
activities investigated during the flight experiment T-013, once the
data tapes were acquired from NASA/GSFC. The experiment was conducted
in a continuous manner, and after ground processing, all results were
stored in one stream, requiring a breakdown of each event. The data
from the tapes was broken down into the selected activities by
following a chronological list of events for DOY 228 of the Skylab 3
mission. The data was seperated for each activity at its given start
and stop time, as instructed by Conway.
For use with the pre-processor, the activities in the database
are divided by physical description into three categories. The three
categories are: 1 - respiration exercises (subject restrained), 2 -
body movements (subject restrained), and 3 - soaring events.
The soaring portion of the experiment covered a larger time span,
requiring breakdown into individual soaring events. Each of the four
types of soaring were broken down into separate pairs involving a
kickoff and the following landing (It should be noted that during
experiment T-013, FMU #2 experienced a failure during a 'vigorous
landing' by the test subject, thus the soaring data pairs were formed
from FMU #I data only). A section of the database contains the entire
time span of each soaring category as one element for future use. One
kickoff and landing pair was selected from each type of soaring as a
representative example for analysis purposes.
The forcing function data is stored at a frequency of I0 Hz
(unchanged from the original NASA/MSFCpost-flight T-013 reduction
effort) with six measurements pertaining to the three forces and
three moments. An explanation of the data breakdown and force and
moment plots for all T-013 CA/M activities are available in the
'CREW' User's Guide (ref. 14).
The major purpose of the menu-driven pre-processor is to build
forcing function input files in the necessary format for dynamic
analysis of a particular structural model. The program can output
forcing function input formats for the following analysis routines: 1
- TRAP (Transient Response Analysis Program developed and used by JSC
ES4), 2 - FRISBE (also developed and used by JSC/ES4), and 3 -
NASTRAN. All three formats require similar user inputs which are:
length of time for forcing function output file, requested activities
(the number of selections is currently limited to five but can be
Iiii
increased), starting time, model node point (location), scaling
values, and forcing function directions for each activity. The entire
time span of an activity must be used, reduced time ranges are not
available and the amount of data for the forcing function output file
is limited to 250 seconds at this time. The output is available in
both Fortran V and Fortran 77 while the program itself is written in
Fortran 77. Output capabilities are discussed in further detail in
the 'CREW' User' s Guide along with examples.
There are three other options available from the 'CREW'
pre-processor which complement the forcing function output routines.
A helpful option is FORPLT, a plotting routine allowing the user to
see the TRAP or FRISBE output graphically. The entire time span can
be seen at once or in smaller time slices to improve clarity. The
maximum and minimum force values are provided with the plot as an
aid, and the model node point numbers for each forcing function
activity are listed in a legend.
The two remaining options pertain to the individual activities of
the database. The program allows the user to plot an individual
activity, in its entirety, or selected time slices without building
an output file. It also allows the user to dump the raw data from the
database into a file for observation. Both options are discussed in
detail in the User' s Guide.
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VI. CA/M Disturbance Analysis Example
The following analysis example has a dual purpose: (i) to
demonstrate the use of 'CREW', and (2) to demonstrate the potential
impact of CA/M on the Space Station microgravity environment. The
results presented are preliminary and by no means represent the worst
case for CA/M effects on the Station.
One of the expected disturbance sources of CA/M on the Space
Station is that of a crew person undertaking a module to module
transfer. A logical method for this crew translation would be to
'soar' from one node to another. Because of the fact that the
laboratory modules will contain 'micro-g' sensitive payloads and/or
experiments, it will be required to determine the vibration
environment in those modules induced by CA/M such as a module to
module transfer. Other areas of concern, in terms of Station
vibration response to this type of CA/M will be the upper and lower
booms, radiators, and the solar panels.
L [6d I_ l_I It ±i I<_u_For comparison purposes, Station uy
crew person 'soaring' was generated from the following four different
forcing function representations of an astronaut 'soaring':
i) Zero-g aircraft wall pushoff (ref. ii)
2) A first order soaring model used for preliminary
CA/M analysis by the Space Station Program
"Skunk Works" (ref. 15)
3) Soaring data from 'CREW'; normal force only
4) Soaring data from 'CREW'; all six components
For this analysis, a NASTRAN "stick" model of an early Dual Keel
Space Station Configuration was used. The nine-foot deployable truss
box-beam structure was represented by single NASTRAN CBAR elements
with equivalent section properties (employing the so-called
'continuum' modeling philosophy often used for repeating truss
structures). Radiators and solar panels were modeled as massless
beams with concentrated masses located at each grid point. The
modules and nodes were modeled by distributing one half of the mass
in CBAR elements and concentrating the remaining mass at the
1113
geometric center of the module or node such that the given inertia
properties were replicated.
For economy's sake, all of the NASTRANruns utilized General
Dynamic Reduction (Modified Givens) and modal methods ; extraction of
normal modes for a frequency range of 0 to 2 Hz was selected based on
an assumption that the error terms associated for the modal
superposition method would not be dramatic (frequency content of the
induced loads was 0.5 to 1.0 Hz). The analysis proceeded as follows:
I) Normal modes run (NASTRANSOL 3)
2) Modal transient response (NASTRANSOL 31),
with 1% modal damping, from each type of
soaring forcing function
3) Modal frequency response (NASTRANSOL 30),
again assuming 1% modal damping, using
normalized force versus frequency from the
T-013 normal force PSD (ref. 13) as excitation
From the normal modes run, 72 modes were extractedbetween 0.0
and 2.0 Hz. (with 51 between 0.0 and.l.0 Hz.). The lowest mode had a
frequency of 0.14 Hz. and can be characterized, as expected, as a
solar panel mast 'dominated' mode, as shown in Figure 5.
For each of the modal transient response runs, the soaring
kickoff and landing were assumed to occur at grids 801002 and 800002,
respectively; representing a module to module 'tunnel' transfer
between habitation modules 1 and 2; see Figure 6. The kickoff and
landing forcing functions are displayed in figures 7 through 9 for
each type of soaring investigated. It should be noted that Figure 9
was generated by the program 'CREW', to serve as an example of its
preprocessing capabilities.
Table 4 contains maximum acceleration values, in micro-g's, for
each of the soaring types at various locations of the Dual Keel stick
model; refer to Figures 6 and i0 for the gridpoint locations.
Reviewing the tabulated values leads to the observation that both the
zero-g aircraft and the first order model soaring representations
yield response levels at least two times smaller in the Y axis
direction than the T-013 representation, due to the fact that the
peak and peak to peak values for the forcing functions exhibit the
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same relationship. For the X znd Z axis directions, the T-013
soaring, with all six components, yields response at least three
times greater than the zero-g aircraft and first order model
representations. The response in the laboratory modules is assumed to
have the highest priority, so Figures Ii through 14 display the
transient acceleration response (in micro-g's) at laboratory module
one (grid 801022) to each of the soaring types.
For the modal frequency response analysis, a normalized force
versus frequency excitation was derived from a PSD of the T-013 one
man forceful soaring normal (Y axis) forcing function data; see
Figures 15 and 16. The modal acceleration response (normalized) to
this excitation at laboratory module one is shown in Figure 17. The X
and Y axis response is dominated by modes 16 and 26, while the Z axis
response is dominated by modes 26, 27, 34, 35, 49, 54, and 63. These
mode shapes are shown in figures 18 through 26, and for the most part
are primary structure modes coupled with solar array motion.
In terms of 'accuracy of representation', for the CA/M
disturbances, it is believed that the T-013 data is the best because
of its 'exact' magnitude and frequency characteristics. Furthermore,
the T-013 data should be employed simply because it represents a
nominal CA/M disturbance case, whereas the other 'models' probably
better represent the middle of the CA/M spectrum in terms of
magnitude.
Finally, the preliminary results presented above (T-013 soaring
response) are somewhat dramatic; implying that 'a conflict of
interest' may exist for a manned Station requiring a pure micro-g
environment (based on a 'bare bones' Space Station with the nine-foot
truss and having a mass of approx. 300,000 ibs).
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VII. AREAS OF CONTINUED RESEARCH
The major portion of future work in the CA/M disturbance area
will be towards expanding the present forcing function database. The
current database is limited solely to CA/M results collected from
Skylab experiment T-013, so it may be necessary to conduct additional
flight experiments. There are deterministic (discrete) CA/M
disturbances that cannot be simulated accurately or may have been
modeled but need verification experimentally in a zero-g environment.
As part of the proposed work involving continued flight
experin_ntation, a conceptual design is being developed for a force
measurement system using a force platform similar to platforms
currently used in biomechanics research. It will be a self-contained
system integrating all sensors, data acquisition electronics, and
power in one package to simplify procedures for flight certification
and to eliminate the need for storage space aboard the Space Shuttle
(middeck area).
The platform should be able to accomodate different equipment and
loads but is presently being configured to handle the treadmill
currently used by the crew for exercise aboard the Orbiter. The crew
exercise treadmill is expected to be one of the major disturbance
sources from CA/M on the Space Station, because it will probably be a
part of the Health Maintenance Facility (HMF) so as to satisfy the
crew's exercise requiren_nt, which may call for daily use by each
crew member. Thus without isolation of the apparatus, a seemingly
constant disturbance will be present during its daily use (for a crew
of 8). An experiment will be proposed to measure the disturbance
caused by a member of the shuttle crew __mmnning on the treadmill
apparatus. It is planned to gather Orbiter accelerometer data during
the experin_nt; the measured accelerometer and forcing function data
could then be used to predict Station and Orbiter response as well as
for Orbiter structural math model verification.
It has been suggested to utilize ground simulations rather than
actual flight experiments (due to the higher cost and time involved
in preparing the experiment) for continued CA/M studies. During
development of experiment T-013 questions were raised as to its
necessity in light of the availability of a number of ground
simulation techniques. However, with the benefit of hindsight and the
wealth of T-013 data, there are still questions about the validity of
ground simulation results. Several methods of simulation are
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available but have varying disadvantages and limitations (see Table
i). The results from ground simulations have been satisfactory for
stochastic motions such as console operations, meal preparation, and
personal hygiene. However, the results from simulating discrete,
higher level restrained and translational CA/M did not correlate well
with experir_nt T-013 results. No matter what the results, the
simulated activities should be verified by on-orbit experimentation.
The ultimate goal of the work being conducted at N_SA/JSC is to
put together a handbook of induced loads and the resultant
environments expected to affect Space Station operations. A
significant portion of this data book will document the effects of
CA/M disturbances.
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VIII. Conclusions & Recon_endations
Construction of the T-013 forcing fttnction database and
development of a structural analysis pre-processor has made it
possible to evaluate the structural effects and response of CA/M
disturbances on the space station. 'CREW' should prove itself
invaluable as a tool for analysis in the near term. Efforts on
modeling and synthesis of expected CA/M forcing function data are
continuing and the results will be easily incorporated into the
existing 'CREW' database.
Preliminary analysis has demonstrated that 'CREW', using the
T-013 data, can accurately represent CA/Mdisturbances and that CA/M
disturbances appear to be drivers that will compromise the Space
Station's micro-g environment.
With crew capabilities and responsibilities expanding on a
spacecraft with its purpose dedicated to using themicro-g
environment, the spectrum of crew induced disturbances has widened.
be made between ground simulation (digital or physical) and flight
experimentation. Various references have been reviewedandpertinant
con_nents extracted leading to the recon_nendations that follow:
i) If the techniques exist for simulation of a
disturbance,the results need to be experimentally
verified.
2) If the techniques do not exist for simulation of a
disturbance, then the disturbance must be measuredby
experimentation.
Both of the above recomaendations lead to the same conclusion
that for CA/Mdisturbance database expansion, a dedicated flight
experiment should be conducted.
This conclusion is applicable to the majority of crew
disturbances that need tobe evaluated. The crew activity/motion
requiring investigation falls into the category of gross body/torso
motion and translation (exercise, IVA/EVAmaintenance, hatch
opening/closing, etc.), and basedon experience gained from Skylab
Experiment T-013, ground simulation of these activities resulted in
very poor correlation with actual flight data. The remaining category
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(low level restrained activity such as console operations, personal
hygiene, etc.) can be synthesized from existing flight data and can
be modeled using stochastic techniques.
It is recomaended that an experiment should be developed to
investigate the crew motion/activity that cannot be modeled using the
existing T-013 flight data. Such an experiment could use the Shuttle
crew cabin or possibly a Spacelab module with a force measurement
system similar to the one used in experiment T-013. Supporting this
recomaendation is the belief that some of the activities investigated
will have force levels and frequency content greater than the T-013
activities (especially crew exercising on devices like the treadmill
currently slated for use in the Station's HMF).
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OF. pO_R _U:_ MODELING OF CONTROLLED FLEXIBLE STRUCTURES gITH IHPULSIVE LOADS
N. Zak
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C_lifornia Institute of Technology. Pasadena, CA, USA
Ahscrnec. The characteristic wave approach is developed as an alternative to
modal methods which may lead to significant errors in the presence of
impulsive or concentrated loads. The method Is applied to periodic
structures. Some special phenomena like cumulatfnn effects end trnn_irinn_ to
ergodicity are analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
Controlled large apace structures, which will
likely be composed of networks of long slender
members, are subjected to disturbances (coming
from the actuators) with a relatlvely small
contact zone and short time interval. From the
mathematical viewpoint such disturbances are
characterized by discontinuities which can be
considered as • very high frequency. In
truncation techniques which are used in modal
analysis the contribution of high frequencies is
lost, and therefore, the impulsive concentrated
loads are supposed to be treated by some other
methods.
Since any discontinuity propagates with the
characteristic speed, it is reasonable to turn to
the characteristic wave approach in treating the
impulsive loads. The advantage of this approach
is In the fact that characteristic speeds depend
only on the coefficients at the highest (second
order) derivatives in the governing equation of
structural members which significantly simplifies
the analysis of characteristic waves.
Thus, it appears that the appllcation of the
characteristic wave approach is the most
beneficial in the domains where spectral methods
fall. That is why it can be used as a supplement
to modal methods for linear analysis of con-
trolled structures when loads can be decomposed
in to "smooth" and impulsive components.
In this article, some aspects of characteristic
wave propagation, reflection and transmission in
structures with one-dimensional structural
mmbers as yell as posslble engineering tools for
their analysis are discussed.
PROPAGATION OF
ONE-DIMENSIONAL
We rill start vith a
member subjected to 8
load assuming that
IHPUL.qlVE LOADS IN
STRUCTURAL HE/1BLqs
one-dimensional structural
concentrated or impulsive
L
AQ (( L, and At ((
(I)
in which L is the length of the structural
member, A! is the width of the contact zone of
the impulse, At is the duration of the
concentrated load, and C is the characteristic
speed of wave propagation, while
2 E 2 G 2 GAs
cg.p.c T p.c v.;_._. _' _ T
- • " 01' • 0 (7)
Here Cg. CT, CV, CN, and CS are the
characteristic speeds for longitudinal,
torslonal, shear, bending and transverse string
waves, respectively. E is the Young modulus, G
is time shear modulus, A is the cross-sectional
ares, A s is an effective shear area of a
Timoshenko beam, El is the cross-sectional area
moment of inertia, pI is the rotatory inertia per
unit length, p is the mess per "Jnit length. T is
the string tension, U. Flugge. 1962.
For homogenlous structural members all the
characteristic speeds (2) are constant, and
consequently, the vldth AI as yell as the
duration At of the impulse viii be constant too.
However. the |mitts1 configuration of the impul_
will be preserved only for the simple wave
equation without damping.
In all other cases due to the dispersion
phenomenon this configuration, strictly speaking.
viii not be preserved. Nevertheless, the
dispersion can be ignored if the conditions (I)
are satisfied. For further cou':enience ve will
introduce an equivalent rectangular impulse of
the same length and enerc_'. For such a
rectangular impulse, all the waves listed in (2)
are decoupled even if they propagate
simultaneously in a structural member, and this
is the qost important advantage of the
characteristic wave approach to propagation of
impulsive loads,
As follows from the energy conservation lay the
height of the rectangular impulse expressed in
terms of velocity, strain or stress viii be
constant if there is e, material damping. If
material damping is proportional to the velocity
being characterized by the damping coefficient
then the height h of the rectangular i, pulse viii
exponentially decrease:
h 2 . h2o e-_t (3)
HOH- HOHOGEHEITY EFFECTS
The situation becomes more complicated even for a
rectangular impulse if the speed of propa_atio,
is not constant. This effect can be caused by
non-linear material properties (if the impulse Is
large enough to generate finite strains) or by
non-homogenious properties of the structural
member.
In the first case the speed becomes non-
characteristic since it depends on the magnitude
of the transmitted parameters, i.e., for a
rectanKu|ar impu]se:
c - c(t,) (4)
This dependence may lead to a qualitatively new
effects such as shock wave formation.
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In the second case the speed remalns
characteristic, but it depends on the space
coordinate:
c - c(x) (5)
Although the Soverning equations for wave
propagetlons remain linear (but vlth variable
coefficients) the dependence (5) may lead to some
• urprislng effects. In order to describe them.
ve will •tart with the energy balance. The
energy E of • propagating impulse consist of
potential and kinetic components:
x 2
x 1
in which x I and x 2 are the apace coordinates of
the trailing and leading fronts of the
propagating wave, [v] and [_] are the impulsive
velocity end strain, respectively, while
[_J - -c[vl (7)
@• follows from the kinematical condition •t the
front of a discontinuity, Hlklowitz, (1984).
Hence. for a rectangular impulse:
£- ply} 2 (x 2 - x1) (8)
and Instead of Eq. (3) nov one obtaJlts:
h2(x2 - x 1) - h_ _h -ft (9)
The first effect which can be found from Eq. (9)
Ls associated with the specific energy
cumulation, i.e., with the unbounded growth of h
due to shrinking width (x 2 - x 1) of the
propagating impulse. This effect was first
described and explained by H. Zak. 1983.
The second effect is associated with a trapping
of a propagating lapulee within a locelized area
of a structural member. Similar effect of normal
node localization yes predicted by C.H. Hodges,
1982. in connection vlth a system of coupled
linear oscillators vLth damping. Thus, the
trapping effect of a prop_geti:lg impulse can be
considered as a "contlnuu_ version" of the normal
node localization. A mathematical treatment of
this effect i• presented below.
Consider a function (5) in the following form:
I
/Co at x < x_ and x > X_
C i
t _C° at x,> x > xe,, 0 < _ < 1 (10) .
Such • discontinuity of the characteristic speed
C within a small segment (x** - x,) < _t can be
caused by some structural irregularities (such as
mlteria| inc|usions. Joints, etc.)
As follows from Eq. (10)
_l at Xl-Xe-6f, x2-x .
_f-Co(1-_)t at Xl<X.<.x2<x**
x2-x 1 - [_f.(x**-x.) at Xl<X .. x2>x** (1])
i
_/-(x**-x.)+Co(1-r)t at x.'xl<x**,x2>x**
[_f at x 1, x 2 • xe,
Substituting (11) into (9) one finds:
h 2 •
h2e TM at Xl=X ;_IX_=X,
o
h2e-_tl(l-_t) at Xl<Xe(X2(X**
o
h2e-_t/(l-_) at Xl<Xel(X2<X**
1
h2e-_t/(1-_+_t) at x,(xl(X**lX2>X**
0
h_e-'_t" at x i, x 2 ) x,,
in which
Co(l-g) x**-x.
= _ , _ = -- ...._
2 .2 -St 2 .2 r'(_ ÷tg)
' h I = rSoC , b 2 = n0e -
= hoeh; 2 "
(12)
(Ill
x ) -r-x x
._.t_--1--.13-6
Simple analysis of Eq. (17) show_ that the
function h(x) tlas maximum st x 1 < x. < x 2 < Xe,
If
¢< t<--L
I-X (14)
This maximt.uil is:
(I - _)£
hLx" h2_e
(15)
The maximum of hma x as a function of r./_ will be
at
= _ (i + re) (16)
and therefore:
h2max,max - 8.15 h2o (17)
Substituting (]6) into (l&) one obtains:
< 0.382 (18)
But. as follows from (13):
- _ (l+y+X)t
2 (19)
h 3 = h_e
Hence, the trapping affect uill be the strongest
tf
X - 0.382 (20)
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ORK;INAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Indeed, in this case the function (12) has the
sharpest •hap_ since Eq. (16) provides the
laraesL maximum (17). virile Eq. (20) leads to the
highest degree of dlsslp•tion after thls maximum.
Thus. the conditions (16) and (20) can be used •s
the key for structural Implement@Clan of the
trapping effect.
_Ovfrnine £ouationa
As shown by Zak, H. 1985, the governing equations
for a propagation, reflection and transmission of
8n initial impulse in • two-member structure with
isolated ends It x - 1, 8nd x - 3, and • Joint it
x - 2 form • system of difference equations:
hk+ 1 - Ah k (21)
where
0 (12fl 0 0
-_12C2z2 0 0 -_12_2(1-z21
-_23_2(1-z2) 0 0 -_23_2z2 Ii
0 0 "_23(3 0 /
h12_
L./h21]
in which h12 is the wave at x - 2 coming from x -
1, etc. (12 and f13 are the damping coefficients
!n the corresponding __t__,_,ctura! members, rl. ,r2,
(3 ere the damping coefficients at x - 1,2,3,
respectively, £2 is the reflection coefficient at
X - 2, while _i " £3 " 1.
The same procedure can be applied to multi-member
structural systems, while the matrix A will
attain new eubmatrlces corresponding to
edditl?nal strue_,tral m_.:hors (like 8 stiffness
matrix in finite element methods).
Thus, a-y structure with n Identlcal structural
members subjected to Impulsive loads is 8overned
by the matrix difference equation (21) while the
order of this system is 2n.
Analysis of Solutions
In the case of n-somber structure the solution to
the governing equation (21) where the matrix A Is
of the order 2n can be written in the following
form:
h k - A k b o, k - 0.112 .... (23)
All the qualit•tlve properties of this solution
are defined by the eigenv•lues of the matrix A,
i .e,, by the roots of the characteristic
polynomial :
I^ - J(II - 0 (2_)
For instance, the solution is stable if
[_'il < I. i - 1.2 .... 2n (25)
By applying • linear frsctlonal transformation
X - -- (26)
_-1
to Eq. (25) one reduces the stehility analysis to
conventional methods.
Transition to Ereodlcltv
So far Late o.ly structures wiLh Idea,tirol t.embers
(characterized by the dlmentionless time delay I)
were considered. It was demonstrated that there
exists • formal analogy between the matrix
techniques for treating these structures under
impulsive loads end for conventional modal
anllysis (although the matrices have different
physical nature). However, in reality the
Identicalness of structural members even in
periodir structures I_ an exception rather than a
rule. htdeed, different time delays for
different structural members can be caused not
only by different lengths, but also by different
characteristic speeds. In turn, different
ch•racterlstlc speeds may_ccur if Joints convert
one type of deformation into another (see Eq.
(2)). Another source of different time delays is
essoclatod with external forces if they applied
not to j_int•. In this c•se. the points of their
• pplicatlon must be considered as additional
Joints, but without reflection or damping, and
this will lead to additional structural members
with different time delay:;. As will be shown
below, different time d,,lays lead to new
qualitative effects which do not occur in modal
methods.
For simplicity, ve vilI start with the two-member
structure and assume the following
(dimensionless) lengths:
AB - 4, BC - 6 (27)
Then, tile characteristic equation for this t,_-
member system obviously has the order 24 (which
is the least common multiple of 2x4 and 2x6)
But in the case
AB - 1, BC - _ (28)
the ratio of the time delays is irr•tlonal, and
therefore, for successive rational approximations
of J_ the order of the governing difference
equation tends to infinity as:
4, 14, 282, 1414 .... etc. (29)
Now It Is easy to deduce, that if in an n-member
structure the time delays _1, r2 .... _n _.c
commensurate, than the order of the governing
difference equation will be finite and equal to
the least common multiple of 211. 212 .... 2, n.
If st least two time delays are not co_ersurate,
this order viii tend to infinity. Obviously,
this effect does not have an analogy in modal
approach where the order of the governing
differential equat4on depends only on the number
of modes (or finite elements) considered.
In order co clarify the physical meaning of such
• phenomenon let us start rich the following
question: du_lng what time interval T an initial
impulse will return to its original location In
"one piece'? Simple geometrical consideration
show that
T - 2 if ^B - 1, gC - 1
T - 24 if ^B - 1, gC - 6
T- - If AS - 1, sc - J_
(30)
In other v_rds, this (dlmnn_tnn|e_s) interval is
equal tn Cite order of the Koverning difference
equation.
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Thus, if at least two time delays in an n-member
structure are not commensurate, the system will
never return to its initial position, i.e., the
motion will lose Its periodicity. In classical
mechanics such systems ere known as ergodic
systems. For infinite number of times they pass
through every, state of motion (which is
consistent with constraints) spending equal time
intervals near ech state.
At however, the rational numbers are s sat of
measure zero. practically every motion of this
type sooner or later become ergodlc.
Nevertheless. in engineering applications there
always can be found such 8 characteristic time
interval within which the motion is approximately
periodic, while the transition to ergodicity can
be ignored due to damping.
It is worth emphasizing that the transition to
argodlrlty is not "inevitable" if one takes into
account uon-llnear properties of real structures.
Non-llnesrlties may provide some mechanisms (such
as dynamical synchronization effects) which
depress the disorder and lead to periodical
motion. In this connection, It is relevant to
mention the experiment with coupled chain of
harmonis oscillators performed by Fermi, Pasta
end Diam. |nsteJd of ergodlclty which was
expected they found periodic oscillations•
However, if dynamical synchronization effects do
not depress argodicity and if the characteristic
time during which the motion can be approximated
as periodic is too short one has to apply method_
of 8tetlstleal mechsnlcs.
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FRICTION IN COUPLED DYNAMICAL SIMULATIONS
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SYSTEM TOPOLOGY
A coupled dynamical system is defined as an assembly of rigid/flexible bodies
that may be coupled by kinematical connections. Large relative displacement
and rotation are permitted. The interfaces between bodies are modeled using
hinges having 0 to 6 degrees of freedom. A hinge is defined as a pair of two
material points, one on each of two adjoining bodies. A reference body is
arbitrarily selected and it is assumed for convenience that the reference body
is connected to an _M_Lgj_I]_ inertially fixed body. For consistency, a ficti-
tious hinge is assigned to the reference body by assuming P0 (See Figure), an
inertial point. Thus the number of hinges equals the number of bodies in the
system (as shown in Figure 2).
1198
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CONSTRAINED DYNAMICAL SYSTEM
For a mechanical system of n flexible bodies in a topological tree configura-
tion, the equations of motion are presented in Reference 1. Lagrang_s form
of D'Alembert's principle was employed to derive the equations. A detailed
discussion of the approach is available in References 1 and 2. Equations
(14), (15) in Reference 1 are the motion equations for the system of Figure 2.
These equations are augmented by the kinematical constraint equations. This
augmentation is accomplished via the method of singular value decomposition
(see Reference 3).
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CONSTRAINED DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
LET ql ..... 'qn DEFINE THE
UNCONSTRAINED SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION OF
CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
A _I = B A
msrn
m(n
NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT COORDINATES
= n-RANK A
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
M _1" = f + f
c
f - FORCES/MOMENTS OF CONSTRAINT
C
PROBLEMS OF PRACTICAL INTEREST
- SIMPLE NON HOLONOMIC OR HOLONOMIC CONSTRAINTS
- n+m 2nd ORDER D.E.
OR 2n+m 1st ORDER D.E.
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SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION
• L nxn MATRIX
THERE EXIST ORTHOGONAL MATRICES U
mxm
x I o ]SUCH THAT uTLv = --_-- = S
o J o
X = DIAG (X1)X2) .... )Xr) r = RANK L
• Z.2i - NONZERO EIGENVALUES OF LTL
TL = USV
AND V
nXll
l[ ]X 0 V 1-> [ 91 J u 2 ] .....
o I o v 2
V 2 SPANS NULL SPACE OF L
U 2 SPANS NULL SPACE OF L T
-1
LV 2 = 0 L + = V [ X0 ,o].... 4--- u TI o
'4-
L = PSEUDO INVERSE OF L
1202
APPLICATION OF SVD TO CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS
A_ = E
= A+B + V2_ 7. COLUMN VECTOR (n-r)
V2Z SOLUTION OF Aq = 0
A+B PARTICULAR SOLUTION
• DIFFERENTIATE
A_'- _- A_
A_" = B'
_" = A+B + V2_"
Z's ARE REDUCED SET OF n-r COORDINATES
V 2 IS THE DESIRED TRANSFORMATION
1203
M_" = F ÷ F©
PROJECTION ON NULL SPACE OF A
T o
SUBSTITUTE FOR
T T c vTMA+BV MV2_'= V2F + V2F - 2
F c = ATx X - LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS
T c v_ATxV2F =
= [ AV 2 ]T_ = 0
[v2TMv2]_" = VTF - vTMA+B
= A+B + V2_
GOVERNING DIFF. EON.
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DAMPING LAW
ACTUAL DAMPING LAW :
Ff(t 1) = f(LOAD OVER CONTACT
x(t), O (
F = FRICTION FORCEf
x(t), 0 ( t ( t 1, REPRESENTS
PR I OR TO t
AREA,
t ( t I , t 1 ,
THE HISTORY OF MOTION
IN GENERAL THE DAMPING LAW IS VERY
COULOMB DAMPING
Ff(t 1) = f(N, SIGN(i(tl)), PS" Pd
N - NORMAL LOAD
- STATIC COEFFICIENT OF
6
Pd - DYNAMIC COEFFICIENT OF
SIGN(X(tl))
1 i(t 1 )
= _ 0 i(t 1 )
-1 i(t I )
FRICTION
FRICTION
) 0
= 0
( 0
COMPLICATED
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COULOMB DAMPING (CONT. )
p N ffi F
S $
F
f
F d = pd N
THE MOST COMMON DRY FRICTION
Ps Pd OR F s = F d
DAMPING LAW
MANY TIME DOMAIN AND FREQUENCEY DOMAIN STUDIES HAVE
BEEN PERFORMED FOR HARMONICALLY EXCITED SYSTEMS WITH
DRY FRICTION DAMPING. THERE ARE TIIREE BASIC METHODS
OF ANALYSIS
- EXACT
- HARMONIC APPROXIMATIONS
- TIME INTEGRATION
• OUR APPROACH IS TIME INTE6RATION
• STICK/SLIP MOTION
x(t)
W I
t o STUCK
t o BECOMES AN UNKNOWN.
REGION
STUCK HINGE RESULTS IN ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON
KINEMATICAL VARIABLES.
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COULOMB DAMPER ALGORITHM
• A TYPICAL HINGE WITH COULOMB DAMPER
Y
fd
V
• TRACK Y (RELATIVE VELOCITY) FOR SIGN CHANGE
CHANGES SIGN
COMPARE IY DIFFERENCE[ TO A PRESCRIBED s e_ 0
IF GREATER THAN s GO BACK TO PREVIOUS STEP AND REDUCE
THE STEP SIZE AND REPEAT UNTIL IY DIFFERENCE[ ( 8
ACTIVATE THE CONSTRAINT Y -_ 0 AND COMPUTE CONSTRAINT
FORCE fc FOR THIS CONSTRAINT
IF fc OVERCOMES fd SLIP CONDITION, DEACTIVATE Y _- 0
IF NOT, STICK CONDITION, RETAIN Y _- 0 AND KEEP
COMPARING fc WITH fd UNTIL SLIP CONDITION
1207
EXAMPLE
fcl fc2
" !j"l
yl - y2 7
INITIAL
CONDITION
m I = 1 m 2 = 1
k I = 2 k2 = 2.5
YI = 1 Y2 = .2
TEST CASES FOR VARIOUS COULOMB DAMPER LEVELS
fcl fc2
CASE 1 0 0
CASE 2 .1 0
CASE 3 .1 .1
CASE 4 .1 8000.
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FINITE ELEMENT MODELS OF WIRE ROPE
FOR VIBRATION ANALYSIS
J. E. Cochran, Jr.,* N. G. Fitz-Coyt and M. A. Cutchins*
Auburn University, Alabama
Abstract
The usefulness of wire rope in shock and vibration isolation is briefly
reviewed and its modeling for the purpose of vibration analysis is addressed.
A model of a nominally straight segment of wire rope is described in which the
rope structure is represented by a maiden, or central, strand of wire with one
(or more) strand(s) wrapped around it in a helix (helices). The individual
strands are modeled using finite elements and MSC NASTRAN. Small linear
segments of each wire are modeled mathematically by dividing them lengthwise
into triangular prisms (thick "pieces of pie") representing each prism by a
solid NASTRAN element. To model pretensioning and allow for extraction of
internal force information from the NASTRAN model, the "wound" strands are
connected to the maiden strand and each other using "spring" (scalar elastic)
elements. Mode shapes for a length of wire rope with one end fixed to a
moving base and the other attached to a "point" mass, are presented. The use
of the NASTRAN derived mode shapes to approximate internal normal forces in
equations of motion for vibration analyses is considered.
*Professor, Aerospace Engineering
tGraduate Research Assistant
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Introduction
Wire rope _ is, from the basic point of view, simply several strands of
wire twisted, or wound, together (see Fig. I). Some types are commonly called
"cable" and are used to carry electricity, support bridges and "cable cars,"
raise and lower heavy loads and in many other practical ways. A less obvious,
but equally important, use of wire rope is in shock and vibration isolation
devices.2, 3 The structure of wire rope provides many interfaces at which a
portion of the relative motion of strands of wire is converted by friction
into heat, thereby dissipating vibrational energy. 4 Furthermore, the
stiffness of wire rope structures can be tailored to provide support and
restoring forces. Stiffness and damping are adjusted by varying wire
diameter, the number of strands, pretensioning and the arrangement of lengths
of the wire rope. Commonly, helical coils of ropes 2,3 are fixed in clamps
(see Fig. 2) to form individual shock and/or vibration isolators. The
isolators are used to support and isolate communications equipment in vehicles
which are subjected to large magnitude, short-term accelerations; i.e.,
"shocks." In addition to absorbing shock, the internal, or system,
damping,_, 5 of the wire rope devices provides vibrational isolation over wide
ranges of frequencies and amplitudes.
The damping characteristics of wire rope and vibration isolators made
from it are not well understood from the theoretical standpoint. Apparently,
the design of individual isolators is accomplished by experimentation by
engineers with considerable experience in applications of these devlces. 2
Realistic mathematical models of wire rope isolators would be useful in the
design process and perhaps would allow the achievement of the confidence
levels in isolator characteristics needed for more applications in which
1253
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Fig. I. Wire rope.
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damping rates and dynamic response must be very accurately known to prevent
resonance and control interaction problems.
The purposes of thls paper are (i) to present the results of work on the
problem of obtaining accurate mathematical models of wire rope isolators using
MSC NASTRAN and (2) to present some preliminary results of work toward
obtaining equations of motion of a wire rope "pendulum" for use in correlating
experimental and theoretical results.
Wire Rope Model
Basic Model
A sketch of a "wire rope" segment of length L, composed of a maiden wire
strand and a single "wound" strand, is shown in Fig. 3. It is assumed that
when the rope Is in its undeformed state the angle of the helix formed by the
centerline of the wound strand, a, Is constant over the length L. For the
finite element analysis, the maiden strand is divided into 372 elements
such that each cross section of the strand looks like a hexagon cut into tri-
angular pieces which have thicknesses equal to the radius of the strand. The
other strands are modeled in a similar manner. In addition, scalar elastic
elements ("springs") are used to connect the wound and maiden strands. These
springs are incorporated so that the distribution of the normal force between
the two strands can be determined for each mode shape computed (see Fig. 5).
NASTRAN produced figures showing two-strand and seven-strand wire rope are
given as Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions are chosen so that the "top" of the segment is
fixed. Two choices for the boundary conditions on the other end are
considered here. The first is to use a "free" end condition, (Case I). The
1256
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Fig. 3. Two-strand wire rope.
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Fig. 4. Cross section of two-strand wire rope showing finite elements,
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Fig. 6. NASTRAN model of two-strand wire rope.
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Fig. 7. NASTRAN model of seven-strand wire rope.
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second choice (Case 2) is to attach to the "bottom" end a mass which is
relatively large compared to the mass of the rope segment.
The fourth mode shape for the seven-strand rope alone (Case 1) is shown
in Fig. 8. The corresponding mode shape for the Case 2 "pendulum" model is
given in Fig. 9.
Equations of Motion
Our stated objective is to obtain "analytical" models of wire rope
vibration isolation. Here, "analytical" implies that mode shapes from NASTRAN
models without damping will be used rather than analytlcal mode shapes such as
the classical ones for beams. The mode shapes are to be used to approximate
the displacements of the wire rope and attach "rigid" bodies when linear
damping is present and when nonlinear nonconservative and conservative forces
act on the system. The wire rope "pendulum" is a simple system which we
hope to use to test this method for modeling these effects.
Except for the determination of nonconservative internal forces, the most
attractive way of deriving equations of motion for the pendulum is to use the
Lagrangian formulation.
The Lasran_ian
To obtain the Lagrangian _, we must write the kinetic and potential
energies of the pendulum. The support point, A, is assumed to move in a
prescribed manner so that the vector _A from the fixed point 0 is known. The
kinetic energy, T, of the pendulum, assuming the mass M is a "point mass," is
Ni
T-_ I f (VA + "-rdm)'(VA + -_dm)dm
i=l m i
+ 1/2 M (VA + _M)-(V A + __M) (i)
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Fig. 8 Mode shape for wlre rope model, Case i.
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Fig. 9 Mode shape for wire rope model, Case 2.
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where _A = _A ' the velocity of A, _dm is the velocity of a generic mass
element dm, N is the number of strands (see Fig. 3), and mi is the mass of the
m
ith strand. We approximate _dm by [ _j qj, where the _j are mode shapes,
jffil
the qj are generalized coordinates, m is the number of modes used and
m
_M = j=l[ _j (0 0 L)qj. The _j are functions of the coordinates Xo' Yo and zo
of dm in the undeformed "structure" and the qj are, of course, functions of
time to be determined.
In matrix form, Eq. (i) is
I T I _T#T_L_MT = _M T VA2 + M Vi _L _ +_ ffi=
N N
T I
+ vA I f a am + I _ f _T_T#ffi= _ am (2)
i=i m i iffii m_1
where MT is the total mass of the system, q ffi(qlq 2...qm )T
and _ = (_I _2"''_m ) and ffi#Lis _ffievaluated at xO ffiYo ffi0, z° = L.
As expected, we may write
i .T T
T =_-q M _ + a _ +_b , (3)
where
N
M ffi l f ffi#T_ dm +M_T
= = =L _=L (4a)
i=l mi
N
T T T
a ffi MV_A_L + VA I f _ dm (4b)
i=I mi
and
i
_b MT.!A2 (4c)
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the potential energy, V, is due to the elastic stiffness of the system and to
gravity. For the former, write
Vs = 1/2 T _s _ (5)
where K is the stiffness matrix.
=s
The potential energy due to the location elements of mass in the rope and
the mass M in a uniform gravity field is obtained by assuming that M is a
point mass at the end of the length of rope and that the rope has mass per
unit length O(Zo). Furthermore, the motion is restricted to the xz-plane and
dx/dz o = (I00) (d_/dz o H) is assumed small enough for terms of order q_ and
higher to be neglected. Then, the potential energy contribution due to
gravity can first be written as
L
Vg = f Mg(l - cos O)dz °
o
L zo
+ f o[l - f cos[8(_)]dE]dz
o 0 o
(6)
i (dx/dzo) 2 we may writeBy noting that cosO = i - _
L
1 dx 2
Vg = z M f (d--_-o) dz °
o
Z°.dx I ]2+ ½ ° f [d-'z-'l d_ dz °
0 0 OI =
IZo
(7)
Obviously, Vg is of the form,
Vg-_ qT =Kg q (io)
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The nonconservative forces acting on dm are assumed to be due to
viscosity and coulomb friction between the strands. Viscous forces can be
included in the equations by using some form of modal damping. For the coulomb
friction, we need to consider the rope's structure.
Let the strands be renumbered so that the maiden strand is i=O, and at
any value of Zo, the other strands are numbered 1 through N-I in a
counterclockwise manner about the zo axis. Also, let _dmi denote the force on
denote the force on the element dm i of the ith strand and let _ denote the
coefficient of friction. Furthermore, let fij denote the magnitude of the
normal force between the ith and the jth strands. Then, for dmo, we have the
coulomb friction force,
N-1
where ti and bl are the tangent and bi-normal unit vectors, respectively, of
dmi. For dmj, J > O, we may write.
_d.j "+ .% "g_E(id.o-_d_j)'(_J_J+ij_j)
- .qk sgnt(idmj- i_.k).(_jij +_j_j)
3
with J, k and A in the followlng triplets:
[!][I[il[!][i]If• = , , , , ... , (13)L.-2j
In Eqs. (12) we have also used 6
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__j " COS a [- sin e j i + cos Oj_] + sin a _I_ (14a)
and
_j - sin _[,in ej -;"- cosOj_] + cos_,_ (14b)
where 8j(Zo) is the angle of the centerline of the jth strand at zo.
Because _dmi = RA + _(Xo,Yo,Zo) H, where (Xo,Yo,Zo) is a point in the
undeformed i th strand, 6_dmi= _ (Xo,Yo,Zo)6 H. The generalized force matrix is
therefore 7
N-I
" f _T fdml,i_0 mi
(15)
where the integral indicates a summation of the quantities within it.
The equations of motion then follow from
d _£ ___' _IT
_ _s - (v._)T,
= T-Vs-Vg, viz.,
(16)
where - _ _ is the generalized viscous damping force. For normal modes of the
undamped structure, we have (with _ a diagonal matrix),
(17)
where Mj is the generalized mass and kj the generalized stiffness,
respectively, for the jth mode _gjKT is the jth row of _g, Qj is the jth element
of _ , dj the diagonal element of _ in the jth row and aj is the jth element
of a.
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The motion in qj is coupled in two ways. First, through the gravity
terms and, second, through the Qj since up to m of the qk appear in Qj to
determine its sign.
The next steps to be taken are (I) to obtain experimental data for the
position of M and (2) to match it with
which can be determined when _A is specified and the qi are known.
(18)
Summary
The use of wire rope in shock and vibration isolation devices has been
reviewed briefly. Finite element models of a nominally straight length of
wire rope have been described. These models were developed as part of an
effort to construct mathematical models of wire rope for use in the analysis
of vibration isolation devices which are constructed from wire rope.
Equations of motion for one of the finite element models, a seven-strand
rope suspended from one end and with amass attached to the other end to form
a "pendulum," were derived. The use of these equations to simulate the motion
of the pendulum was discussed.
Further work needs to be done with the current models and new models of
helical isolators should be developed.
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ABSTRACT
The structural dynamic properties of trusses are strongly affected by
the characteristics of joints connecting the individual beam elements.
Joints are particularly significant in that they are often the source of
nonlinearities and energy dissipation. While the joints themselves may
be physically simple, direct measurement is often necessary to obtain
a mathematical description suitable for inclusion in a system model.
Force state mapping is a flexible, practical test method for obtaining
such a description, particularly when significant nonlinear effects are
present. It involves measurement of the relationship, nonlinear or
linear, between force transmitted through a joint and the relative dis-
placement and velocity across it. An apparatus and procedure for force
state mapping are described. Results are presented from tests of joints
used in a lightweight, composite, deployable truss built by the Boeing
Aerospace Company. The results from the joint tests are used to develop
a model of a full 4-bay truss segment. The truss segment was statically
and dynamically tested. The results of the truss tests are presented
and compared with the analytical predictions from the model.
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EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF DEPLOYABLE TRUSSES AND
JOINTS
INTRODUCTION
This presentation describes preliminary results of some work that is currently being
performed jointly by the Boeing Aerospace Company (BAC) and CSA Engineering Inc. The
work performed was partially funded by Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Contract
NAS8-36420 "Development of Structural Dynamic Analysis Tools" under the direction of
Ron Jewel/, Tulon Bullock, and Carlton Moore. The deployable truss structure was
designed and fabricated as part of a BAC IR&D program.
As shown in Figure 1, the objective of the work performed was to identify and develop
experimental methods to obtain the data required to analytically model the nonlinear
behavior of joint dominated truss structures. Briefly, the approach we employed was to
utilize a compact deployable truss structure that was fabricated under a separate IR&D
program. We identified several techniques to model individual joint behavior for
incorporation into an overall truss model. The method selected as being most appropriate
for our pruposes was based on the Force State Mapping technique developed by Prof. E.T.
Crawley of M.I.T. The required testing of the individual joints was performed to
characterize the joint behavior. An analytical model of a complete 4-bay truss was
developed, and static and modal survey testing of the structure performed. The subsequent
analysis/test correlation yielded several interesting conclusions regarding the analysis and
testing technique, and the truss design which will be summarized.
BAC COMPACT DEPLOYABLE SPACE TRUSS
A picture of the fully deployed space truss is shown in figure 2. This truss was chosen not
only because of its availability, but also because it was anticipated that the static and dynamic
behavior would be dominated by the joints. In order to obtain a compact packaging ratio,
hinged joints were incorporated at the midpoints of all horizontal members to allow them to
fold. Deployment springs and a clothes pin type latching mechanism are designed into the
hinged joints. Clevis joints are used at all five apex positions of the basic pentahedral truss
bay. The 1 meter square bases of the pentahedrons are stabilized with crossed tension rods
that pivot at their midpoints and ends. The rods are molded solid 0.125 inch diameter
unidirectional graphite/epoxy. All of the truss fittings are discontinuous graphite fiber
injection-molded thermo plastic resin. The 1 inch diameter truss tubes are graphite/epoxy
and are designed for high stiffness, low weight, and near zero coefficient of thermal
expansion.
TRUSS DEPLOYMENT SEQUENCE
Figure 3 depicts the deployment sequence of the 4-bay truss. As was mentioned previously,
the truss was designed to provide a very compact packaging ratio. The truss which is
nominally 4 meters x 1 meter x 0.71 meters when fully deployed, will fold up to a compact
package which is 0.55 meters x 0.2 meters x 1.! meters. The figure shows the truss fully
folded, 50% deployed and fully deployed.
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TRUSS TESTING/MODELING APPROACH
The approach that was taken in the development of a truss testing/modeling technique is
shown in flow diagram form in figure 4. A linear finite element model of the truss was
formulated to aid the truss design effort. The 4-bay truss structure was then fabricated along
with several extra joints to be used in the joint characterization tests. Force state maps,
described in figure 5, were developed from the joint test data. The maps were then used to
in the formulation of nonlinear models of both types of truss joints. These models were then
incorporated into a model of the 4-bay truss. An analysis was then performed to correlate
with the results of static and modal survey tests of the truss. The test/analysis correlation
indicated that the original test plan will require several modifications.
JOINTS CHARACTERIZATION - FORCE STATE MAPPING
Figure 5 gives a description of the Force State Mapping technique developed by Prof. E.F.
Crawley and K.J. O'Donnell at the MIT Space Systems Laboratory. This technique
represents the force transmitted through a joint as a function of the relative displacement and
velocity across the joint. The resulting three dimensional plot provides a very compact,
graphical description of the joint behavior. Common nonlinearities associated with joints
produce surfaces that are easily recognizable which can give the analyst a qualitative idea for
an applicable joint model. As an example, the Force State Map for a linear spring-damper
p i ......in series "" a ga s _,uw,. A .... , _^¢--^._ ,^_,; ....... A,,ro h_ r, oon ,,,,tl_n_a tn
implement the technique. The results are also in a form in which tangent or secant moduli
can be readily calculated to be used in equivalent linearization analyses.
CLEVIS JOINT TEST SETUP
A picture of the joint testing apparatus setup for the testing of the deployable truss clevis joint
is shown in figure 6. The joint was held between a heavy steel "bookend" load reaction
fixture and the armature of an electro-mechanical shaker. The shaker and fixture were
bolted to a concrete slab floor. The force was applied to the joint along the axis of the truss
tube ,,.,,,,,,,_!o_'_"_,, ,,..._,,,h _.._j_...t._-_,_Disp!acement and velocity were ._ensed in the direction .parallel
to the applied load. The input force was sensed by a Kistler Model 922F3 piezoelectric
force cell. The relative displacement across the joint was sensed with a Trans- Tek Model
240-0000 integrated linear variable differential transducer (LVDT), and the relative
velocity across the joint with Trans-Tek Model 0101-0000 linear velocity transducer (LVT).
SCHEMATIC OF INSTRUMENTATION FOR FORCE-STATE MAPPING TESTS
Figure 7 shows a block schematic of the data acquisition system. The main components are
a Zonic Model 6080 multichannel FFT analyzer and an LSI 11/73 minicomputer system.
The 6080 provided the antialiasing filters, AID conversion, and real-time DMA throughput
of data to hard disk. Following acquistion, the raw time history data was moved to a VAX
11/750 for force map processing. The three quantitites of interest, force, displacement and
velocity, were measured using three separate transducers. The controlled force input was an
amplitude-modulated sine wave with a "carrier" frequency of 2 Hz. The modulating signal
was a ramp function having a period of 120 seconds.
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FIGURE7
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RAW DATA FROM JOINT TESTING AT 2 Hz.
The plots in figure 8 show segments of the raw time histories of force, velocity and
displacement from tests of the clevis joint and hinged joint. Both the tongue and clevis fitting
were fabricated of the injection- molded fiber-resin. Note that the force, velocity and
displacement data for the clevis joint all appear to be sinusoidal, indicating that the clevis
joint is essentially linear. The hinged joint however exhibited a more nonlinear behavior.
Because the hinge axis does not intersect the axis of the tube, a bending moment around the
hinge axis results when axial forces are applied to the tube. Although lateral motions of the
joint were constrained by the test fixture, it is to be expected that some bending of the joints
occurred. While the effect could not be eliminated, it was quantified by running the test with
the transducers located at several different positions around the tube axis. It can be noted
that the quantity which varies the most from a sinusoid is the velocity signal.
REDUCED FORCE STATE DATA FOR CLEVIS JOINT AT 2 Hz
A force-state map and a hysteresis curve of the clevis joint is shown in figure 9. The results
were derived from the complete, amplitude-modulated time histories, a short segment of
which was shown in the previous figure. Note that the surface is not perfectly fiat, indicating
that some amount of nonlinearity and energy dissipation are present. The hysteresis curve
of the clevis joint shows force versus displacement for one load cycle at each of three peak
load levels. It clearly shows that the joint is capable of dissipating a significant fraction of its
peak energy in each cycle and that this dissipated fraction (proportional to damping) is a
strong function of load level.
REDUCED FORCE STATE DATA FOR HINGED JOINT AT 2 Hz
The force-state map for the hinged joint is shown in figure 10. The characteristics of the
joint were such that certain areas in the position-velocity plane could not be measured. The
shape of the surface indicates a more pronounced nonlinear behavior than was noticed for
the clevis joint. The corresponding hysteresis plot is also shown. The displacement offset is
due to error in the DC-coupled transducing. As with the clevis joints, it can be seen that the
hinged joint also exhibited a significant amount of damping.
DEPLOYABLE TRUSS STATIC AND MODAL SURVEY TEST SET-UP
Figure 11 shows the 4-bay deployable truss set-up for the static and modal survey testing.
The truss was tested in a cantilevered configuration, mounted vertically with the fixed end at
the floor of the test cell. A 208 lb tri angular tip mass was attached to the free end of the
truss to decrease the structure modal frequencies. A pendulum suspension was used to
off-load the 208 lb weight to eliminate any preload effects. During testing, the amount of
off-load could be varied to assess the effects of a compressive joint preload.
Electro-magnetic shakers were used to drive the tip mass for the modal survey tests, and a
pulley/weight system was used to apply the forces for the static test. Modal shape data was
obtained from 72 accelerometers mounted to the truss and tip mass. Deflection indicators
were used to measure the displcement of the centroid of the tip mass during the static tests.
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FIGURE II
Deployable Truss Modal Survey and Static
Test Set-Up
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TRUSS MODAL SURVEY ACCELEROMETER INSTALLATION
The accelerometer installation for the truss modal survey tests is shown in figure 12. A total
of 72 accelerometer measurements were made. The accelerometers were generally mounted
in triaxial configuration adjacent to joints on small plexiglass mounting blocks. For several of
the clevis joints, a triaxial set was mounted on both sides of the joint to measure joint
rotation effects. Single axis lateral acceleration measurements were also made on both sides
of the hinged joints along one longeron. All truss mounted accelerometers were lightweight,
Endevco Models 2222 or 2250. Other locations utilized PCB Model 308 type. All
accelerometers were mounted parallel to the rectangular X,Y,Z measurement axes system.
TRUSS MODAL SURVEY BENDING MODE SHAPES
Mode shape data for the first two lowest truss modes obtained from the modal survey testing
are plotted in figure 13. These two modes were the cantilever bending modes in the Y and Z
directions, respectively. In both of these mode shape plots, a significant amount of rotation
of the clevis joints and lateral buckling at the hinged joints can be noticed. This behavior is
most pronounced in the single longeron on the left side of the truss only because it contained
the most instrumentation. The joints in the other longerons were observed to exhibit a
similar behavior. This differed significantly from the strictly axial deformations that are
generally expected in truss longerons.
TRUSS MODAL SURVEY TEST/ANALYSIS MODAL FREQUENCIES
A comparison of the modal frequencies obtained from the modal survey test and those
predicted by a linear finite element modal analysis performed in NASTRAN is given in figure
14. The NASTRAN finite element model is also shown. Beam elements with pinned
connections were used to model the truss members. The clevis joints were also modeled in
detail with beam elements. The hinged joints, however, were assumed to be rigid. It can be
seen that the analysis significantly overpredicted the frequencies of all of the overall truss
modes. This is due primarily to the flexibility introduced by the lateral buckling of the
longeron hinged joints. The effects of clevis joint rotation were modeled fairly well as can be
seen by the comparisons with the joint rotation modes obtained in the modal survey test. A
possible secondary effect on the overall flexibility of the test structure that was not modeled is
the joint rotation that may be caused by an initial angular misalignment of the clevis joints.
The lateral buckling and joint rotation effects cannot be readily incorporated into an
analytical model and should be eliminated in the truss design process if an accurate model of
the truss is needed.
TRUSS MODAL SURVEY VARIATION OF MODE FREQUENCY WITH FORCE
AMPLITUDE
Figure 15 shows the variation of test frequencies for the first Y-bending mode for different
shaker force levels. A narrow band sine sweep technique was used to map the test modes.
The total shaker force was varied from 1.0 to 3.0 lbs rms. Tests were run with the truss
structure completely off-loaded, and also with a total axial compressive preload of 50 lbs. In
both cases, the mode frequencies decreased with increased shaker force. This is consistent
with the behavior noticed in the joint tests, figures 9 and 10, in which it could be seen from
the hysteresis plots that the joints appear to be stiffer at the lower load levels.
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TRUSS STATIC TEST/ANALYSIS COMPARISON
The deflection at the tip of the truss in the Z-direction as a static loading of up to 38.7 lbs
was first applied then removed is shown in figure 16. Some nonlinearity and hysteresis was
noticed in the test data. For comparison purposes, first a linear static analysis was performed
in NASTRAN using the finite element model shown in figure 14. As was observed in the
modal survey results, the linear analysis model significantly overpredicted the stiffness of the
truss structure. A second analysis was then performed incorporating the force state map data
shown in figures 9 and 10 for the models of the clevis and hinged joints. The force maps
were included in a residual force modal nonlinear analysis (reference: "Dynamics of Trusses
Having Nonlinear Joints", by J. M. Chapman, F. H. Shaw, and W. C. Russell, presented
previously at this workshop), in which only the stiffness components of the force maps at
zero velocity were included. In the analysis, the load was ramped slowly from 0 to 40 lbs.
The results are shown plotted in the figure. Although the correlation with the test data is
closer than the strictly linear analysis, the analysis with the joint force maps still significantly
overpredicts the truss stiffness.
TRUSS STATIC TEST COMPARISON - EFFECTS OF HINGE JOINT LATERAL
BUCKLING
An analysis was performed incorporating the combined effects of axial deformation, hinged
joint rotational gap and flexibility, and cable tension and end shortening due to bending using
the residual force nonlinear analysis technique. The results are shown plotted in figure 17.
The most sensitive parameters were found to be the hinge joint rotational stiffness and the
gap. The 5000 in-lb/Rad rotational stiffness used in the analysis was felt to be conservative
for the hinge joint. This analysis produced a much closer correlation with the test data than
the linear finite element analysis, although it still over predicts the truss stiffness.
TRUSS STATIC TEST COMPARISON - EFFECT OF CLEVIS JOINT ROTATION
A NASTRAN geometric nonlinear analysis, including large deformation effects, was
performed to assess the effects of having an initial angular misalignment of the clevis joints.
Assumed 2 degree clevis joint rotations were written into the unstressed geometry, and runs
were made with static loadings of 10, 20, 30, and 40 lbs. The resulting truss tip
displacements are shown in figure 18. Again, the results are much closer to the test data
than the linear analysis; however, the overall truss stiffness is still overpredicted. As was
noticed in the discussion of the modal survey results, the flexibility of the test structure is
probably due to the combined effects of hinge joint lateral buckling and clevis joint rotation.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, several conclusions were drawn as a result of this work regarding the design of
the deployable truss, and the testing and analysis of nonlinear joint dominated trusses. As
shown in figure 19, the first conclusion was that a study of the load path through the truss
joints in tension and compression should be performed early in the design process to
determine the susceptibility of the joint to rotation or lateral buckling. This behavior
decreases the overall stiffness and generally makes it impossible to develop an accurate
analytical model of the truss structure. Since the hinged type folding joints are particularly
1284
FIGURE17
Truss Static Test Comparison-Effect of Hinge Joint
Lateral Buckling
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Conclusions
II I I ! I I
• Deployable truss design
• Joints designed without consideration of load path can exhibit
rotation or lateral buckling
- Introduces structural flexibility
- Impossible to characterize in analytical model
• Avoid hinged type folding joints in iongeron members
• Truss testing/analysis
• Force state mapping excellent technique for characterizing joints
- Straight forward test method
- Compact representation of joint behavior
• Link testing may be required to describe truss behavior and verify
analytical models
• Fabrication and testing ofsubscale models or links should be
required during design development
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susceptible to lateral buckling due to the eccentric load path of the truss should be avoided if
possible.
The force state mapping has proven to be an excellent technique for characterizing the
nonlinear behavior of joints. The required instrumentation and test methods are relatively
straightforward and do not present any unique problems. The 3-dimensional force state
map provides a compact qualitative and quantitative method of representing the test data
required to define the joint behavior. However, due to the possibility that some of the joint
degrees of freedom may be unintentionally constrained during the joint test, a link test
involving several joints and truss members in series may be required to completely describe
the truss behavior and verify analytical models. It is therefore recommended that the
fabrication and testing of scaled truss models or links be performed during the design
development to identify joint problems, especially if an accurate analytical model of the truss
structure will be required.
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INTRODUCTION
The design, construction, and operation of a low-earth
orbit Space station poses unique challenges for developement
and implementation of new technology. The technology arises
from the special requirement that the Station be built and
constructed to function in a weightless environment, where
static loads are minimal and secondary to system dynamics and
control problems. One specific challenge confronting NASA
is the devopment of a dynamics test program for (1) defining
Space Station design requirements, and (2) identifying and
charaterizing phenomena affecting the Station's design and
developement. A general definition of the Space Station
dynamic test program, as proposed by MSFC, forms the subject
of this report.
The test proposal, as outlined herein, is a comprehensive
structural dynamics program to be launched in support of the
Space Station. The test program will help to define the key
issues and/or problems inherent to large space structure
analysis, design, and testing. Development of a parametric
data base and verification of the math models and analytical
analysis tools necessary for engineering support of the Station's
design, construction, and operation provide the impetus for the
dynamics test program. Four test phases are planned:
1) Phase I - Testing of Space Station Applicable
Structural Concepts
2) Phase II - Testing of Space Station Prototypes
3) Phase III- Testing of Actual Space Station
Structural Hardware
4) Phase IV - On-Orbit Testing of Space Station
Construction
The philosopy being to integrate dynamics into the design
phase through extensive ground testing and analytical ground
simulations of generic systems, prototype elements, and sub-
assemblies. On-orbit testing of the Station will also be used
to define its capability.
PHASE I - TESTING OF SPACE STATION APPLICABLE STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS
MSFC recognized the need for static and dynamic testing of
Large Space Structures applicable to Space Station design at an
early stage. The purpose of these tests was to gain insight into
the pecularities and requirements of not only the support fix-
tures, modal excitation, and data acquisition system, but also
for the investigation into the static and dynamic behavior of
1320
truss structures exhibiting linear and nonlinear characteristics.
Tasks have already begun to perform additional testing, modeling,
and analyzing of these type structures. Some of the Large Space
Structures that have been tested or are in the process of being
tested are:
1. 46' Rockwell deployable truss
2. 50'-30" diameter super astromast
3. 20'-30" diameter super astromast
4. SASP truss
5. 16_ meter Grumman beam
46 FOOT ROCKWELL DEPLOYABLE TRUSS TEST - The Rockwell truss is
a box structure with telescoping diagonal joints with a housing
frame assembly at one end as shown in Fig. 1. The truss has
joints at each corner of the 10 bays where the diagonal battens
and longerons meet. These joints contain a certain amount of
free-play and hence the structures will exhibit nonlinearlty with
varying stiffness and damping. To reduce the amount of free-play,
cables paraiiel to each of the longerons through _ joint
be pretensloned up to 400 pounds each.
A static and dynamic test of this truss has been planned and
is currently in progress. The truss will be tested in the hori-
zontal with housing assembly at the free end. The bays will be
supported in the vertical such that the loading at the joints
will be reduced as much as possible. Static tests will be run
laterally, axially, and torsionally. Deflection curves, with
incremental loading of the four cables from 0-400 pounds, will be
...a.=+=A to characterize the ]inearity/nonlinearitv of the truss.
After completion of the static tests, a modal survey test
will be run to characterize the modes of the truss. Frequencies
and damping will be determined for various preloads in the cables
and with varying amplitudes to assess the nonlinearity effects.
These dynamic tests of the truss will be for both cantilevered and
free-free boundary conditions.
20-FOOT 30-INCH DIAMETER SUPER ASTRONAST TEST - The Astro-Research
Corporation astromast consists of three continuous glass longerons
with glass/epoxy batterns and diagonals. A finite element model
of the truss structure and a test setup schematic are shown in
Figures 2 and 3. Each end of the truss is attached to a 36-inch
thick aluminum plate. The astromast is supported in the vertical
by an overhanging beam/plate which is bolted to the top plate of
the astromast.
The joint test performed was dynamic, with the truss sup-
ported vertically. A single point random testing technique was
used to calculate the bending, torsional, and axial modes of
vibration. Good agreement between the analysis and test was
1321
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obtained except for the axial mode (see Table i). The predicted
frequency of 59.8 Hz did not agree with the test frequency of
37.7 Hz. After considerable analysis and some additional testing,
it was found that the i/2-inch aluminum plate at the free end,
where the shaker was attached, had an inplane frequency of 37.7
Hz. As a result, the test personal were unable to shake out the
higher first axial mode. A 2-inch plate was subsequently bolted
to the i/2-inch plate and the test was repeated. For this con-
figuration, the first axial mode was easily obtained and compared
well with analysis.
The static test followed the dynamic testing. Using the
same configurations and boundary conditions, as in the dynamic
test, axial and lateral static tests were conducted. For the
axial test, loads up to 1200 pounds in increments of 200 pounds
were applied in the center of the i/2-inch plate attached to the
free end. Several interesting results arose from this test:
a) The three longerons which ideally carried the total
axial load in fact did not. The load in the longer-
ons was also unsymmetric which caused seemingly ran-
dom deflection patterns as shown in Fig. 4. This was
caused by the following factors: i) bowing of the
bottom base plate introduced loads in the diagonals,
2) small off-set c.g. loading of the plate, 3) bend-
ing of the truss support beam, and 4) deflections
observed between the I/2-inch aluminum plate and the
support beam/plate (A random bolt pattern was used for
the attachment of the top plate to the support plate
on the beam).
b) Due to the above problems, the stiffness of the long-
erons were recalculated by determining the load and
deflections in each longeron separately. The results
are plotted in Fig. 5. Although this technique
required additional instrumentation, the findings
are conclusive.
For the horizontal test, loads up to i00 pounds were applied in
20- pound increments. The bending of the upper beam support was
again a factor and resulted in a 25 percent larger deflection
than predicted.
For future testing of truss support structures, having proper
boundary conditions and understanding these boundaries is a must.
Static tests should always precede dynamics test. It is also
recomended that the diagonals and longerons be instrumented with
strain gages to better understand the load path.
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PHASE II - TESTING OF SPACE STATION PROTOTYPES
The second phase of the test program will address the
structural development and testing of candidate Space Station
prototypes and concepts. While Phase I characterized and ver-
ified pre-Space Station structures and math modeling techniques,
Phase II will characterize specific Space Station structural
concepts. For example, the following structural investigation
is anticipated.
1) Static and dynamic analysis and testing of Space
Station erectable and deployable prototype hardware.
2) Static and dynamic analysis and testing of truss mem-
bers and joint concepts.
3) Experimental and analytical characterization of the
truss member buckling phenomenon.
4) Investigation into the applied usage of composite
materials for Space Station joint and truss design.
s) Experimental and analytical simulation of Space Station
dynamic events such as construction, payload handling,
berthing, docking, etc.
The objectives of the phase two test program are as follows:
1) Continued investigation and characterization of non-
linear phenomena on prototype concepts and hardware.
For example, define nonlinear load deflection curves
and evaluate the influence of structural preloads on
these curves.
2) Characterize the amount and types of damping inherent
to these structures and investigate methods of increas-
ing damping.
3) Access the effects of nonlinear stiffness and damping
on the systems dynamic response in the zero-g environ-
ment.
4) Develop and verify with testing nonlinear dynamic
structural math models which are suitable for control
system studies and evaluation.
5) Develop and verify isolation systems and mechanisms
for the low frequency zero-g environment.
1329
6)
7)
Develop and pursue dynamic simulation of construction
and other dynamic events, which will be encountered in
the Space Station working environment. This ground
based analysis and experimental simulation capability
will verify procedures and loads and develop potential
ground capability for mission support.
Develop analysis methods and construction methods
for the use of composite materials in truss structure
joints and members. (It should be noted that the
current state of the art for composite structural
analysis is based on the Plane Stress assumption,
which is not valid for truss joint design. Also, the
nature of truss structures is that they produce large
concentrated loads. Current composite material con-
struction methods deal well with distributed loads,
but a concentrated loads is at this point in time the
Achilles' heel of composites.)
PHASE III- TESTING OF ACTUAL SPACE STATION STRUCTURAL HARDWARE
Hardware verification is Phase III of the Space Station
test program. The objective being the characterization of
flight hardware, verification of math models, and anomaly
identification. Three test classifications are envisioned:
Structural Elements - testing of truss elements,
for example, short rods, diagonal rods, and
joint clusters.
Truss Subassemblies - testing of one bay of the
truss structure, five bays, and power boom/keel
intersection.
Large Assemblies - testing of keels/end booms/partial
power boom and nested common modules with interface
structure.
The verification phase of the test program must proceed in
stages, as outlined. Since the truss structure is to be made
up of multiple elements of the same design, material stiffness
variations are expected. Variations in joint combinations for
freeplay will also influence modal stiffness. Detail testing,
static and dynamic, of individual structural elements and truss
assemblies will provide the database necessary for insuring
modal/model predictability of the Space Station configuration.
1330
PHASE IV - ON-ORBIT TESTING OF SPACE STATION CONSTRUCTION
Phase IV of the test program addresses on-orbit verifica-
tion and control of structural design, space construction,
ground based math modeling, growth evolution, and structural
damage and deterioation. The Space Station is unique in that
it will only be totally assembled on-orbit with no possible
ground experimental verification for its zero-g environment.
NASA's experience with on-orbit structural dynamic testing
began with SAFE (Solar Array Flight Experiment). This experiment
showed a larger than anticipated damping and also demonstrated
unexpected thermal effects. NASA's experience with the erection
of space structures began with EASE/ACCESS (Experimental Assembly
of Structures in Extravehicular Activity/Assembly Concept for
Construction of Erectable Space Structures). Although the EASE/
ACCESS mission demonstrated space construction, it did not attempt
to do any structural testing. NASA'S past experience with on-
orbit test and construction points the way for future effort.
The first step in on-orbit testing of Space Station appli-
cable structures is at this time envisioned to be a demonstration
of onorbit eractable construction of a 5-meter-square cross section
truss beam. The 5-meter construction experiment would be tested
on-orbit for its dynamic response in the zero-g environment. This
testing would allow determination of the Space Station structural
damping and the effects of joints in the zero-g environment.
Successful completion of the large construction and testing
experiment would allow the initial construction of the Space
Station. On-orbit testing would follow a natural progression at
the end of each construction phase of the Space Station. The
purpose of these tests will be to verify space structural assembly
and assembly techniques, and provied basis for verification and
revsion of ground based math models. These verified and revised
math models will provide a basis for updated control system soft-
ware and gains.
An on-orbit structural verification and acceptance test will
be performed on the Space Station upon completion of the main
structural assembly. This testing will be performed prior to the
addition of payloads. Also, as the Space Station grows there will
be continued on-orbit structural dynamic testing to verify the
system capability and to access structural damage over the life of
the station. This continued testing will allow verification and
update of ground based math models and revision of control systems.
1331
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ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF SPACE STATION RESPONSE TO CREW MOTION AND
DESIGN OF SUSPENSION SYSTEM FOR MICROGRAVITY EXPERIMENTS
by
Frank C. Liu
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama
ABSTRACT
The objective of this investigation is to make analytical deter-
mination of the acceleration produced by crew motion in an orbiting
space station and define design parameters for the suspension system of
microgravity experiments. A simple structural model for simulation of
the IOC space station is proposed. Mathematical formulation of this
model provides the engineers a simple and direct tool for designing an
effective suspension system.
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I. Introduction
Some microgravity experiments to be performed on the IOC space
station require an environment in which the acceleration level must be
below I0-s g. Among the various sources of disturbances, crew motion is
the severe one which can produce acceleration to a magnitude of I0-_ g.
The objectives of this investigation are to define design characteristics
for the suspension system and to find effective means for isolation of
the experiment packages from disturbance. To achieve these goals, the
following have been accomplished.
i. Analytical formulation of acceleration response of IOC to
crew motion
Assumed modes method and modal transformation are used to obtain
mathematical solution for the normal coordinates to an input function
due to crew motion. Acceleration response of any point in the space
station can be analytically formulated.
2. Structural modeling for IOC space station
The finite element model for IOC space station, shown in Figure
I, used by JFC [i] for vibration analysis generates a wide range and
closely spaced spectrum of vibration frequencies (see Table 4.3.3.3-S,
reference I). It makes it extremelydifficult for mechanical design
engineers to identify a particular mode which has dominant effect on the
experiment package. A simple structural model which is made of a rigid
main body (extension of keel frame which supports all the massive
modules), a cantilever beam (the keel frame), and a transverse canti-
lever beam (the solar boom) is proposed for simulation of the IOC. A
complete analytical formulation for this model is made. This formula-
tion provides the design engineers a simple and direct tool for deter-
mination of acceleration and disturbing frequencies acting on the
experiment package. Computations can be carried out by using a pocket
calculator. This model can be easily improved by increasing the
degrees-of-freedom. A simple computer program will do this work.
3. Derivation of design characteristics for suspension system
Consider that a microgravity experiment package is supported by
a spring and a mass-spring-damper vibration absorber is attached to it.
The acceleration magnification factor and the ratio of acceleration
response of package to acceleration input of the support is then derived.
The plots of this factor versus frequency ratio (IOC to mass-spring)
provide engineers design parameters of the suspension system.
4. Significant findings for effective isolation of disturbance
The microgravity laboratory is 23.3/83.2 feet from the center
of mass of IOC with/without the orbiter attached. It is shown by
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numerical study that the acceleration disturbance is greatly reduced when
the orbiter is not present (i.e., microgravity lab is actually 59.9 feet
farther away from the C.M. of IOC). This shows that the most favorable
location beside the C.M. of IOC is the node of the fundamental elastic
vibration mode of the IOC.
2. Analytical Formulation
2.1 Modal analysis of a structure system
A brief presentation of modal analysis of a structure is given here.
Let P be the coordinate of a generic mass point P in a structure and
u(P,t) be its displacement which is expressed in the form [2]
N
u(P,t) - E _i(P)qi (t) (2.1)
ill
where _i(P) is an admissible function and qi(t) is the ith generalized
coordinate of a set N. The equation of motion of the structure system
In matrix form is
[m] + [k] (q) = {Q) (2.2)
where [m], [k], and {q} are the generalized mass, stiffness, and force
matrices, respectively.
The kinetic and bending strain energies of the system are formu-
lated from the following integrals:
T = _/ mp[6(P,t)] 2 dP " ½_fmp'#i2(p)dPqi 2
B B
(2.3)
V ffi½/ Zl[u"(P,t)12dp = ½E/ mp[*i"(P) 12 dPqi2 (2.4)
B B
where mp is the mass density at P and E1 is the bending stiffness of the
structure at P, the prime denotes partial differentiation with respect to
spatial coordinates and the symbol B with the integral sign means inte-
gration over the entire body B. From the above integrals, the elements
of the [m] and [k] matrices are obtained respectively,
_2T ffif mp_i(p)_j(p)dp (2.5)
miJ = aqi_qJ B
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_v = f EI_i"(P)_j"(P)dP (2.6)
kij = aqiaqJ B
Denoting the force acting at P in the direction of u(P,t) by fp(t), then
the virtual work is
6W = ffp(t)_udP =zf fp_i(P)6qidP
B B
(2.7)
It follows that
Qi = aW = f fp_i(P)d P
B
(2.8)
Next, the natural frequencies of the system are determined from the
determinant
Ilk] - ,,2[m]l = 0 (2.9)
and the eigenvectors (or modal columns) {_i} are the solution of the
matrix equations,
([k] - _i2[m]) {_i } = {0} i = 1,2,...,N (2. i0)
The normal coordinates {_} and the generalized coordinates are related
by the transformation
{q} = [_] {n} (2.11)
where the modal matrix
[_1 = [{_i ), {#2 }, ..., {_N }1 •
Applying Eq. (2.11) to Eq. (2.2) and making use of the property of
generalized orthogonality of the eigenvector with respect to [m] and [k],
the equation of motion in normal coordinates is
_j + mJ2 nj = Nj(t)IMjj j = 1,2,...,N (2.12)
where
Mjj = {_bj}T[m]{d_j} (2.12a)
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_j2 = {¢j}T[k](@j}/Mj j
Nj(t) = {_j}T(Q}
(2.12b)
(2.12c)
2.2 Structure response to disturbing force
Consider that a disturbing force fa(t) is applied to the structure
at Pa' from Eqs. (2.8) and (2.12c) one obtains
Nj (t) - E d_kj@k(Pa)fa(t)
k=l
(2.13)
where _kj is the kth element of the jth eigenvector. The response at
point Pe in the structure, U(Pe,t), can be obtained by using Eqs. (2.1),
(2.11), and (2.13). It results in
i i j
= _j [( i_ _ij_i(Pe) ) (k_ _kj_k(Pa))] _j(t)/Mjj
where _j (t) denotes the solution of the differential equation,
_j + _j2nj - fa(t) with nj(0) ffiqj(0) = 0 .
(2.14)
(2.15)
2.3 Model of crew motion and response function
The motion of an astronaut inside a space module is started by push-
ing one wall and motion is stopped by pushing the opposite wall. A
simple mathematical model is suggested [i] as shown in Figure 2.
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fa(t) =
(fo/tl)t
0
(fo/tl)(t - tl4)
0
0 < t _ t I
tI < t ! t13
t13 < t _ t14
t14 < t
(2.16)
The magnitude of f is 25 ibs and t I, t13, and t14 are I, 13, and 14O
*
seconds, respectively. These notations for tlme wlll be kept through
the formulation for the sake that one may wish to change their magnitudes
and secondly, that the equation involved will have appropriate units
(use sinwtl3 rather than sinl3w where _ is in rad/s). The solution of
equation (2.15) is readily obtained. Denoting that
q(t) _ (fo/w3tl)U(t) (2.17)
the dimensionless displacement function U(t) is given by
0 < t < t 1 U(t) = wt - sln_t (2.17a)
tI < t_< t13 U(t) = - sin_t + sln_(t - t I) + UtlCOS_(t - t I) (2.17b)
t13 < t _ t14 U(t) = w(t - t14) - sin_t + sinu(t - tI)
- sinw(t - t13) + Utl[COSW(t - tI)
+ cosw(t - t13)] (2.17c)
t14 < t U(t) = - slnut + sinu(t - t I) - sin_(t - t13)
+ sln_(t - t14) + _tl[COS_(t - tI)
+ cosw(t - t13)] (2.17d)
The function U(t) is continuous and has continuous first derivative
(velocity); its second derivative is only piecewise continuous. Denoting
_(t) = (fo/_tl)A(t) (2.18)
and differentiating Eq. (2.17) twice, one obtains the dimensionless
acceleration A(t),
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O< t_< tI
t I < t _< t13
t13 < t <__t14
t14 < t
A(t) = sinut
A(t) -- sin_t - sin_(t - tl) - WtlCOS_(t - tl)
A(t) -- sinut - sin_(t - tl) + sinu(t - t13)
- _t I [cos_(t - tl) + cos_(t - t13)]
A(t) = sin_t - sin_(t - tl) + sinw(t - t13)
- sin_(t - t14 ) -_t I [cos_(t - t I)
+ cos_(t - t13)]
(2.19a)
(2.19b)
(2.19c)
(2.19d)
The functions of U(t) and A(t) are plotted versus time for frequencies
ranging from 0.I to 0.4 as shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. Now,
the displacement and acceleration response of point P in the space
station can be expressed in the form e
I _ I
J
_kj_k(Pa)) Uj (t) (fo/_j_tlMjj)
(2.20a)
a(Pe't) = _j (_i $ij_i(Pe))(_k Skj_k(Pa)) Aj(t)(fo/mjtlMjj )
(2.20b)
The subscript "j" with U and A denotes that these functions are corres-
ponding to _ = u..
3
2.4 Modeling of IOC space station
The structure of the 10C space station may be treated as a struc-
tural system having three elements. The main body is a frame structure
which supports all the massive members, the vertical and horizontal HAB
modules, the vertical and horizontal LAB modules, logistic and common
modules, and above all, the orbiter. Attached to the main body is a
keel frame structure 296 feet in length which supports an antenna system
at its other end and a transverse boom at a distance 165.5 feet from the
main body. The third member of the system is a transverse boom which
is a frame structure 264 feet long. Its main purpose is to carry eight
solar arrays and power system radiators.
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A simple structural model for the IOC proposed consists of a rigid
main body which supports a cantilever beam (keel frame) and a transverse
cantilever beam (solar boom) mounted on the keel. As shown in Table 1
in Appendix A, the modules, equipment, solar arrays, fuel tanks, orbiter,
etc., are treated as concentrated masses. However, the rotational
momentsof inertia of the orbiter and solar arrays must be included in
forming the massmatrix.
Motions of the IOC in X-Z and Y-Z planes will be treated separately.
In each plane the proposed IOChas four degrees-of-freedom, namely,
rigld-body translation, rigid-body rotation, and one bending modefor
each cantilever beam. Thus, the corresponding admissible functions are
_I(P) = i (2.21a)
_2(P) = F (2.21b)
_3(p ) --_2 _ _3/3 (2.21c)
_4 (P) = _2 _ _3/3 (2.21d)
where _ = z/£ k and _ = Y/%s in which £k and £s
(296 ft) and solar boom (132 ft), respectively.
are the length of the keel
2.5 Modal analysis of IOC model
Based on Eq. (2.21) the mass and stiffness matrices for the model
are formulated in Appendices A and B. The matrix equation of free
motion of the IOC is
m
mll m12 m13 m14
m21 m22 m23 m24
m31 m32 m33 m34
m41 m42 m43 m44
ql
q2
o.
q3
q4_
B
m
0
0
+
0
0
w
0 0 0
k22 0 0
0 k33 0
0 0 k44
l .
ql
q2
q3
q4
ii
01
m
(2.22)
One may eliminate the rigid-body translation ql from the system by solv-
ing ql in terms of the rest of q's from the first equation of Eq. (2.22)
and substituting it into the remaining equations. A further simplification
can be made by disregarding the small coupling effect of the rigid-body
rotation q2 and the elastic modes q3 and q4 due to gravity gradient
torque. Thus, one may eliminate both ql and q2 from the system and obtain
the following:
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(2.23)
m43 m44J q4 + 303 k44 q4
(2.24)
where
[T] ffi_ r|mll
|
m21 m22J L_23 m24J
[%3 %41_[m33"341_["3,m321r,_1
L_43%4J-Lm43m44J'Lm4_m42 j _"J
The two elastic frequencies of the IOC can be written out directly
in the form
2
_1,2
m33 k44 + mA4 k33 T /(%3 k44 - _44 k33 )2 + 4m34 _43 k33 k44
2(_33 _44 - _34 %3 )
(2.25)
and the eigenvector is
{_i} ffi
TII(_34 _i 2) + T12(k33 - _33 _i 2)
T21_34 _i 2) + T22(k33 _33 _i 2)
-- 2
m33 _i
2
k33 - _33 _i
i = 1,2 (2.26)
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2.6 Rigid-body librational motion of IOC
The equations of librational motion of an orbiting body which has
its principal axes parallel to the orbital axes subjected to disturbing
torque M can be written directly in the form [3]
Zx_"x + 3 %2(Iy - Zz)e x - MX (2.27)
+ 3 _Oo2 - Iz)8 = M (2.28)lyS"y (Ix Y Y
where the l's are the moments of inertia about their respective principal
axes through the center of mass. The orbital frequency of a circular
orbit is
= _ rad./s (2.29)
o
where R is the orbital radius and the gravitational constant
= 1.407 x 1016 ft3/s 2
= 3.986 x 1014 m3/s 2
Thus, Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) yield the librational frequencies
_x = _o _(ly - Iz)/l x (2.30a)
my = _o _(Ix - Iz)/Iy (2.30b)
2.7 Response of IOC to crew motion due to rigid-body modes
As shown in Figure 6, due to the arrangement of the modules, crew
motion will create a disturbing force either in x-direction (motion in
horizontal modules) or z-direction (motion in vertical modules). Hence,
the torque M is negligible in comparison with M which has the magni-
x y
tudes,
fxZaMy =
fX
Z a
(motion in horizontal modules)
(motion in vertical modules)
(2.31)
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As indicated by Eq. (2.30), the librational frequency is approximately
equal to _'times the orbital frequency (Ix • ly, Iz << Ix , see Table I).
The crew kicking motion is completed in a time interval of I second which
is very short in comparison with the period of librational motion of 3,300
second. This means that the torque can be treated as an impulse torque.
The action of an impulse torque is equivalent to give the space station
an initial angular velocity, i.e.,
y = / My(t)dt=  y(0)ly (2.32)
The solution of Eq. (2.28b) is simply
A
Oy- (My/_y)Sin_yt (2.33)
Using the mathematical model for crew motion given by Eq. (2.16), one
obtains the response at P
e
U(Pe,t) = ZeOy
i
[_ ZeZafot 1/_yIy) sin_. yt
" _I ZeXafot i/_yly) sin_y t
(motion in horizontal module)
(motion in vertical module)
(2.34)
The magnitude of acceleration produced by crew motion at Pe is
ZeZafo_ytl/21y
a(ee) ffi
LZeXafomytl/21y
(motion in horizontal module)
(motion in vertical module)
(2.35)
3. Numerical Results of Acceleration Due to Crew Motion
Using data given in Table 4.3.3.4-2 to 4.3.3.4-4 of Reference I,
Table 3 is formed for the formulation of the mass matrix for IOC space
station. Note that the total weight given by Tables 4.3.3.4-2 and
4.3.3.4-4 [I] is 77,600 ibs heavier than that given by Table 2. In an
effort to match the total weight given in Table 2, some of the weights
are not included. There is a significant difference on the location of
the center of mass between the present model to that given in Table 2,
as shown in the following:
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With Orbiter
Without Orbiter
Table 2 Present Model Difference
68.3 ft 113.8 ft 14.4 ft
128.2 59.5 8.8
Consider that the distance from the reference point to the micro-
gravity experiment is equal that of the location of crew motion, i.e.,
z = z = -55 ft. The magnitude of acceleration on the microgravitye c
experiment due to crew motion as given by Eq. (2.20b) is
ae = [_lj + _2j(Ze/£k )]2 (fo/Mjj_jtl) [Aj(t)]max J = 1,2 (3.1)
The value of [Aj (t)]ma x can be estimated from curves given in Figure 4
for a given value of _. The summation is omitted so that a is calcu-
e
lated for each mode. Based on the librational motion approach, one has
from Eq. (2.35)
a = Ze2fo_ytl/21 (3.2)
e y
The numerical resulted obtained are summarized in Table 4.
It is important to note the following:
(I) No direct comparison can be made on the frequencies obtained
to that given in Table 4.3.3.3-3 [i] due to the difference of inertia
properties of the models, and furthermore, the JSC model has no distinct
fundamental mode that can be singled out.
(2) The acceleration level obtained here is about one order smaller
than that given by Table 4.3.3.5-15 [I]. This is due to the fact that
the inertia data given by Table 4.3.3.5-6 [i] is about I/3 of that given
by Table 4.3.3.5-6 [I] (without orbiter). In addition, the disturbance
torque given by Table 4.3.3.5-7 [I] is more than 2 times the value used
here. Thus, the magnitude of accelerations presented in Table 5 are
reasonable.
(3) Motion of the space station in Y-Z plane will occur if the
disturbing force is in the direction parallel to the solar boom.
(4) The acceleration given by the librational motion is 10-3 of
that given by elastic motion. This, due to the frequency of librational
motion, is only 10-3 of the frequency of elastic motion.
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4. Design Characteristics of Suspension System
4.1 Acceleration response of a vibration absorber system
Consider that a microgravity experiment package is mounted on the
laboratory module structure which has motion u (t) as a result of crew
O
motion or other disturbance. As shown in Figure 3, Uo(t) is approximately
a harmonic. It is required to design a suspension system which can
effectively reduce this disturbance over some frequency range. Vibration
can be effectively reduced by using a vibration absorber [4] which is a
mass-spring-damper system attached to the main mass-sprlng system as
shown in Figure 7.
Denoting uo, u I, u2, the absolute displacement of the structure,
main mass, and absorber mass, respectively, the equations of motion of
the system are
mlu I + c61 + (k I + k2)u I - c6 2 - k2u 2 - klUo(t) (4. la)
m2_ 2 + cd2 + k2u 2 - c61 - k2u I = 0
#n
t_. Ib)
Letting the input Uo(t) be a harmonic disturbance, one may put
Uo(t ) = Uo ei_t , u I - UI ei_t , and u 2 = U2 ei_t i = _ (4.2)
where U 1 and U 2 are complex quantities that can be determined from the
metric equation
(kI + k2 - ml _2 + ic_)
- (k2 + ic_) (k2 - m2_2 + ic_)J V2 = (4.3)
If one wishes to determine acceleration response rather than displace-
ment, set
Ul = A!eimt with A I = - u2B I (4.4)
Now, let M a denote the magnification factor of acceleration, the ratio of
A I to input acceleration,
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Ma = IA111uo 2
First, introduce the following dimensionless parameters:
k = kl/k 2 _ = m2/m I _ = c/2 m2/_ 2 r = _/_n
It can be shown that
where
_kr2) 2 + 4_k_2r2]/D} 1/2
4.2
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
D = {I - [I + (l+k)_]r 2 + _kr2} 2 + 4_k_2r 2 [I + (l+_)r2] 2
Design considerations
The magnitude of the magnification factor of acceleration depends on
four parameters:
k, the spring ratio (main spring/absorber spring),
_, the mass ratio (absorber mass/main mass),
_, damping factor (damping coefficient/critical damping),
r, frequency ratio (space station frequency/natural frequency of
main mass-spring system).
To plot M a versus frequency ratio squared as shown in Figure 8, six sets
of curves are illustrated for _ = 0.2. The first three sets are for
fixed values of _ = 0.01, 0.025, and 0.05, respectively, with various
values of k. The next three sets are for fixed values of k = I0, 15,
and 20, respectively, with various values of W. All these curves have
one common characteristic M which can be effectively reduced for r 2 > 2
' a
Since the frequency of the IOC space station in elastic vibration is about
i tad/s, it requires that k I > 2Wl/g. For a microgravity experiment
package of 1,000 Ibs, the spring constant of the suspension must be less
than 5 ib/in. For the frequency range 0.5 < r 2 < 2, M can be made less
a
than 0.5 by a proper combination of _ and k.
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5. Conclusions
A simple structural model for simulation of IOC space station has
been presented and formulation of this simple model provides engineers
a simple and direct method for computing the fundamental frequencies of
the space station and determining the magnitude of acceleration at any
point produced by crew motion. Acceleration response of a mass-spring-
absorber system to a moving support is also formulated. Design engineers
can use plots of acceleration magnification factor versus frequency
ratio squared to determine design parameters for the suspension system
of the microgravity experiment package.
The following are some significant findings:
(i) The acceleration due to librational rigid-body motion is 3
orders smaller than that due to elastic bending motion.
(2) The frequency of librational motion is 1.8 x 10-3 tad/s, which
is approximately /_times the orbital frequency.
(3) The frequencies of elastic motion of the simple model are in
the range 0.6 to 1.5 rad/s.
(4) Only the fundamental bending mode has dominant contribution to
the acceleration, therefore, a simple model is adequate.
(5) An effective suspension system can reduce the acceleration to
i/4 of its magnitude, at most.
(6) The ideal loca=ion of the microgravity lab does not have to be
near the center of mass of the space station.
(7) The most effective means to eliminate acceleration is to have
the experiment module near the nodal point of the fundamental bending
mode, as illustrated in Figure 9. This means that the factor (411 +
421Ze/_k) in Eq. (4.1) becomes very small. Example: The IOC without
orbiter has moved the lab module 59.9 ft further away from the center of
mass, but the acceleration is reduced 3 orders smaller than the IOC with
orbiter.
(8) It is favorable to perform the microgravity experiments when
the orbiter is not present.
(9) It is possible that by rearranging some massive elements, a
minimum value of (411 + 421Ze/_k)/Mll can be reached. However, this
has to be done by trial and error method.
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Appendix A. Formulation of MassMatrix
Notations:
lox, I oy momentof inertia of orbiter about x- and y-axis throughC.M. of orbiter, respectively
Isx, I sy momentof inertia of solar arrays about x- and y-axisthrough solar boomat the attachment, respectively
IUB momentof inertia of upper boomabout x-axis through end
of keel
_B momentof inertia of lower boomabout x-axis through
attachment
£k
£
S
me
M
S
m
s
m
r
m
o
U x, Uy
Ys
zk
length of keel frame
length of solar boom
mass of keel frame alone
kth concentrated mass attached to keel at distance zk
mass of solar boom frame alone
sth concentrated mass attached to solar boom at Ys
rth concentrated mass attached to rigid main body at z
r
mass of orbiter
displacement in x and y direction respectively
= ys/£s, coordinate of concentrated mass attached to solar boom
= Zk/£k,_ coordinate of concentrated mass attached to keel
z
o
coordinate of orbiter
subscripts &
summation index k(keel), r(rigid main body), s(solar boom)
A-I. Motion of IOC in X-Z Plane
The kinetic energy of rigid main body is
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T R = i/2 Z mrUx2(Zr )
r
= 1/2 E mr[_l(Zr)ql + _2(Zr)q212 + 1/2 Ioy[_(z o)
r
The kinetic energy of keel structure is
TK = 1/2 Z mk[_l(Zk)ql + _2(zk)q2 + _3(zk)q312
k
+ I/2 Mkf[_l_ I + _2(z)_2 + _3(z)q3 ]2 dz/_ k
+ 1/2 E Isy[_2(Zs)q2 + _3(Zs)q3 ]2
S
The kinetic energy of
T S = I/2 M s
+ 1/2
solar boom is
[_01(Zs)_ll + _02(Zs)Cl2 + _4(Ys)Cl4]2dYs/_s
E ms[_Ol(Zs)Cll + _02(Zs)C[2 + _4(Ys)Cl4]2
S
_2 ]2 (A-l)
(A-2)
+ 1/2 E Isx[_(ys)_4]2 (A-3)
By using Eq. (2.5) the elements of the mass matrix are obtained as follows:
mll = Mtotal = Mr + _ + Z mk+ Ms + E ms
k s
m12 = E mr_r + 1/2 Mk + E mk_k + (Ms + E ms)_s ,
k sr
Z mk(E'k 2 - 1/3 _k 3) + (M s + Z ms)(_'s 2
m13 = 1/4 M k +
k s
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= + E ms(ys2m14 i/4 Ms
m22" Z mr_'r2 + i/3Mk +
= 11 + 3(I-
k
- 1/3 ys 3)
k s s
Z --3113 _-k)+ (Ms + ms)(l - 113 _s) zs
+ (_ I y) z(2 - -- )/_k2
s
m24 = Zsml4
m34 = (_'s2 - I/3 _s 3) m14
m33- (11/io5)Mk
s
k s
+ (E Isy) (2Z-s- _s2)21_k2
m44 = (IIII05)Ms + Z ms(Y's2 - i13 _'s3)2
+ [_s2(2 - Ys2)2}/£s 2
+ 41sx{[_sl (2 - Ysl )2
A-2° Motion in Y-Z Plane
The kinetic energy of rigid main body is
rR = I/2 Z mr[_l(Zr)_l + _2(Zr)_2 ]2 + 1/2 lox[_(Zo)q2 ]2
r
+ 1/2 IUB[,_(ZuBlq212 (A-4)
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The kinetic energy of the keel structure is
TK - 1/2 Emk[,l_l + ,2(Zk)42 + *3(zk)q3 ]2
k
+ 1/2 Mk f[_l_l + 02(Zk)_2 + _3(Zk)_3]2dZk/tk
k
+ I/2 XUB[0_(Zs)_2 + _(zs)q2 ]2 (A-5)
The kinetic energy of the solar boom structure is
Ts - 1/2 Hs f[ i i
+ 1/2 M
S
+ _2(Zs)Cl2 + _3(Zs)Cl3]2dYs/ts
f{[_2q2 + _b_(Zs)qs]y s - _4(Ys)q4}2dYs/ts
S
{ms[$1q 1 + _2(zs)'q2 + _3(Zs)q3 ]2
+ [¢_12 + _(zs)_3]Y s - _4(Ys)q4 ]2}
+ 1/2 E Isx[_2q2 + _3(Zs)Cl3- _4(Ys)q4 ]2
S
(A-6)
Applying Eq. (2.5) results in the mass matrix for motion in Y-Z plane:
m11 " RT = (mll)xz
m12 = (ml2)xz
m13 ffi(ml3)xz
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m14 = 0
m22.(m22)x_. + (,_)2 [_(isx_ isy ) + l/3_Hets2 +
8 a
+ Iox- Zoy+ + z B]
m23 = (m23)xz + _2*3(zs)['_ (sx - Isy) + E msYs 2 + l/3_Msts2]
a s
+ ! !IUB92_ 3 (t k)
m24 = Mat s + msYa_4(y s) +
m33 = (m33)xz + [ msys2 + _ (Isx - Isy [_b_(Zs)]2 + TUB[,:_(tk)] 2
S a
m- T ! . w Zm34 Msts + E ms*4 (Ys')Ys + E sx*4 (Ys) *3 ( s )
S a
m44 "= (m44)xz
The subscript "xz" denotes element of mass matrix of motion In X-Z plane.
A-3. Mass and Inertla propertles for IOC model
Table 3 is formed based on data glven by Table 4.3.3.4-2 to 4.3.3.4-4 [1]
for the purpose of formulation of the mass matrix.
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Appendix B. Determination of Stiffness Matrix
B-1. Bendin S strain energy
The bending strain energy of keel and solar boom structure is given by
/y tk El "SV = 1/2 (EI)k[_q3]2dZk_ + I/2 ( )s[t4(Ys)q4]2dYs
O O
Applying Eq. (2.6), one obtains the following non-zero elements of the
stiffness matrix
k33 = 4(EI)k/3tk 3 k44 = 4(El)s/3ts 3
B-2. Moment due to gravity gradient
Using the formula given by Reference 3, the following are obtained:
Motion in X-Z Plane
My - - 3(_/R3)(Ix - Iz)q2 , k22 - 3(_/R3)(I x - Iz)
Motion in Y-Z Plane
Mx - - 3(p/R 3)(Iy " Iz)q2 , k22 - 3(p/R3)(Zy - I z)
where the moments of inertia are about the axes through the c.m. of the
IOC space station.
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Appendix C. Numerical Results
C-I. Motion in X-Z plane (IOC with orbiter attached)
[m] "
[_8900 -2758 1096 171.6 ]
2758 3168 831.9 96.0 /
1096 831.9 483.7 43.7 |
171.6 96.0 43.7 122.9_
_1,1135 1
.9546
{¢iI = lO.118
.1639
_ "27701
.11651
{¢2 } ffi -6.49 |
411.87 j
2
oJ1 - 1.0431
2
o_2 = 6.64
MII - 29157
M22 - 1488
C-2. Motion in X-Z plane (lOC without orbiter attached)
11590 376.2 1096 171.6]
= | 376.2 1829.6 831.9 96.0
[m] | 1096 831.9 483.7 43.7
L 171.6 96.0 43.7 115.2
.054
{¢i } = .429
.1095
{¢2} ffi .769
.923
7.603
2
m I - 2.0243
2
to2 - 7.436
MII - 191.5
M22 - 32169
C-3. Motion in Y-Z plane (IOC with orbiter attached)
[m] ffi
18900 -2758 1096 0 ]
2758 3298 872.3 -92.5
1096 872.3 513.5 -74.5
o -92.5 -74.5 122.9
r .3673 ]
.1 1.194
{¢i) i -3.332
L .1674
I_ "3332l9829|
{¢2 ) = 31274 l
L-5.'9J
2
toI = .8022
2
_2 - 7.881
Mll - 959.8
M22 - 3312
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C-4. Motion in Y-Z plane (IOC without orbiter attached)
[m] =
11590 369.8 1096 0 ] _i 2 - .4301
369.8 3298 872.3 -92.5J1096 872.3 513.5 -74.5 20 -92.5 -74.5 II _2 " 7.046
r . 1906]
l .51o l
{_i} =/-2.191 |
L-1 716j
r .3221]
_-/ "54381
{_P2} | -3.589 |
L-13.17J
Mll = 927.5
M22 - 18582
C-5 Computation of accelerations
Using the data given above, Eq. (3.1), and with the aid of Figure 4
for the value of [A(t)]max, acceleration of the experiment package can
be calculated. The results are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 8 Acceleration Magnification Factor
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Table I.
Component
Booms and Keels
30-1nch Astro
Mast
Properties of Analytical Reference Configuration
Space Station Model (Table 4.3.3.3-1 [i])
Bending Torsional Mass Bending Torsional
Stiffness Stiffness Length Strength Strength
(ft-lbs-ft) (Slugs/ft) (ft-lbs)
1.31 E+9 3.18 E+8 0.25 35,000 15,000
3.13 E+6 2.08 E+5 2.3 3,480 208
Table 2. Inertial Properties of Analytical Model
(Table 4.3.3.3-2 [i])
Case
Without
Payloads
and Orbiter
With
Payloads
Only
With
Orbiter
Only
With
Payloads
and Orbiter
Weight C.G. Coordinates
(ibs) (ft)
269,000 (I.i,0,84.2)
373,200 (-I.i,0,128.2)
508,800 (5.7,0,34.4)
608,600 (3.59,0,68.3)
Moments of Inertia
(ib-ft-sec 2)
(8.63 E+7,
7.82 E+7,
1.20 E+7)
(2.06 E+8,
1.98 E+8,
1.45 E+7)
(1.45 E+8,
2.37 E+8,
1.35 E+7)
(3.21 E+8,
3.14 E+8,
1.62 E+7)
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Table 3. Masses and Inertia Properties Used for IOC Model
r Masses attached to main body
I Fuel tank and gases
2 Module radiators
3 Five-bay platform
4 COM 1203
5 Logistics module
6 OMV and kits
7 Horizontal lab
8 Vertical lab
9 Keel extension
I0 Vertical lab
ii Lower boom
Z ft
r
94.5
82.5
76.5
64.0
71.5
67.5
45.0
34.5
27.0
19.5
13.5
zr ft
- 5.5
- 17.5
- 23.5
- 26.0
- 28.5
- 32.5
- 55.0
- 65.5
- 73.0
- 80.5
- 86.5
W ibs
r
17,002
3,000
1,403
11,000
37,823
23,750
54,295
27,067
970
47,709
728
12 Horizontal lab, SAA0207 and SAA0201
13 Orbiter
s Masses attached to solar boom
Solar boom structure
Puw=_ system __a_ .....
"2 TDM 2010
3 4 inboard solar arrays
4 4.outboard solar arrays
k Mass attached to keel
Z ft
S
265.5
_ 5
265.5
265.5
265.5
Upper and lower keel structure
1 Remote manipulator
2 Refuel attachment, tanks and tools
3 TDM 2570
4 Instruments and storage shelter
5 Storage boxes and tools
6 Service attachments
7 TDM 2560
8 Satellite
9 Upper boom and antenna system
Rotational Moment of Inertia
z ft
S
165.5
I_.5
_J
165.5
165.5
165.5
Zk fn
100-396
162.0
107.5
210.5
212.5
272.5
290.5
295.5
324.5
396.0
Ys ft
0-132
KL N
J_e_
63.4
78.0
132
zk ft
0-296
62.0
7.5
110.5
112.5
172.5
190.5
195.5
224.5
296.0
I ft-lb-s 2 I
37,089
235,400
W ibs
S
2,345
1,540
4,787
4,787
Wk Ibs
2,504
2,000
4,625
2,000
4,625
9.850
3,750
7,055
20,000
17,734
ft-lb-s 2
Orbiter (about c.m. of orbiter)
Solar array (about attachment) each
Parallel to Nadir
Normal
Upper boom with antenna system
Module radiators (about attachment)
Power system radiators (about attachment)
X
7 x 106
I01,000
2,790
158,800
583,500
750
Y
8 x 106
107,300
107,300
small
4,470
25,120
Note: Z is measured from the bottom end of the keel extension and z is
measured from the joint of keel and keel extension
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Motion
Bending
Libra.
Motion
Table 4. Numerical Results for IOC Model
Motion in X-Z Plane
w and
With Without
a
e Orbiter Orbiter
Motion in Y-Z Plane
With Without
Orbiter Orbiter
rad/s 1.021 1.423
a 1.14 g x 10-5 1.44 g x 10-8
e
rad/s 2.577 2.730
a 2.26 g x 10-6 1.38 g x 10-7
e
rad/s 1.89 x 10-3 1.89 x 10-3
a 0.254 g x 10 -8 5.13 g x 10-8
e
0.896
0.86gx10 -5
2.810
0.66gx10 -5
1.85xi0 -3
0.24gx10 -8
0.656
1.17 g x 10-5
2.654
2.9 g x 10-6
1.81 x 10 -3
4.72 x 10 -8
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SPACE STATION STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS/
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
INTERACTION STUDY
Abstract
The performance of the Reaction Control System
is impacted by the extreme flexibility of the space
station structure. This paper 3 presents the method
used to analyse the periodic thrust profile of a simple
form of phase plane logic. The results illustrate the
effect on flexible body response of 1) the type of phase
plane logic utilized and 2) the choice of control
parameters: cycle period and attitude deadband.
1. Staff Engineer, Analytical Mechanics. Member AIAA.
2. Staff Engineer, Guidance Navigation and Control. Member AIAA.
3. Sponsored by Martin Marietta Corporation, Independent Research and
Development, D37S.
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a t
_p!
At
g
w
F
H =
I =
L =
n =
p
t
T =
T t =
Fourier coefficient, normalized by the control torque
complex harmonic response
suffix R: real component
suffix I: imaginary component
thrust pulse, normalized by P
cycle period fraction
suffix 1: control phase
suffix 2: coast phase
attitude error angle
suffix DB: deadband half-angle
error angle rate
suffix MAX: maximum
suffix H: hard-cycle
duty cycle
frequency (Hz)
suff'm s: structural
suff'm 8: harmonic
thrust profile harmonic coefficient
transfer function
inertia
propulsion efficiency losses
suffix F: thrust losses
suffix I: impulse losses
attitude angle
Fourier harmonic
suffix PEAK" corresponding to a peak
cycle period
suffix s: soft-cycle
suffix sc: coast
suffix c: hard-cycle
attitude deadband
time
applied torque
angular acceleration
suffix c: control
suffix D: disturbance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the extreme mechanical flexibility of the space station, the use of thrusters to control
attitude presents new challenges to control system designers. The lightweight materials being used
to construct the space station effect low rigidity and low natural damping. This, in turn, causes the
presence of a large number of low frequency structural modes which place stringent limits on the
control system bandwidth. The objective of this paper is to describe an approach to designing the
control algorithm via analysis of the flexible body response to thrust profiles.
There is a very practical reason for this approach: as thrust profile requirements become more
exacting and sophisticated, the propulsion system life cycle costs can become prohibitive. It is
therefore expedient to analyse the interaction between thruster control and structural dynamics in
order to affect thruster attitude control requirements that are cost effective.
The analysis covers two operational scenarios: space station reboost and back-up control
during failure of the primary Attitude Control System (ACS). In each case the goal is to keep the
attitude error within a 10 degree band, although minimizing the thrust cosine losses during reboost
is also considered. (The essential difference between the two is the size of the disturbing torque
seen by the space station, the reboost disturbance is significantly larger). The same phase plane
logic has been used to generate thrust profiles for both scenarios. Based on attitude error and error
rate, it has been used in other systems where structural modes are easily excited. As will be shown,
_tp,e, _-_lc, rl_rn_rle i_ o_n_t_rl ,,,h;_h r_etr/_t th_ ha.r!T!..on;_ t_r_ntont r_Lv3n_ihl_ fnr excitin_
the structure.
The approach to the dynamic analysis is to first analyse the space station rigid body response
to the thrust profiles generated by the phase plane logic. These profiles are periodic and can be
stipulated based on attitude control requirements and space station inertias, the shape of the thrust
profile will vary according to the size of the disturbing torque and control torque.With the variation
in shape determined, the Fourier coefficients are calculated showing the harmonic content of each
profile. This enables a first cut at establishing the profile period.
A structural dynamic model is used during the second stage of the analysis, based upon the
MMA Twin Keel configuration (dated 1/15/86.) The frequency response to thrust pulses is
determined at various locations on the station to identify the significant elastic modes which might
influence the phase plane logic design, and also establish a lower bound to the profile period. The
final step is to define thrust profiles which restrict structural response and compute the actual
response from model results.
This paper provides an insight into the development of Reaction Control System (RCS)
requirements by analysing the sensitivety of thrust profiles to attitude control requirements and
space station flexibility. It also illustrates how a relatively simple control algorithm can effect a 2
degree attitude band during the space station reboost and ACS backup.
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2. PHASE PLANE LOGIC THRUST PROFILES
2.1 PHASE PLANE ROTATION
Introduction
The approach taken to develop the phase plane logic is to allow the space station to "float"
within a deadband. Torques are applied only to reverse the direction of rotation when an attitude
error limit has been reached. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
_t Auimde
A_B ,.._
D%_ C
Fig. 2.1 Phase Plane Limit Cycle
As can be seen, the space station is allowed to float from one side of the dead band to the
other (A to B and C to D). Control torques are applied when the space station attitude reaches the
deadband (B to C and D to A).
This kind of limit cycle is referred to as hard due to there being two torque impulses for each
cycle. In comparison, a soft limit cycle utilizes disturbance torques such that only one torque
impulse is required to complete a cycle 1. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Attitude
ErrorRate
Error
Fig. 2 2 Soft Limit Cycle
As shown, only one torque pulse is required for each cycle (B to C). The disturbance torque
acts to rotate the space station back (C to B).
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Rigid Body Rotational Equations of Motion
The set of rigid body equations for a single rotation axis can be described by the following
where:
equations:
= T'
_(t) = T'.[t-t 0] + ¢(t o)
¢(t) = T'.[t-to]2/2 + _b(t0).[t-t o] + ¢(t 0)
T' = T/I
T = applied torque, assumed constant
I = space station inertia
to = time
¢(t o) = initial attitude angle
2.1
2.2
2.3
Cycle Period of a Soft Limit Cycle
The soft-cycle period is the sum of the torque impulse period, At1, and the soft-cycle coast
period, At 2. Equation 2.2 yields the torque impulse period:
At 1 = 2._MA x /T' C _ 2.4
where: _MAX = maximum soft-cyclerror rate
T' c = control angularacceleration
The soft-cyclecoastperiod,Ate,iscalculatedfrom equation 2.2 and 2.3 assuming a constant
disturbancetorque,T D. Hence:
where:
t 2
I_DB =
T' D =
8._DB/_MAX
4.(T'D.EDB)
attitude deadband half-angle
disturbance angular acceleration
The soft-cycle can be summarized by:
Ps = Psc'{ 1 + T'D/T' C }
where: Psc = 4.{CDB/T, D }1/2
2.7
2
1371
from:
Comparison of Hard and Soft Limit Cycles
Because the hard limit cycle has no disturbance torque, the cycle period is simply computed
Pc = 2"{2"eI-1/T'c + 2"eDB/eH} _ 2.9
where: _H = equivelant hard-cycle error rate
From equations 2.8 and 2.9 an equivalent hard-cycle error rate can be related to the
maximum soft-cycle error rate for identical periods and deadbands. This yields:
EH = eMAX/2 _ 2.10
As can be seen, the resultant change in angular velocity over a complete cycle is the same.
Consequently, the torque impulse is also identical, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
A
D
Attitude
Error Rate
B'
it,--, B
_ EDB Attitude
Error
C
C I
Torque
D A
_I......I ...............................
I I ! _ I__
B C
Figure 2.3 Phase Plane and Torque Profile Comparison
Space Station utilization of the Soft Limit Cycle
During reboost, the space station thrust axis is sufficiently displaced off the CG to cause a
large disturbance torque and, as a result, the hard-cycle phase plane logic is not feasible. Given a
fixed deadband and a knowledge of the disturbance torque, the torque profile can be shaped to
effect the largest practicle cycle period. This minimizes the thruster harmonics as will be shown.
Should the RCS be used to backup an ACS failure, the disturbance torque (a function of the
gravity gradient and aerodynamic torques) is small. The soft-cycle is still the optimum solution as
long as the torque requirement (B' to C') does not effect a thrust impulse less than the minimum
impulse bit. In comparison to the reboost case, the same deadband will effect a longer cycle period
(ref. equation 2.8) further reduces the thruster harmonics.
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2.2 THRUST IMPULSE LOSSES
Calculatin_ the losses
During reboost the thrust vector is rotating about about the velocity vector as the space station
attitude rotates about the deadband. This effects a reduction in effective impulse due to cosine
losses. The fractional thrust loss can be calculated from:
L_t) = 1 - cos e(t) __ 2.11
and the fractional impulse loss over half of the coast period:
L I = 1/At 0_i 1-cos E(t) ]. dt __ 2.12
For the hard limit cycle we have:
At =
and _(t) =
substituting into 2.12 we have:
Lz --
where: %e =
{ cos _DB/2. sin el)De
- sin (])DB/2. ( COS_DB " 1 ) } / _DB
2.eDB
2.13
2.14
For the soft-limit cycle the integral is evaluated after substituting equations 2.3 and 2.6:
L I = 2/At Jat2t2{ 1 - cos [(a.t - b)2 - EDB ] } dt
2.1.5
where: a =
b =
Integrating 2.15 we have:
h =
{1" D / 2} 1/2
1 -cos 0DB/2. _{(-1) n •0DB 2n / [(4n+l).(2n)!]}
-sin eDB/2. _{ (-1) n • (_DB 2n+l / [(4n+3).(2n+l)!]}
2.16
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Estimating the Losses
For small deadbands a simplifying approximation, _Da=sin t_DB, can be made to equations
2.14 and 2.15:
la(HC) = 1 - (cos EDB + EDB2)
and I-a(sc) = 1 - (COS EDB + 2.EDB2/3) __ 2.17
As can be seen, the two limit-cycle types have nearly identical impulse loss characteristics.
The actual losses described by equations 2.14 and 2.16 are illustrated in Figure 2.4. In both cases
the impulse loss is relatively insensitive to the deadband size, with a 25 degree deadband the
impulse loss is little more than 1%. It can be concluded that impulse loss is not a descriminator.
_'4
2
0
0
--
- . I I ! : : " :
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Deadband (DEG)
Figure 2.4 Estimate of Thrust Impulse Losses
2.3 SOFT LIMIT CYCLE PERIODS AND DUTY CYCLE
Duty Cycle
Figure 2.5 illustrates a worst case reboost thrust off-set in the space station pitch plane. This
off-set is the effect of the bottom set of propulsion modules being further displaced from the space
station CG than the top set.
The disturbance-control torque ratio can be calculated as follows:
T c = F * 6.5 bays
T D = 2.F * 1 bay
Hence T'D/T' c = 0.31 __ 2.18
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FLIGHT
PATH
I
TOP
THRUSTER
(F)
RESULTANT
OFF-AXIS
THRUST
(2.F)
.4 BOTTOM
"_ THRUSTER
(F)
Figure 2.5 Space Station Thrust Misaligmnent during Reboost
The duty cycle required to effect a pitch control is calculated using a rearrangement of
equation 2.7:
ec
where fc
= [Ps" Psc ]/Ps
= [T'D IT'c ]/[ i+ T'D I "I"c ]
= dutycycle
2.19
This is illustrated in Figure 2.6 for a torque ratio range ( 0,0.3 ).
0.25
0.20
_0.15
rj
0.10
0.05
0
0
; I I I I I
0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
Torque Ratio
Figure 2.6 Duty Cycle vs Torque Ratio
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In comparison to the reboost case, during ACS backup the disturbance due to gravity
gradient and aerodynamic torques are small, in the region of 20 to 40 Nm. The range of available
control torques depends on the final thruster size and the control mode: top thruster only, bottom
thruster only or both sets of thrusters to provide a couplet. The impact of these possibilities on the
torque ratio is illustrated in Table 2.1.
Control Torque
Range (Nm)
Torque Ratio
Range
(40N thruster)
Torque Ratio
Range
(100N thruster)
Top Thruster
Set
2,400-6,000
0.008-0.016
0.003-0.006
Bottom Thruster
Set
4,000-10,000
0.005-0.010
0.002-0.004
Combined Thruster
Set
6,400-16,000
0.003-0.006
0.001-0.005
Table 2.1 Torque Ratio Variation with Thruster Size and Usage
As can be seen, the thruster duty cycle during the ACS backup mode are two orders less than
those of the reboost mode. There are two critical parameters related to the duty cycle: the minimum
impulse bit and thruster heat pumping. Assuming a 60 second limit cycle period, the required
minimum impulse is in the 60 to 100 msec range which should not impact the design. The second
parameter concerns thruster heat pumping; this is where the fuel flow is insufficient to cool the
thruster due to its being discontinuous. Figure 2.7 illustrates this phenomenon for a typical
hydrazine application showing the operating modes for both the reboost and ACS backup modes.
The ACS backup mode presents the most severe operating condition. However, because this mode
is abnormal it cannot be assumed that it will effect either design or life cycle difficulties.
Cycle Perig_l
The cycle period determines the thruster harmonics exciting the structure. It is therefore
desirable to maximize the cycle period to the extent possible in order to minimize the magnitude of
the higher frequency harmonics. This is acheived by increasing the deadband.
The attitude control deadband has two components, illustrated in Figure 2.8: the error angle
(eDB) seen during the coast phase of the cycle, and the control error angle (_'DB) seen during the
control phase of the cycle. Equations 2.7 and 2.8 define the cycle period as a function of the error
angle and the torque ratio, the deadband is determined a follows:
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Figure 2.8 Soft Limit Cycle Deadband
From equation 2.3 we have:
_'DB = [Tc/2].(Atl/2)2 + _MAX.(Atl/2)
and, eMAX = T'c.Atl/2
2.20
therefore, O'DB = 3._MAX 2 / (2.T' c) 2.21
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Substituting in equation 2.6 we have:
0'Dn = [T'D/T'c]-6.eon __ 2.22
The error angle can now be defined as a function of the total deadband, 7._:
eDS = 7._/{ 2.(1 + 3.[T'D/T'c]) } __ 2.23
From equations 2.7, 2.8 and 2.23 the soft-cycle period can be plotted against the total
deadband as illustrated in Figure 2.9. A comparison of 30% and 0.1% torque ratio is given in
Figure 2.10.
250] 30% TorqueRatio_t PhaseC°ntr°l
_150
Coast
_100 Phase
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Attitude Deadband (DEG)
Figure 2.9 Variation of Cycle Period with Attitude Deadband
300'
250'
200'
150
100
_ 50'
0
0
0.1% Torque Ratio
[ 100.M kg.sqm inertia
", '. ; : : : I _ : :
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Attitude Deadband (DEG)
Figure 2.10 Variation of Cycle Period with Torque Ratio
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From Figures 2.9 and 2.10 it can be seen that the cycle period is sensitive to the attitude
deadband. The configuration used to generate these characteristics is a worse case as 100N
thrusters were modelled; 40N thrusters would increase the period by 60%, and during the ACS
backup mode the period would be increased ten-fold.
It can be concluded that a period range of 60 to 240 seconds for the space station is quite
feasible with an attitude deudband during ACS backup within 2 degrees.
2.4 PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that a soft limit cycle can be implemented to effect attitude control. This
requires on-off modulation of the thrusters; either off-modulating thrusters with the largest moment
arm at a 20% rate (80% duty cycle), or on-modulating the redundant thrusters having the smallest
moment ann at a 20% rate (20% duty cycle). The remainder of this study will consider the latter as
a worst case scenario.
The attitude deadband is largely insensitive to impulse losses and mostly dependent upon the
required cycle period. Periods of 60 to 240 seconds in the pitch plane are quite feasible using
deadbands of 1 to 10 degrees. An analysis of the structural response to thruster harmonics is
requh'ed to deL..ormin.' e t_besensiti'vity to cycle _riod.
ACS Backur) Mode
It has been shown that a soft limit cycle is equally effective during ACS backup. Although
the duty cycle is significantly smaller than that of the reboost mode, the minimum impulse
requirement is still significantly larger than the minimum impulse bit (2 seconds as compared to 40
msecs.) A more significant problem may be the heat pump phenomenon at the low duty cycle rate
experienced. However, given that this mode is abnormal it is not considered to be a serious
handicap.
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3.LIMIT CYCLE HARMONICS
3.1 SOFT LIMIT CYCLE
Analysis of the thruster induced harmonics provides insight into the space station structural
excitation. To determine the affect of the soft limit cycle, the torque profile illustrated in Figure 2.3
is used to calculate the Fourier coefficients as follows:
iP,2a0 = [i/P].p/2 [T' o + T'c(t)l.dt
an = [2/Pl.p/ [T' D + T'c(t)l.cos ncot.dt
bn = [2/Pl.p/ [T' D + T'c(t)].sin nmt.dt __ 3.1
Since the function has even symmetry, b_ = 0. Also, by definition the integral of torque over
the cycle period is zero, therefore a0 -- 0. The F_urier coefficient (normalized by the control torque)
is:
where:
!
all --
AP' =
[2/nn].sin (mAP'.n) 3.2
thrust pulse duration, normalized by the cycle period.
The frequency spectrum of T c is illustrated in Figure 3.1 for a 20% pulse duration (note that
for a soft limit cycle the pulse durati6n is analogous to the duty cycle.)
o
0.3
r,.)
O
0.2
t-2 0.1
i-0.i 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Harmonic
Figure 3.1 Soft Limit Cycle Frequency Spectrum
The significance of this spectrum lies in recognizing the fast decay in the size of the higher
frequency harmonics. The correct choice for cycle period will effectively restrict the size of the
harmonics that excite the space station structural modes. The cycle period can be set using:
Ps > n / fM _ 3.3
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For example; if the structural mode of concem has a 0.1 Hz frequency and the 10th harmonic
is considered the breakpoint, then the cycle period must exceed 100 seconds. The detailed analysis
of this control-dynamics interaction is the subject of section 5 of this paper.
3.2 COMPARISON OF HARD AND SOFT CYCLE HARMONICS
The derivation of Fourier coefficients for the eqivelent hard limit cycle is identical to that of
the soft. For the torque profile illustrated in Figure 2.3, the coefficients can be calculated using:
a'n = [2/nx].{sin (n.AP'.x/2) + (-1)".sin (n.AP'.x/2)}
3.4
Figure 3.2 compares the two cycle types illustrating two principle differences:
a. The decay of the hard limit cycle harmonics is slower than that of the soft
limit cycle.
b. The hard limit cycle has less harmonics. (Although in reality the space
station would not have the identical opposing torque impulses used to derive
the results given in Figure 3.2, consequently there would not be the exact
cancellation shown here.)
;i t ==toy.
0 2 _ Soft Limit Cycle
I!
Z -. 40
Harmonic
Figure 3.2 Comparison of tIard aM Soft Limit Cycle Frequency Spectrums
To effect a separation of torque profile harmonics and structural modes identical to that of the
soft limit cycle would require a period twice the size. This can be seen from the comparison in
Figure 3.2; the 20th harmonic of the hard-cycle is equivelent to the 10th harmonic of the soft-cycle
with respect to the magnitude of the torque coefficients. It should be noted, however, that a
complete dynamic response analysis is necessary to validate this assertion.
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3.3 EFFECT OF COEFFICIENT DECAY ON DYNAMIC RESPONSE
Peak Torque Decay in the Frequency Domain
The amplitude of the peak torque Fourier coefficients can be determined from equation 3.2:
Ap = 2.T¢ / n.x __ 3.5
Substituting the harmonic, n, with frequency and expressing in db, the variation of peak
amplitude with frequency as described by:
20 log Ap = 20 log[ 2.Tc/n.AP/P ] - 20 log[ AP.f ] __ 3.6
This is described graphically in Figure 3.3:
Amplitude (db)
I
20 Log t2.Tc/_] ,N
20 Log [2.Tc/_. 5
o : " i
1/P 1/AP _10/,AP 20 Frequency (Hz)db
Figure 3.3 Decay of Peak Disturbance with Frequency
As can be seen the peak amplitudes decay at a 20db/decade rate. There are three significant
parameters that will determine the eventual frequency response: the control torque, duty cycle and
the thruster pulse width. From equation 2.19, the following simplification can be made to equation
3.6:
20 log Ap = 20 log[ 2.TD/_ ] - 20 log[ P.(T'D/T'c).f ] _ 3.7
From equation 3.7 it is more evident that the driving parameters are the disturbance torque,
the cycle period and the torque ratio. Hence, recalling Figure 2.9, it can be seen that constraining
the high frequency content of the thrust profile requires decreasing the size of the disturbance
torque and increasing the deadband.
Effect 9f Peak Torque Decay on Flexible Body Response
The need to restrict the high frequency content of the thruster profile becomes evident when
the flexible body response is assessed. This is illustrated qualitatively in Figure 3.4 as two
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predominantflexiblebodymodes,thesecondlargerthanthefirst (notethatin reality therewill tend
to bealotmorethantwo!)
gid Body Response
= _ 1st signific_t mode
r_ ,!",, ,__ _ __'_ _ A ..... 2rid_s_ignifl_c___tmode
i 20 Log [2.T c/g] ................
0
Frequency
Figure 3.4 Flexible Body Response
Figure 3.4 illustrates the rigid body response, with the flexible body response superimposed.
• ..,a .... a _ .... '_"_* of boLll mCw_d_¢ will iner_.a_e. Also. because theAs the tltt-aster pulse width is ,,.,.,,,,.,,_,, ,,,, -,._e-, ........................... .
exciting torque has a -20db/decade slope, the second mode has a smaller response even though it is
more "excitable".
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4. FLEXIBLE BODY DYNAMIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS
4.1 STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC MODEL.
In order to analyse the RCS-Structural dynamics interaction, a finite element model has been
developed based on the Martin Marietta Space Station dual keel 5 meter configuration (dated
1/15/86). The truss members were modelled with ROD elements and the solar panels, radiators and
modules were assumed rigid and modelled with mass elements at the corresponding interfaces
neglecting the moment of inertias. These simplifications eliminate the very low frequency local
modes and provide the primary modes necessary for the RCS/Structural Dynamics interaction
study. The mass properties of the finite element model illustrated in Figure 4.1 are described in the
Table 4.1. The size of the finite element model (1596 d.o.f) was reduced to a smaller dynamic
model (42 d.o.f) using MSC/NASTRAN generalised dynamic reduction procedure. The reduced
model has the fidelity of generating natural frequencies accurately up to 2.0 Hz.
_ORMAI. (D
LEGEND
o SOLAR ARRAYS
• MODULES
RADIATOR
NADIR
fz)
×
RCS _ ×
_ORMAt,
FLIGHT
PATH
(×)
RCS
RCS
FLIGHT
PATH
(x)
RCS
l
NADIR
(z)
Figure 4.I Martin Marietta Space Station Dual Keel 5m Configuration
NASTRAN Model
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Mass (kg)
Centre of Gravity
Inertia(kg.m 2)
Inertia (kg.m 2)
217,404
X
5.316
Ixx
1.08"108
Ixy
2.17"106
Y
-0.248
Iyy
8.71"107
Ixz
2.36"106
Z
-3.513
I77.
7.75"107
Iyz
4.59"106
Table 4.1 MMA Dual Keel 5m Space Station Configuration
Mass Properties
4.2 NORMAL MODES.
MSC/NASTRAN SOL 3 was used to obtain the natural frequencies and mode-shapes up to
2.0 Hz. The frequencies of the elastic modes are listed in the Table 4.2 along with the modal strain
and kinetic energy participations of the different structural components. These energy participations
provide insight into identifying the most significant modes that make up the dynanuc response. For
example, the thruster located on the top keel in the flight direction (X-axis) significantly excites the
0.36 Hz and 0.54 Hz elastic modes. Similarly, the thruster located on the bottom keel excites the
0.42 Hz, 0.94 I-lz and 1.17 Hz modes. Since the present study considers only the thruster on the
top keel, the 0.36 and 0.54 elastic mode-shapes are presented in the Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
tor
LEFr KEEL RIGHT KEEL TRANSVERSE FRONT
side view side view TRUSS MODULE
top view SUPPORT
BEAM
top view
Figure 4.2 Mode-Shape deflections at 0.36 Hz
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Model Percentage
Strain-Kinetic Energy Mode and Mode Description
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0.36 2-1 2-1 62-60 8-14 21-6 3-17 2-1 1. UPPER KEEL FIRST X BENDING (SYM)
................................................................... . ........ • ......................................................................................... _..
0.42 4-2 4-2 2-2 40-49 43-41 5-2 3-2 2. LOWER KEEL FIRST X BENDING (SYM)
0.53 27-47 26-42 5-2 4-1 34-6 2-1 2-1 3. TRANSVERSE BOOM FIRST Z BENDING
0.54 5-1 5-2 56-77 7-5 13-13 11-1 7-1 4. UPPER KEEL FIRST TORSION, BEND, PITCH
0.56 24-46 25-46 2-1 2-1 37-4 5-1 5-1 5. TRANSVERSE BOOM FIRST X BENDING
...........................................
................................................................................ _,,.. .............
0.57 3-25 3-15 48-52 2-1 18-5 3-1 3-1 6. UPPER KEEL Y, TRANSVERSE X BENDING
...................................................... 4 ....... _ .....................................................................................................
0.62 26-28 25-44 3-1 4-10 28-15 7-1 7-1 7. TRANSVERSE BOOM X & Z BENDING
.......... __, ............... _,_ ........ ,___,_,___,_,_,_,....................... , ..............
0.67 19-26 20-1616-13 8-18 27-23 4-1 3-3 8. UPPER KEEL Y, TRANSVERSEX&ZBEND
0.91 8-2 8-2 11-7 54-62 10-22i 5-2 4-2 9. LOWER KEEL FIRST TORSION
0.94 8-1 8-1 3-3 48-42 18-49 9-1 6-1 10. LOWER KEEL FIRST Y BENDING
0.97 11-2 11-3 11-6 3-3 14-761 34-2 16-10 ll. KEEL TORSION AND BOOM BENDING
.....................................
1.17 6-1 6-1 2-1 64-63 11-32 7-1 3-1 12. LOWER KEEL MODE -XDIR
1.29 21-2 18-2 9-14 5-10 28-68! 14-2 6-2 13. TRANSVERSE BOOM MODE -ZDIR
1.40 11-2 13-2 1-2 4-3 14..82149-2 8-7 14.TRANSVERSEBt:X)MMODE -XDIR
.............................................................................................................................. _w_______]
1.46 12-2 11-2 3-6 5-2 16-70 44-2 9-6 15. TRANSVERSE BOOM MODE - Z DIR
1.78 10-2 9-2 5-2 61-47 9-43 3-2 2-2 16. TRANSVERSE BOOM MODE -YDIR
..... .,_,_,_,_,_,_,_.,_.,_,_,_,_,_ _ _ _,............................................................................................
' 1._6
17-1 18-1 2-1 3-1 16-78140-1 12-17 17. TRANSV-ERSE BOOM MODE -XDIR
1.91 17-1 17-1 20-22 3-23 13-47 5-1 5-5 18. TRANSVERSEBOOM/UPPERKEEL-ZDIR
Significant Modes in
the Flight Path
Direction
Flight
Path Z Axis
Nadir
®
Table 4.2 Modal Strain and Kinetic Energy Participations
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top view
Figure 4.3 Mode-Shape deflections at 0.54 Hz
4.3 TRANSFER FUNCTIONS.
MSC/NASTRAN SOL 30 (modal frequency response solution) was used to compute the
transfer functions at different points on the space station structure. By definition these are defined
as the complex frequency response outputs due to unit input forces applied at the thruster
locations. As stated earlier, the present study considers only the soft cycle harmonic inputs of the
thrusters located at the top left and fight keel locations (X=92.5m). A uniform modal damping
coefficient of 0.5% was assumed in the present analysis and the transfer functions computed over
the range of 0-2 Hz at different locations. The consequent acceleration amplitude/frequency plots at
critical points are shown in Figures 4.4 through 4.9. The frequencies associated with the peak
amplitudes identify the significant elastic modes. The points on the top keel are exicited by the 0.36
Hz and 0.54 Hz modes and the points on the bottom keel are excited by the 0.36 Hz, 0.54 Hz,
0.94 Hz and 1.17 Hz modes. Similarly the points at the module interfaces are exicited by 0.36 Hz,
1.4 Hz and 1.86 Hz modes.
4.4 DYNAMIC RESPONSE DUE TO THRUST PROFILE INPUTS
The number of harmonics and the harmonic frequencies for a specific thrust profile depend
on the Cycle Period of the Thrust Profile. These can be computed using the Fourier series
expressions discussed in the section 3.4. As mentioned above, the significant modes are exicited
by the thrusters located on the top keel are 0.36 Hz and 0.54 Hz. The cycle periods chosen in the
analysis are calculated by matching the thrust profile peak amplitude harmonic frequencies with the
dominant structural frequencies. This selection procedure is based upon the following:
Ps = npEAK / fs 4.1
where: es =
es --
npEAK =
Cycle Period
Structural Frequency in Hz.
Harmonic corresponding to a peak Fourier Coefficient.
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Figure 4.4 Bottom Keel (left) Transfer Function
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 4 5 Boutom Keel (right) Transfer Function.
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Figure 4.6 Top Keel (left) Transfer Function
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Transfer Function
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Figure 4.9 Module Interface with Front Support Beam
Transfer Function
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The harmonic response at the different points on the space station structure are computed
using the following expression:
where:
A(f H) = H(fH)* F(f H) 4.2
F =
A =
Harmonic Frequency
Transfer Function
Thrust Profile Harmonic Coefficient
Complex Harmonic Response
The maximum harmonic amplitude response versus period at a point on the keel and at the
module interface point are shown in Figure 4.10.
10000
 10o0
100
O Keel Response, 0.36 Hz
Q Keel Response, 0.54 Hz
O _ Module Response, 0.36 Hz
O O Q Module Response, 0.54 Hz
O O
10 ta O O_O___%%OO Q O
I I I I I I I
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
Period (SEC)
Figure 4.10 Frequency Response Amplitude vs Cycle period
The complex harmonic frequency response solutions are combined to yield the
corresponding time response solutions using the expression
A(t) = _'. AR(fj).cos(2x.fj.t) + Ai(fj).sin(2x.fj.t) __ 4.3
where AR(fH) and AI(fH) are the real and imaginary components of the complex harmonic
response.
The peak acceleration in the time domain are shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11 Time Response Maximum Amplitude vs Cycle period
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4.5 INTERACTION ASSESSMENT.
From the results of the analysis presented in the previous section it can be seen that the
lowest elastic mode frequency which contributed most to the response due to thrust profile
harmonic inputs is 0.36 Hz. The other significant modal frequencies are 0.54, 0.94, 1.17, 1.4 and
1.86 Hz. The large number of harmonics associated with the large period thrust profiles excite a
large number of structural modes. This can be seen from the relatively slow drop in the peak time
response (Figure 4.11) compared to the peak amplitude response in the frequency domain (Figure
4.10). The flexible body response can be minimised by selecting thrust profile periods greater than
about 30 times the period of the dominant elastic mode (0.36 Hz).
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented preliminary results from a study into the RCS/Structures interaction
of the space station. The results indicate that a soft-limit cycle is an effective form of phase-plane
logic; use of impulse is minimized and structural response can be restricted by choosing a suitably
large attitude deadband.
Analysis of the frequency response and harmonic content of the thrust profiles suggest a
continual reduction in flexible body response with increasing cycle perod. However, due to the
increasing harmonic content with larger cycle periods, the reduction in response seen in the time
domain actually plateaus. For periods greater than 30 times that of the fundamental mode the
response was unchanged.
For the mode of control considered (uncoupled top keel thrusters) the resultant cycle period
can be set at 100 seconds, effecting an attitude deadband of+l degree. The resultant flexible body
peak accelerations are +70_tg at the modules and +4001.tg at the top keel. This result was based
upon the use of 50N thrusters; should larger thrusters be used then the accelerations would increase
linearly.
Further analysis is required into the use of off-modulation of the bottom keel thrusters during
reboost. Differing harmonic content (AP'=80%) and frequency response should reduce the peak
accelerations.
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PANEL DISCUSSION
SUMMARY OF THE STRUCTURES ISSUES SESSION - BEN WADA
WADA: These are some of the more interesting conclusions that
came out of the Structures areas; some of which are fairly
critical issues (see Figure I). First of all, the general
feeling is that we are not able to provide precise dynamic, data.
I think frequencies and mode shapes can be predicted pretty well
but the prediction of damping is going to be very, very
difficult. A second issue is that, for many of the structures
that we have flown, we had validated the dynamic model of entire
structures with a total system level test. Often when we have
run these tests, we have found errors in the math model, and
these tests have been very valuable in picking out these errors.
On future large space structures, we will not be able to
validate the system dynamic model; therefore, we have to rely
more on analysis and somehow we are going to have to work harder
to convince management that we are able to do a good job. At
least, I know, at JPL they believe math models are good but most
$I billion program without the tests to validate our math
models. Another thing that we have brought out is that most of
our experience in modeling and running tests has been on the
prediction of dynamic characteristics for high excitation
levels. We have been interested primarily in launch load
analysis. We find that when you start getting down into low
excitation levels our experience does not always hold.
Recently, we ran a low level test on the Centaur booster and got
some very poor results. We had to shake it harder in order to
get the kind of dynamic characteristics we had anticipated.
There has been a lot of effort to build what we refer to as
"clean" type structures with tight joints so that we can better
understand what the structure is in order to better model it.
When you look at a structure in space, what you find is that the
utilities (i.e., cables, fluid system) will have 2 to 3 times
the weight of the structure. Frequently, the utilities are not
precisely mounted on the structure. So the problem is that the
utilities tend to pollute the structure, and the question is
whether it is worthwhile to build a clean structure when there
are other things that completely pollute the structure itself?
Generally, our group said yes, there is some value, because from
a controls point of view, the first two or three modes may
really be of value and this type of structure could help us
predict the first two or three modes more accurately, although
the utilities might give us imprecise higher modes.
Another thing brought up was the flight test program, is it of
value? Generally, the feeling was that it does uncover
unexpected problems. There are certain problems that we expect
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but often there are unexpected problems that we have to
understand and we find that the flight test program will help us
to uncover some of these problems we do not understand. The
next point is that people feel that when you don't understand
the dynamic characteristics of a structure before flight, we can
test it in orbit and gain the needed understanding. I feel that
it is going to be very, very difficult to obtain structural
dynamic characteristics of large space structures from on-orbit
testing. First of all, we have a very difficult time
determining the characteristics on the ground where we use 100
to 200 accelerometers and we are able to go back and look at the
structure again if the data are questionable. On-orbit test is
going to be much more difficult with fewer sensors and probably
fewer locations to apply the shaker to excite the structure.
We, the structures people, believe that we could help design a
more easily controllable structure, if we knew that was wanted
by the control system designers. However, we have no idea what
is required or what we can do to help make the structure be more
controllable.
Let me give you an illustration of the difficulty in even
measuring dynamic properties of structures. On the Galileo
spacecraft, we had approximately half a dozen companies take the
same data from the same spacecraft and perform a modal analysis.
The companies we picked were leaders in the industry. We had
Langley do the ERA analysis. We had SDRC to do poly reference
analysis, STI do the swift and other analysis. We at JPL did
some other analyses, and we compared the results of the damping,
frequencies, and mode shapes. Frequency and mode shape
compared fairly well, but damping data had considerable scatter
(see Figure 2). I think the way to look at it is that this is
probably one mode at a given frquency, and these are the
estimates of damping we obtained from a modal test. This is
what I consider the state-of-the-art of modal testing with the
best techniques being applied by the developers of the methods
and gives an indication of how well we are going to be able to
predict damping, which is not very well. So, if this is as well
as we can do on the ground, my question is how well can you do
it on-orbit?
McDONOUGH: Any questions or anything to add?
DICK SCHOCK: I would like to say that, having done on-orbit
testing on one program, I favor doing it. I think we proved
from that on-orbit test that it is a feasible thing to do.
Admittedly, in both our on-orbit testing and the photogrammetric
work by Langley, we flat out did not get one mode and could not
get it. We did not have control of the excitation capability,
but I think you get down to a choice on these large space
structures eventually of which is the worst way to do it, you
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are simply picking the best of the worst. On-orbit testing may
be easier and simpler and a lot more accurate than trying to
test in 1-g. structures that are not designed for I g. and that
are not basically amenable to that type of testing. We could
not test the solar array in I g. There wasn't any'choice but to
conduct the system test on-orbit. For years, when we system
tested something that could stand up to I g_ the philosophy was
to model what you test then to convert the model to fit flight
conditions. I am afraid with these large structures coming up,
that the choice is not there. You just simply do not have the
capability of doing much testing at the assembly level, in my
opinion, on some of these large space structures.
BOB JONES, BOEING: I would like to ask, did you really mean it
when you said we are going to do pretty well on the mode shapes
and frequencies, or would you be willing to qualify that and say
that perhaps in a certain frequency range like the very lowest
frequencies, we will be able to do fairly well and at the high
frequency range, we probably cannot give the controls people any
good information at all?
BEN WADA: It was all relative. What I was trying to point out
is the comparison on prediction of damping would be very very
difficult to do. Based on our experience, we find that even
mode shapes and frequencies, predicted by various methods differ
from one another so that it is difficult to determine what is
the real frequency and mode shape. Often, many of these methods
predict mode shapes and frequencies that do not exist because
somehow during the data analysis, noise was processed or some
other data that gives pseudo modes, this does give more
problems. It is difficult to predict high frequency modes.
BOB JONES: I was anticipating someone asking how controls are
going to simulate the structural response, and I remember my
controls friends telling me that you can't lie to the filter. I
am convinced we will lie to the filters. I just wanted to make
sure that my bias is clear on that.
LARRY PINSON: I think the situation in the systems
identification (let me call that modal extraction from ground
tests to be very clear about that) is probably in pretty good
shape in that most of the high frequency modes can be identified
without too much difficulty. I realize Dick's exception to
that. If you are running a ground test, and it is a valid
ground test, then I think that our ability to analyze it and get
most of the correct responses is not too bad. I am not willing
to say that we could apply the same kind of algorithm to an
on-orbit test, reduce the data on-orbit in some klnd of
automated fashion, and be very confident that was the correct
answer. But in the case of ground tests, where you can work the
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data, massage it, iterate it, we can identify most of the
response characteristics from a structures standpoint pretty
well.
KEN RICHARDS: I Would like to comment on the ability to
identify damping. It is certainly true, and I am sure this is
what Ben meant, that damping values are certainly harder to
identify in a modal test where you are evaluating things at
resonances and that peak response is very sensitive to that
value of damping. Also, it is not necessarily clear that if I
shift the same structure from place to place that inadvertent
damping has not been changed in handling. Intentional damping
with carefully designed damping treatments, we have shown on a
limited basis can be predicted very accurately, and it is at
least in our charter to show on a more complicated basis that we
can predict that damping. But this is intentional designed-ln
damping as opposed to the inadvertent damping. These are two
different things.
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SUMMARY OF THE INTEGRATED ISSUES SESSION - LARRY PINSON
PINSON: A couple of points need to be made about the Integrated
session. One is that it was heavily dominated by structures
people. This is supposed to be the integrated session. It is
my understanding that there were an estimated 40-60 people in
the control session. We had 28. The Structures session had
half a dozen or so, and here we had one person who came in 15
minutes prior to the end of the session who identified himself
as a control person. We had two people who would condescend to
call themselves structural dynamics and controls, and the rest
of them were structures and dynamics and one systems guy whom I
know has a dynamics background. That was the makeup of our
so-called integrated session. I would invite comments on this.
The way I conducted the session was that I divided things into
two parts. The first part had to do with technical,
administrative, managerial, political, whatever you want to call
it, more broad general issues and later we got into some of t,he
nontechnical issues that then led to other issues that came out
of the forum that were not listed originally. My intention in
doing this was merely to stimulate discussion, and I think we
had a good session. First of all, organization is one. We had
a long discussion about co-location and new organization
entities. In that regard, there was a fair amount of
disagreement on this subject, as a matter of fact. I think
probably companies, that is the private sector, have a little
better ability to function in this co-location because they are
organized in a matrix fashion and they seem to be able to work
things like that a little better than, say, us "govles" and so
that is not so much an issue. The point is thought that by
having people in the different disciplines together so they can
interact on a day to day basis, you encourage communication and
you get a synergism out of that that you wouldn't get otherwise.
A guy sitting in a structural dynamics area will not abandon his
desk, go across the street, and talk about some hairbrain scheme
he just thought up but he might if he were just sitting in a
swivel chair and could turn around and ask his control
compatriot, "What do you think about this?" So, the
communicationls encouraged by co-locatlon. The point was made
that projects force an integration of the controls and
structures disciplines by their requirements and that's true,
but the other side of the coin is that once the project is over,
you have this team formed, they work well together, and they
solve the problem, now each guy goes back to his original abode
and becomes just as parochial as he ever was a short time later.
The thought was, why don't we have an entity identified
organizationlly as a control/structure group and, I think, that
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people feel the term "cyberelastician" is a little bit obscure,
we need a catchier phrase. (Laughter) By the way, that was one
thing the panel agreed on; we do need a phrase. Terminology is
a major issue, and it doesn't get enough attention. A large
number of people in controls tend to have an electrical
engineering background, whereas the people in structural
dynamics tend to have a structures oriented background. I think
that is pretty generally true, and even though the equations of
motion and all that have the same form, over the years being
separated and not communicating very much, people learn to think
differently and so the communications difficulties that occur
because of terminology are hard to estimate. I didn't realize
it was as big as it was until I got into this a little myself.
We talked about education, and there is a feeling that there is
a lot happening in the universities. You can argue about the
pace of it, but there are a lot of people getting Ph.D.'s in the
universities whose dissertations involve both structures and
control disciplines, trying to work that interface. You see
more and more of it. The point was made also, though, that how
marly companies go out and find Ph.D.'s that sit down and design
actual control systems? What we need to do is get that worked
into the curriculum earlier than it is presently being worked
in. With regard to professional societies, we felt that
professional societies are doing about as much as they can do or
probably should do, in that there are a lot of control-
structural interaction workshops being held. The SDM conference
which has the dynamic specialist conference attached to it every
third year. The last one had as its theme control of flexible
structures; so there are a lot of things going on to encourage
interaction in the professional societies. You could probably
think of a lot more they could do, but it's debatable whether
they should.
With regard to integrated program, this is getting into more
technical issues now. In analysis, I said (and I didn't get a
whole lot of disagreement here) that the area of simulation was
a really difficult area, one that needs a lot of attention and
to quote the justification for that, you talk about modeling
just a few modes, a few elastic modes plus rigid body modes and
you end up talking about days of computer run time on a VAX 780
or so. This is one bench mark. There are improvements.
TREETOPS certainly is one of those that now has the closed
topology capability, and there are others. We are doing lattice
deployment with our structure program at Langley, etc. So there
are some things happening there, but it is still a very
difficult problem and needs a lot of work. Design is the next
item we discussed. This question runs deeper than simply using
the term simultaneous, and I put this in and it stimulated a
fair amount of discussion. The thought was, consider the way
we design things now and consider just the two disciplines of
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structures and controls, there are others, of course. The
structures people compute modes and they give those to controls
people who design a control system using that set of modes. Ken
Richards made the comment that wouldn't it be nice if they would
come back and as a part of their design process, let's say,
structural dynamicists, can you design 5 percent damping on mode
#7 for me? And, wouldn't that help? The point is, yes, it
would and still using the existing setup of iterating back and
forth between the structures and control people, wouldn't it be
nice to have a framework within which you could do simultaneous
design of structures and control where the trade between
structural weight and control effort was made on an internal
basis to a design code? Okay, what was the response to that?
The response to it was, boy, you are way premature. There is
not enough computer time in the world to work that'problem. I
guess my response to that was, okay, we don't even know at'thls
point whether systems that are being proposed really need this
kind of activity, but let's say that if we could design such a
code to work only simple things, we would at least have
something to attack, improve, work on, and have a much more
integrated structural control kind of code. I guess something
that I forgot to mention in the area of simulation analysis was
the things that are going on that are improving this situation.
The paper we heard yesterday by Bob Jones fills a big gap in
that it is an approach to saying let's not get half percent
accuracy necessarily; let's get something that's 10 percent or
so, that embodies the essence of the problem or something that
we can turn around quickly and do independent trades with. I
think that is a very good thing. Another thing going on is the
CAPPS (Custom Architectured Parallel Processing System) at TRW
which is a different approach in that you try to tailor both the
process of hardware and software to work in a class of
structures. Okay, moving on now to the systems. This is an
area where we got into a discussion that sort of boiled down to
error budgets. The point of discussion was the effect of
mission requirements on the integrated structures and control
requirements that get levied on these people. It was pointed
out that probably the structures people don't share in the
responsibility in an equitable way. What happens typically is
that the requirements come down like, let's say llne of sight or
something and that requirement gets imposed on the controls
people. The controls people say, hey, structures guys, we need
to have a certain RMS accuracy, etc. Why differentiate that
error between structures and controls, why not leave that as one
error, and let these guys iterate back and forth and share
equally in the responsibility of matching a single performance
requirement? Maybe this goes back to the new entity question
that we talked about earlier.
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We had other issues that came up during the discussion. Systems
identification is an issue that seems to go across theboard.
We sort of boiled that down into two parts. Parameter
identification which says basically you know what the
fundamental structure equations are. Let's do a parameter
identification and verify that we have the right numbers.
System identification would be a litle broader than that_ You
say, well, that may be a part of it but you have a bunch of
nonlinearities and let's try to identify what they are. In
addition, the emphasis, I think, here in the system
identification was on, let's identify the entire system
including the controls, presumably what that would mean is the
closed loop properties of the system. That might be expressed,
for example, in terms of complex modes. Error bounds on the
combined system received a fair amount'of attention. Error
bounds we could probably identify on a given math model by
assuming we could run a proper test. You might identify error
bounds on the properties of the control system. How about when
you put them together and you have the interaction between the
two? How do you go about assessing what the overall error
bounds are? This leads to the third one, verification of
combined systems. Typically, we run mode surveys on
structures, and basically, we identify the open loop properties.
What happens to close the loop? You turn the control system on.
Is there any way in combining that to get a verification of a
combined system? How do we do that on a very large complex
system before you ever fly? Reduced model size, and by model
here, I mean the math model not the scale model. An issue here
was how can we get the smallest model that will'adequately
describe the entire system and include such effects as
gyroscopic forces and that sort of thing. It might be a model
embodying the Lanzcos vectors that Roy [Craig] talked about plus
gyroscopic terms might work that. Something of that nature.
That is an issue yet. Again, early identification of structural
requirements kind of'goes back to the period of involvement of
people. Typically, in the structural dynamics world, the
structure is designed, it's even working in a fashion, a problem
develops, then the question is okay, dynamicists, go fix it. We
tend to work in that mode a lot. Necessarily, the controls"
people are involved up front and are involved in the design
process very early. The thought was that perhaps getting a
single entity would force a melding or coalescence of the time
when these people got involved. Any comments?
JOHN HEDGEPETH: I just want to defend cyberelasticity
(laughter) and to make a couple of historical comments. Bernie
Budianski pointed out several years ago that there is an analogy
between what's happening with respect to controls and
structures, etc., in space with what existed in the early 30's
with respect toairplanes and structures and aerodynamics. The
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fact is that back then we were flying airplanes, it became
obvious that if we were going to have increased performance
airplanes, we were going to have to start dealing with this
interaction between the alrstream and the structural
flexibility. There came about during the next decades a body of
knowledge which became known as aeroelastlcity. I can recall
pretty far back when I was in college, I took an undergraduate
course in aeroelastlcity. I believe that there are going to be
courses in the future in this combined thing we are talking
about, and there may already be as far as I know. I am talking
at the undergraduate level. The statistics are interesting
because, historically, aeroelastlcity made its advances
primarily with the efforts of these structures and structural
dynamics people. The aerodynamlclsts largely refused to "dirty"
their hands at such kinds of things that they had to do in order
to deal practically with the situation of interfacing the
aerodynamics with the structures. It's only because of a few
very capable aerodynamicists llke Ed Garrett, Dorsen, Kusner,
and Bogner did indeed agree to get involved in such things that
we were able to make the advances that we did make in the area
of aeroelastlcity. I am not surprised that we have mostly
structures and structural dynamics people looking at this
integrated problem. I am glad to see a few good controls people
involved in this issue. Finally, to get back to
cyberelastlclty. The term really comes from Norbert Weiner.
Norbert Weiner coined the term cybernetics as a name for what
you controls people do. Maybe you would rather have
elastic-cybernetics as a name for what we are talking about and
maybe that rolls neatly off the tongue. What do you want,
elastic controls, controllo-elastlcity? (Laughter) I think
that Norbert Weiner was a pretty perspicacious fellow when he
coined the term, because after all, Cyberus was a steersman for
the boat which goes across the river Styx and takes us to our
final resting place where we all have to go eventually. Thank
you.
DR. SKELTON: If I might just respond to one point there. I
agree with you that we need help from the university in marrying
the disciplines, and I do find that there is interest both in
the practical and new theoretical questions that fall within the
gap between the two disciplines that are not answered by either
one. On the other hand, I have a question for you. The
structures and controls marriage is one that this conference is
concerned about, but there are other marriages going on. There
have been problems with propulsion interaction with controls,
the pogo problems, of course, you could argue that part of that
is structures too, but the point is, do you coin a name for
every marriage of controls plus something?
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PINSON: I would like to make one comment. Pogo is a dynamic
instability that is a result of an interaction between the
structure, in particular, structural dynamics and the dynamics
of the propulsion system. It is not involved primarily with
control, although on an asymmetric vehicle, there is a secondary
effect there. But, primarily, it is a structural dynamics and
propulsion system dynamics interaction. There is an instability
there, and again, it was worked primarily by structural dynamics
people.
SCOFIELD: There is one small correction that should be made,
Larry, that all modern engines have electronics controls system.
PINSON: Of course, but in a solution of the pogo problem,
that's modeled as a part of the transfer function for the
engine.
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SUMMARY OF THE CONTROL ISSUES SESSION - SHERM SELTZER
SELTZER: I had the pleasure of trying to lead the controls
critical issues forum composed of some 40 or 50 shy, retiring
members of the controls mafia and what I tried to do under
direction was to put onto one vlewgraph and about 10 minutes of
talking a summary of what these people had to say. You will be
subjected to that now. My partner Gene Worley accuses me of
writing ancient Aramaic. The 8 topics for those who might have
difficulty communicating with me, the first is communications
with management. This is a critical issue. Some very harsh
things were said about motherhood during our meeting and I'm
trying to relate those to you now. I suppose those of you who
were in the thing know though. What we are talking about is we
designers have got to communicate with the management no matter
how painful and difficult we think that is. We've got to
participate in the development of the configuration of the
system we are going to control, for instance. We have to be
able to participate in the deflnltlon of the speciflcatlons on
the control system that we are going to have to meet and llve
with throughout the design, so we had better get with those
people in management and make sure they give us something we can
really live with and understand. Some folks disagreed with
this, I might point out, and felt that this was too political an
issue for engineers to participate in. We had some
disagreements on that, and it was proposed as a critical issue.
The second one is more technical in nature. It has to do with
designing, not waiting until you are done and building it in,
but designing reliability and maintainability into your design
right from the beginning. Also, to have the ability in the
design to replace units if you think the system is going to last
very long, and hopefully, it will. Something is going to fall
ultimately. You had better have a plan of how you are going to
replace what failed. The last point brought up was very
important, that you must have in mind the cost, primarily, the
dollars but also your resources, your own time, the cost
involved in what you are designing. We talked quite a bit about
modeling. This came up in the other two sessions, as you know.
Normally, it is terribly important. The form of the model
should be finite element coming out with modal representations
or should be some kind of frequency domain modeling or perhaps a
traveling wave phenomenon. I know that most of us agree we are
not too happy with the form of models we have now, the form of
plant that we must control. A few had ideas on how we might
maku it better. We know that with the models that we use if we
controls peple are asked how many modes did you include, we say
ten. Someone thumbs their nose at us and say that's not enough.
But, what is enough? How we truncate the model, that is
something we can grapple with, and design about. It is very
important. We have seen a number of truncation techniques that
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have been developed, some here and some elsewhere. These are
difficult critical issues that must be resolved. How to come up
with a model that is a reasonable size, that we can design,
simulate, etc. Advocates of control hardware had to do with
having sensors that can sense the parameters that you may have
to control, where we talked about modes or whatever, and also
the actuators, the things that we are going to use to control
things that we sense. We have to have enough control authority
to grapple with the deflections or whatever. They also have to
be light enough in weight so that we don't go over our weight
budget. Of course, we have to be able to get the information in
a form that's sufficient for our needs. In other words, we may
need to know very high frequency content of some things. Yet,
we have a sensor whose output is sampled by a telemetry system
to send the data down and we have lost our goal there. We
talked about education. That was an interesting discussion.
Are people being educated properly where they know how to
communicate with other members llke the controls people
communicating with aerodynamiclsts, etc.? A very interesting
side discussion occurred on whether young people can really
influence us old timers on their new techniques. I may have
been the oldest person in the room. I took immediate offense,
but the point is that sure they can. They've got to be
persistent and perhaps a little tactful with us, but yes, new
techniques ought to be tried out and pushed and you shouldn't
give up doing that. It can be done. Simplicity, now there was
something we kicked around quite a bit, and strangely enough, we
finally agreed on. Here, the idea was the control technique
must end up simple. It must be simple enough, first of all, to
get the sponsor to fund it. It must be simple enough that it
can be implemented properly in a reasonable size computer, an
onboard computer. It must be simple enough that you can assure
beyond any reasonable doubt that your system will be
flightworthy before it flies or the program manager will not fly
it. That's what we need. The road to that simple system mlght
bevery tortuous and difficult and might be hard to understand,
and that's okay as long the result is simple so that you can
meet these goals. Let me give an example all of you will
understand. The LaPlace transform is a terribly easy but nifty
way of solving ordinary differential equations and that came
from Heavyside, who used the symbol P for those of us who are
old timers. Heavyslde was unable to explain this very
complicated development of the Heavyslde operator, now the
LaPlace operator. He just couldn't do it in front of the Royal
Mathematical Society. But even though he couldn't describe it,
it was that complicated, the results were terribly simple. We
all use it, pardon me, a lot of us use it, That's a beautiful
example of something that's simple although it's gotten to in a
very tortuous way. So, the end result is simplicity. It
doesn't have to be that your road to getting there is simple.
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We talked about optimal. There's a nice word, we all llke to
use the optimal. But, how do we optimize something? We
typically optimize subsystems, we come up with sub-optimal
results. Is the final result when put all together going to be
optimal? Likely not. Then, finally, we talked about the need
to focus our efforts on something that's liable to be used in
the future, so we don't just fritter away effort on just working
on a problem that's elegant to work on but it's never going to
be used. We observed that NASAand DARPA, in particular, are
very good about providing models to the scientific and
engineering community that we could all focus our efforts on and
compare results. That's a summary of what, I think, we talked
about in the controls critical issues forum. Thank you.
McDONOUGH: Anybody want to add to that or ask any questions? I
would add one admonition as a fellow "old folk." We don't like
quick motions and loud noises. (Laughter) So, if you have an
idea that revolutionary, we would llke to have it in small
pieces, spread out over a few weeks. Also, I guess I could say
the key to success is making us think we thought of it.
I see a lot of younger people out here. One of the problems we
have, those of us who are managers and get in somewhat lofty
positions, it is difficult to bring out the young people
sometimes, and you would like them to come and bring ideas.
People are often afraid of what they say would be considered
dumb or useless or whatever. This is really not the case. I
think the younger people tend to teach us a lot more than we
teach them. If anybody's having problems with that, I would hope
you would put that behind you.
SELTZER: I see one young person in the audience who is not
afraid to approach management periodically. There a few.
McDONOUGH: Any other comments? John, do you have anything you
would llke to add?
JOHN JUNKINS: Well, I think one thing that connects loosely to
what Sherm was saying, that I believe also affects the
enthusiasm perhaps for structural designers and structural
optimizers to get into the structural dynamics and controls
business is, perhaps in some circles, lack of enthusiasm. I
believe, it is a fair statement that structural optimization,
and that's not to say controls structural optimization but the
structural optimization discipline, has been around for probably
30 years, and there are virtually zero things to point to, or
very few things to point to, where this discipline has impacted
real hardware in terms that it was designed in a sense using
structural optimization concepts. It's been largely an academic
discipline. On the other hand, in optimal control and control
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of the dynamic systems, there are numerous systems flying where
optimization principles have been successfully applied to the
given plant or to a given system to make that system work. So,
it is somewhat paradoxical that the structural dynamics or the
structural community is enthusiastic for yet another quest,
namely to get into the structural/control interaction business.
But this is by way of a preface to saying that many of the
techniques and ideas that really led to very little practical
implementation had success or were precisely what we need in
this structural/controller interaction game we need to start
playing. More specifically, let me say that I think we need to
start looking at the structural model as a member of a
parametric family of structures. We need to look at the
structural model and modeling process in a crude analysis sense
as a subroutine with argument list and input and output being
the mass matrix and perhaps the frequencies and mode shapes that
depend upon a set of arguments. It might not be a global
argument list, in a sense that_I may not make everything fair
game in the structural model, but we need to parameterize
structures and especially identify those parameters that can be
modified. It's a straightforward process to propagate the
sensitivity of the structural model output, namely the mass and
stiffness characteristics of the structure as a function of the
parameters. Those sensitivity formulas are well known. These
would then'be the input to a controlled system sensitivity
analysis. Whether or not we ultimately iterate indefinitely in
a formal sense, structural/control optimization can remain a
moot point, but at least we'll know how to ask some intelligent
questions because we can propagate these sensitivities to the
measure of closed loop performance that we hold dearest to our
hearts and say, what if we turn this structural parameter knob
a little to the right or the left, what happens to the closed
loop performance? I believe it is time that we start moving in
that direction, and I don't really think it's a tremendous big
step. We just need to decide to do it. I think the
methodology will evolve.
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PANEL DISCUSSION - GENERAL
McDONOUGH: We're going to shift gears a little bit now. We
talked about the summaries of what was said in the sessions this
morning and what we distilled from those sessions. We didn't
really cover everything in the sessions but the things we
thought were the salient points. We discussed among ourselves
what some issues were that maybe weren't fully brought out this
morning, which we wanted to say some more about or to embellish
what might have been said this morning. So, we're going to go
around the table and let the people who have these ideas bring
them up and discuss them. Bob Skelton is first.
SKELTON: Another point is that the data is important. I want
to make a suggestion to the controls people. The point is this,
even if we can agree on what the control objectives are at
various points of the structure, and even if we can agree on
what the mathematical model for that structure is (those are two
big hurdles), even if we got that far, we still have a problem.
There are multiple points on the structure at which the RMS
deflections, or rates, or rotations are important. Not just one
point, there are certain critical points of the structure where
the deflections must be equal to or less than a certain
specified number and at some other point on the structure, equal
to something else, the acceptable RMS values of the deflections
and their rates are other values. So, you can define a field
of acceptable deflections over the whole surface of the
structure. At some point, where there is an antenna and a very
tight shape control requirement, other points are less
important, for example. The point is, there is not a single
scalar objective to give to the controls designer. You have
multiple places on the structure where deflections are so weird,
and we have a natural statement of the problem that is a
multiple objective statement for the control designer. This is
even putting all the other modes aside in the model. "So, I am
suggesting to the controls people that, even though'multiple
objectives formulate a natural statement of the control problem,
there is no theory to do that. We ought to be concerned about
that, how to do that. I used to thlnk in working with the
students back in 1981, that you just take the LQG (linear
quadratic Gaussian) problem and use a weighted approach. So,
you take all these outputs and weight them in some scalar cross
function and try to tune the weights to get these results. It
turned out that there may not exist weights to do that, and even
if there are, there is no proof of convergence of the algorithm
to do that. This is an issue that I think is important, and
model reduction and control design, sensor actuator placement
all have to have to be looking at the same objective.
Otherwise, you are not cooperating with these tests, even though
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your optimizing of the total design might be complete. In the
model reduction, I think, too, it's important to preserve the
RMS values of the outputs of interest over the structure and yet
most of the model reduction literature does not do this. So,
I'll leave it at that.
McDONOUGH: I was a little surprised when the issues came down
from the groups this morning. We started with political
problems, I think, and then we got into some technical problems.
These are mostly communications problems, how one group talked
to another group, how do we get through to each other, and how
do we work together, how do we form a discipline between
structures and control, etc. Those of us who are in NASA are
faced with the Space Station problem right now. We try to
optimize the station for control of large flexible structures
and you ask yourself, as Bob's been saying, whether our main
concern is an antenna, where we are worried about keeping the
shape, is it a pointing system, are we worried about the
accuracy, the jitter, the dynamics; is it, for example,
someplace we're doing low gravity work trying to form crystals?
Where do you put the various things to the environments you
want, how do you define what the environments are? We seem to
have a problem that transcends any simple optimal technical
solution. We can get optimal solutions for single purpose
payloads; such as Hubble Space Telescope (I don't know if that's
much smaller, but at least it's single purpose) where the
purpose is to point at the sky and focus on individual targets.
When we get to multipurpose orbiting platforms, such as
Spacelab, there may be no overall solution other than the kind
of solution that says, well, you do your thing first and I'll do
mine next. If we could figure out some way to determine the
characteristics of this system, modal characteristics of
different places, possibly we could find ways to control it, but
that's a big bite, too.
SELTZER: I get concerned about the form of the model before we
talk about reducing it. I'm concerned whether we have the right
form in modal characteristics, and yet all the reduction
techniques are armed toward reducing modal characteristics.
Some get very complicated to apply, and I'm wondering if we
really end up with a sufficiently accurate model that way. I
think maybe starting out with some other approach other than
modal, say, one that ends up with modal characteristics might be
more appropriate.
SKELTON: Well, some years ago, we wrote a paper asking a
different question just from an academic point of view. Just
suppose you had a linear mathematical model of the system and
you wanted to consider the possibility of truncating things in a
number of different coordinates, so you could choose modal
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coordinates or you could choose any set of coordinates you like.
The question was, does there exist a set of coordinates that are
best in the sense that, if you transform the system to those
coordinates and then throw away the last part, does this set of
coordinates have the property that you make the smallest
possible degradation in the performance RMS values at the
location on the structure then? We found there is, indeed, a
set of coordinates that have that property and they are not
modal coordinates. And, they are described in the literature.
SELTZER: I guess I would like to encourage people to consider
modeling things entirely different from that. Perhaps, as
traveling waves, if we have very large structures where the
disturbance moves along the structure and the wave. Perhaps, in
the frequency domain approach, as a transfer function or voting
block between selected sensors and actuators. These are just a
couple I can think of, but surely there are many other ways that
we ought to attack to model things that would end up with a
simpler model that would be easier to truncate and that we could
implement into a computer simulation for our design purposes.
PINSON: The idea of multiple objective functions does, I think,
bring up the subject that came up in our forum that I didn't
mention when I was up there. I think it was McCutchen or
somebody brought it up. That you really design a system to
accomplish multiple functions, llke Space Station is going to
have many experiments on it and many things going on at the same
time, and how you go about designing something like that, like a
Space Station, for a global optimum, in a sense, that you
consider all of the functions that it has to perform or at least
envelope the various configurations or functions that it has to
perform and try to optimize for that. I don't know how it
relates to what you have up there exactly, but it seems like
that is something worth considering.
SKELTON: The part that I did show, Larry, was not as all
encompassing as that. It was a much simpler statement. Even if
you decided that RMS'values at multiple points on the structure
are points of interest, and only that, there are other things as
you mentioned, where to put the equipment, etc. So, this is a
problem for a controls person to say, even if you decide those
things, there are certain decisions in existing control theory.
That's the only point I was trying to make. I would like also"
to say that all controls engineers don't come from EE's.
PINSON: I would like to add one of the things that I stated in
the critical issues forum, and I don't think very many people
took issue with. Maybe it's something that might stimulate a
discussion here_ I said it was my impression that controls
people tended to be more mathematically rigorous in the work
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they do than structures people. Structures people tend to be
more intuitive in their approach to problems. As a result of
dealing with some controls people in the structural dynamics
area at Langley, I have seen a pretty sizable synergism coming
in that looking at things from the opposite point of view was
very productive and quite a learning experience. I just
wondered if anybody here has a similar experience or would like
to comment on the encompassing statement I just made about
controls people tending to be more mathematically rigorous,
while structures people tend to be more intuitive?
McDONOUGH: Sco might have a comment on that
(LAUGHTER)
SCOFIELD: I have a theory about that, Larry. After World War
II, the operational methods and other analysis techniques that
are taught in undergraduate school, first blossomed in the
electrical engineering schools, not in mechanical. I think that
the reason for that is we have a lot of neat linear components
in electrical engineering and we have components that you can
breadboard and try. You know when you build a bridge, you had
better be right. When you make a filter, you can change it
before you put it in the TV. So, my theory is that mechanical
engineers and structural engineers are deprived, because they
don't have the hardware to tinker with that the electrical
engineers do. I don't know how that ties in with being more
mathematlcal'rigorous, but it did give birth to the
proliferation of a whole bunch of linear analysis techniques.
We are as stuck as anybody on the nonlinearity analysis
techniques.
JUNKINS: I would like to add another point if I may, that
applies to this perception, and this was primarily a perception
by structural analysts. I think another way of stating it is
many of the controls engineers are working in large space
structures. First of all, they have to be a fairly hardy lot
who are not intimidated by high dimensionality and partial
differential equations, etc., because they are here. Also,
concerning the structural analysts, often times an end product
of their analysis is the equations of motion and the beginning
point is the geometrical description and parameterization of the
properties of that structure. So, the nature of the role they
play is very physical. They start with the physical description
of the system, and the output is the equations of motion and the
mode shapes, frequencies, etc. Whereas, the input in the
traditional operation of this'scenario here to the controls
engineer are the equations of motions. He doesn't start with
geometrical descriptions of the system in question. I think
that perception is fostered really by traditional separation of
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functions. I don't really believe one set of engineers are
necessarily less physical than the other regardless of their
opinions on Olivia Newton John. (LAUGHTER)
SKELTON: If I could say one thing. The last couple of days
I've heard controls people talk about what the structures people
don't know. And I've heard structures people talk about what
the controls people don't know or do. I think it's not good to
polarize us into categories. I think good mathematics and good
intuition and experimental feeling for the application are
important on both sides. Maybe it's even irrelevant whether one
side of the aisle is more theory than the other. The important
thing is how do we use the best of methods for getting a
particular job done by cooperating. I remember too vividly when
things go wrong in a control systems design, when the controls
guy points to the structures and says it was your model that was
bad. The structures guy says no, there is nothing wrong with
our model; control theory is worthless. You know we've got to
go beyond this polarization.
McDONOUGH: You know, we've been discussing what name this
hybrid person has and what it is that he does. Do we really
think there is another discipline in between structures and
control that should take care of the interaction problem?
Because if one person covers both areas, then there is no
disagreement between groups. But, can one person be both?
KEN RICHARDS: It's possible to make a contribution to both
fields, certainly not the cutting edge. I would remark that
I've known Harold Scofield for 13 years or more. We initially
worked together, he at Marshall and I at JSC, on ascent flight
control stability. Harold introduced me as a controls engineer.
Actually, Harold, I didn't have my first controls course until
2 years after my Ph.D. in mechanics, but I'm really happy to
have been able to fool you this long. It is difficult, I can
remember early in 1973 when I went to work at JSC, even trying
to communicate with my NASA monitor, we spoke a different
language. It was Bill Peters, he was known in ascent flight
control and worked in there for a long time. The initial
reaction when I talked about a real eigenvalue problem, he
thought about plus or minus j omega. You know, I questioned
him, and he wanted to know what Lockheed had sent him. So, the
first year was getting the terminology straight, and after that,
it was fairly effective but it was tough, it's getting easier
now.
McDONOUGH: Well, I think it is, and of course, it's my hope
when we get problems like Space Station, we are almost forced to
look at the whole problem at the same time rather than
structures guys starts it out, passes it over to controls, he
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takes it a certain distance. Now, it appears we all have to
jump in at the beginning and lay things out, and one issue I
think you brought up this morning, too, is how do we get the
managers to allow some of this to happen before things get out
of hand. How do we get in when the requirements are set so that
we don't get things that are mutually exclusive? We can't do
this and that, but we are forced to do both.
BILL HAILE, LOCKHEED: You know, I've been listening here for 2
I/2 days. It's been very informative, but I have a couple of
things or observations I would like to put out just to see what
you think. The purpose of this conference is interaction of
structures and controls. As I go down the list, a lot papers
were given and the critical items list that we had up on the
board, and I notice that not many of the critical items have to
do with interaction of structures and controls. In fact, I
think there are only 3 of them. There are a lot of arguments
with management, a lot about computer sizes, whatever, inexact
problems, but a lot of those can be handled in a separate
discipline. They can cross communicate. There are problems in
communications but they can be solved, I'think. The three that
I've picked out, it looks like might be an issue here. One of
them was lack of optimum design. You know, we designstructures
and controls systems separately_ We don't get the optimum
design because we don't have any single discipline that handles
that, but my own view on that is that I'm not interested in the
optimum design. If it works and meets the requirements, it's
good enough for me. You could maybe fine tune that and make a
better design but I'd rather spend my time designing something
else. The optimum design issue may be an issue, but for me
personally, I don't think that. We did mention system
identification, how do you identify it once it's built, and I
think that's a discipline that does require another person who
can cross communicate between the control system and the rest of
the system. I thought that system identification was a
difficult problem for controls system alone to handle. It's a
difficult problem for structural dynamics alone to handle. That
was one I picked out. The third one that was mentioned, I
lumped this into the'lot in here, was, is there a best set of
coordinates to define your structure? We talked a lot about
truncating modes shapes, etc. You know I'm in structural
dynamics, and I kind of resent the fact we're only talked about
in terms of mode shapes. There's more in structural dynamics
than mode shapes. You going to be faced with nonlinear
structures, a number of problems in structures. Even with
nonlinear structures, it looks to me like one of the problems
was on the controls side, computers were too slow to handle the
large size of problems we have. I don't mean slow computers, I
mean maybe better techniques to solve those, but still is there
a best set of coordinates, a better way to work the whole
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problem? I think that the third issue, a better way to work
the whole problem is a real discipline between the two that is
emerging. I would like us to consider here, whether we are
talking about an evolution of present techniques just getting
better, better communications solving some of the problems, or
whether there is a need for a whole other discipline that is,
what we've been throwing names around for. I thought that in
the three issues I've listed, I didn't see the need for a new
discipline. I think if you can't identify exactly what this
discipline is going to do, you're going to have a tough time
selling it. The optimum design issue may not be a critical
issue, I'm not sure on that, but the system identification
issue, a better way to solve the problems, and a different set
of coordinates, are vital ones. Maybe somebody would comment on
that.
GEORGE VON PRAGENAU: I would like comment on the identification
and I would like to make a contrast between identification and
robustness. We're mainly in a quandary with our robustness
when you have a difficult way to achieve robustness, and then we
lean heavily on the identification of the system and its
accuracy. There's a tradeoff. It was discussed earlier in our
controls session that if we have more robustness, we definitely
have less problem in identification since we don't have such a
heavy accuracy requirement. I think there are other
possibilities to help ourselves to get the robustness. I would
suggest you consider interstability, so that, if we have a
system that's highly robust, it must be rather sensitive to
interstability. When a flexible structure is impacting the
control system which behaves like a mechnical system, it would
be better to come up with how to design a system like this, then
we have more robustness and identification is a lesser problem.
This is my comment to that. There is always a tradeoff between
identification and robustness.
JUNKINS: I think as structures people we have not contributed
to the robustness of these systems as much as we could. I would
llke to put in a commercial here for passive damping. I would
not be so bold as to say that that's the missing link between
the two disciplines, or that's the new discipline that's needed.
I don't believe it is that encompassing or elegant. But passive
damping is frequently looked at as a bandaid technique. You
slap the glue on it later. We have a term for that. After
Walt Disney, we call that Tar Baby technology. It generally
results in large weight penalties and very little good. There
are some social myths about passive damping. One, it's a
damping add-on if you do it, but it's not very efficient. Two,
it adds weight. This is not necessarily true, in fact, if you
can put in sufficient amount of passive damping, you can do away
with actuators, etc., and reduce weight. It's not true it
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always adds weight. A third social myth is that you have to
soften the structure. Actually, sometimes the structures
increases in strength, but wh_t I am proposing here is that
these ideas be investigated by more than just a few of us
specialists and factored into the system design process early
enough to do some good and provide a little bit of the
robustness, so that the entire burden doesn't have to fall on
the controls engineer.
SKELTON: I want to make a comment about optimal design. When
you're discussing optimal design, you're making an assumption
that there exists a design that is adequate. The whole issue of
optimization is existence, the question of whether there exists
a design to do what you want in the first place. If the answer
is no, then you don't know what to do unless you approach the
question of optimum design.
CRAIG: Several people have spoken on the issue of system
identification. I think the point that was just made about the
relationship between that and robustness is certainly a very
valid point. It is a very tough issue, and I think it was
properly pointed out that it is one that will bring our
disciplines together perhaps in a very significant way. There
are a lot of real issues within the issue of verification or
system identification, whether it's going to be the structure or
whether it's going to be the system, open loop or closed loop.
Whether it's going to be using the algorithms that are currently
available that are very well refined for linear systems
identification, or modal testing, whether we are going to have
to get beyond that and look at some nonlinear testing. If so,
how do we do it and what kind of nonlinearities are we looking
for? How are we going to characterize those, and how are those
people who are using the model going to use the nonlinearities
that we come up with? Gyroscopic effect has been mentioned for
the question about what sort of parameters do we want to get out
of the testing. Do we want just mode shapes and frequencies, or
do we want maxphysical parameters, just what do we want? One
thing that I haven't heard too much about because I only heard
two or three of the controls papers, and that is the issue of
online identification as part of perhaps adaptive control versus
the larger issue that we looked at usually in terms of modal
testing which would probably have to be accomplished offline or
on a less frequent basis than some kind of online testing. What
kind of requirements are there for accuracy on those two
different levels of models that are obtained by some kind of
identification technique? Of course, the ground test versus
on-orbit, again, we haven't heard too much about component level
versus system level. At least my understanding is that the
Space Station will be progressively built, different modules
will come up; therefore, there will never be necessarily a time
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in which one would test the structure and that would be the last
test that would be done, So, what do we need to know about
different components, either before they are assembled or would
another test have to be done once it comes up and docks?
Related to this is that I didn't really learn the analytical
side of structural dynamics until I participated in the test
side of it. I have a laboratory, the last part down here
relates to'the fact that we're doing modal testing in the
laboratory. I think that trying to get into also developing
even simple control experiments, people may look down their nose
at that. It's not really easy to go in and do a test when a
beam that has modes at I Hz and below, to find the sensors, the
actuators, to decide what the control objectives are going to be
and to do that. I think that in the universities we certainly
will be doing it with cruder equipment. We won't have flight
qualified rate gyros, but hopefully, the reality therapy is
doing some experiments in the lab will help these students be
better integrated as they come out. At the University of Texas,
we will be going with linear systems theory to provide both the
structural dynamics and controls portions so that instead of
being separate, sort of taking off in our own directions, we
will have a little bit of glue to pull it together. So, I think
those issues about verification have been discussed before, but
I just wanted to bring up some of the details.
HAILE: A lot of the problems that we are having, I think, that
if we had enough time and enough engineers and enough money,
maybe lots more, but still they are all solvable that way. I
look at the problems that we could solve with more of the'same,
but some of the problems we can't solve that way and those are
the ones I think this conference should be looking at. They are
beyond the state-of-the-art today. I think the systems
identification issue might be beyond what we know right now. I
think we ought to be looking at things that we cannot presently
solve but might need a new discipline.
McDONOUGH: I think that we all agree with that. The question,
of course, is usually how and where do we start? We should be
talking more about that, and if anybody has a comment, we could
add to it, but I think you've given us food for thought. That's
about all I'd be willing to say right now. You are undoubtedly
right. •
JOHN JUNKINS: I thought I might give you a quote to take home
and put in your circular file. I think the triple curse of the
high dimensionality, the uncertainty, and the nonlinearity
coupled with the fact that these issues cross the traditional
boundaries, which is really why we're here. These models are in
a strict sense, I think, unsolvable in that they have nlce clean
deterministic answers. What I would like to do is to focus the
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last of my discussion here, and rather than to dwell on the
critical issues per se, I would like to point to things on this
conference that have been significant contributions that seem to
be promising steps in the right direction for dealing with these
aspects of the triple curse. In the area of high
dimensionality, where does the high dimensionality come from?
Well, it comes into the structure-control problem usually out of
the application of NASTRAN or some other structural modeling
program, and there are all sorts of issues involved within this,
but one of the things you find after playing with various
substructure techniques and various finite element modeling
techniques that on the average, misery is not conserved.
(Laughter) There are good and bad ways of doing things; and in
many cases, if you have a lot of insight about how to go about
modeling your structure, with 50 degrees of freedom you may get
accuracy that someone with less insight might get with 10 times
that number of degrees of freedom as far as being convergent to
an accurate set of modes and eigenvalues. I did see two things
that caught my attention that I want to go home and think about
more. One of them I had seen before, but the paper given by
Remi'Engels on his modification of the Craig-Bampton technique
let me see something that is extremely important, at least it's
important in my mind's eye right now, and I want to study it
very carefully as a way to get at the dimensionality problem
where it arises, mainly at the point of modeling the structure.
Also, in that same paper, he had a very interesting technique of
solving a sequence of small eigenvalue problems instead of one
big one. You remember he was reporting some powers of 10 times
gain in'efficiency for solving for frequency and mode shapes
with large structures. So, that seemed to me to be very
significant and the same thing, I think, the Lanzcos vectors
approach that was presented by Roy Craig looked very
interesting. In the area of uncertainty and nonlinearity, now
there are two aspects of uncertainty that I think are important,
one of them is how to reduce it and the other is how to live
with what's left. This basically lies at the heart of dual
problems, one is'those of system identification that has been
discussed extensively here. The other one is the adaptive
control and robust control'methodology, and in this area and to
some extent in the other areas, the work that Dave Hyland has
been talking about for a number of years and has recently been
doing in a sense applies to structural dynamics and looks to me
to be very significant. The area of nonlinearity, I would like
to suggest a philosophy. There is no doubt in my mind that
regardless of how nonlinear a model is, a linear model of that
nonlinear model or of that nonlinear system is going to remain
at the heart of the engineering analysis of that system. We
just don't have the methodoloy on the shelf for designing
control systems for highly nonlinear systems. On the other
hand, modeling the nonlinearities is going to be extremely
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important because we will then try the first approach which is
to design a linearized control system for the linearized version
of the model and then try to construct with our math model the
nonlinearities you believe are present. Will the system work in
the presence of nonlinearities?
McDONOUGH: Thank you, Johnny. We are about to reach the end of
our time period. Would anybody like to comment on that or any
other aspect of what we've talked about? Anybody at the panel
like to summarize?
CRAIG: I would like to take the microphone for just a minute.
I saw Bob Ryan step in. I think for those of us who
participated, knowing the difficult problems that they've had
over the past couple of months and to still go ahead with the
conference and to have the kind of conference we've had, I would
like to express my appreciation to Harold and Bob, and I think
all of us should at this time. (APPLAUSE)
McDONOUGH: Thank you. I think we'll call the panel session
closed now. Appreciate it.
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